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Foreword

Foreword to the Historic Structure Report

The 2004 historic structure report for Clara Barton National Historic Site is a collection of

reports and documentation drawings produced between 1 976 and 2002 as a three-volume set.

Volumes 1 and 2 contain information typically covered in Part I: Developmental History of a

Historic Structure Report as a single document. The reports in Volume 3 stand alone as

independent documents. Together the set presents the ever-increasing knowledge gained about

the property and reflects the changes in National Park Service's management of the site

between the mid-1970s and early 2000s.

Volume 1, Part 1: Developmental History, produced by Elizabeth Lampl in 2002, is the most

thorough research to-date related to the development of the Red Cross House at Glen Echo,

Maryland. Ms. Lampl uses newly available primary sources and previously completed reports

to analyze and evaluate the architectural precedence for the building, its construction, and

discusses its modifications. Her report describes the relationships among Miss Clara Barton,

Dr. Julian Hubbell, the American Red Cross, the Chautauqua and amusement park promoters,

and later building owners and how they influenced the property over time. A secondary

emphasis of her research is Dr. Hubbell's role in the American Red Cross along with the

appearance and use of his personal rooms in the house.

Volume 2, Part 1: Physical History and Condition Assessment, produced in 1997 by Oehrlein

and Associates Architects, as a draft document, records the condition of the building and

recommends treatment for its preservation. Volume 2 describes the physical characteristics of

the exterior and interior. This report contains the first set of drawings to show the chronology

of the building's physical changes from 1891 to 1897. Also included are building floor plans

that document the building in 1996. Technical evaluation of structural, electrical, mechanical,

and protection systems and an analysis of the building's compliance with life and safety codes

at that time is presented. Color photographs of features and conditions are reproduced in this

volume because they should prove a valuable reference in the fiiture. Refer to Ms. Lampl'

s

Executive Summary for further explanation of Volumes 1 and 2.

Volume 3, Collection ofDocumentation, Investigation & Treatment Reports 1976-2002

contains supplemental documents ranging from the first structural analysis of the building's

framing system and the 2002 Interior Finishes Analysis: Dr. Hubbell 's Room and Clara

Barton 's Sitting Room by National Park Service architectural conservator Barbara A. Yocum'
to drawings from the late 1 970s for proposed restoration of the front fapade and two sets of (
Historic American Building Survey records. This is not a comprehensive collection of federal

(

building-related research or technical reports. Other documents exist such as the 1977 historic
'

structure report written by historian Charles Snell. Reports reproduced in Volume 3 are

selected because, despite their useable content and the quality of information, they are likely to

be forgotten due to their age, abbreviated size, or the few number of originals printed.

Reprinting of these items will keep the information available for another generation of
researchers and managers. PUBLIC DOCUlifENTb
p .

, c. A , A
DEPOSITORY ITEM

Rebecca L. Stevens, A. I.A.

Chief Historical Architect, National Capital Region
[ -,p o q 2006
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Project Scope

The scope of this interior finishes study for two rooms in the Clara Baron House at

Clara Barton National Historic Site, in Glen Echo, Maryland, was described in a project

agreement dated February 5, 2002, and signed March 29 and April 8, 2002. This agreement

between the Building Conservation Branch, Northeast Cultural Resources Center

(BCB/NCRC) of Lowell, Massachusetts, and Clara Barton National Historic Site, defined the

project as follows:

Project Description

This project scope includes an investigation of the painted finishes

and wallpapers in two second-story rooms: Miss Barton's sitting

room and Dr. Hubbell's bedroom. . . . The finishes study will

include paint sampling from all elements of these two rooms,

including floors, woodwork, and plaster walls and ceilings.

Samples of wallpaper layers ("sandwiches") will also be removed

from walls and ceilings, the sample size to include full pattern

repeat of not only the surface wallpaper, but also of the wallpapers

that might be concealed in the layers below.

Tasks to be Accomplished

1 .) Review existing historic structure report (to be provided by the

park).

2.) Site visit for sample taking and limited physical investigation of

sitting room ceiling. No more than 50 paint samples will be

removed for the paint analysis, and 10 samples of wallpaper

(which may include layers of "sandwiches") for the wallpaper

analysis.

3.) Paint analysis at Lowell NCRC laboratory, including color

matching of Munsell Colors to the period of significance

—

1897 to 1912. Photomicrographs will be taken of selected paint

samples.

4.) Wallpaper analysis will include separation of wallpaper layers,

written descriptions of each wallpaper layer, identification of

paper type and method of manufacture and method of printing,

and description of the pattern. This information will be used to

assign a relative date of manufacture to each wallpaper. All

wallpaper samples will be photographed for purposes of

documentation. All wallpaper samples will also be

encapsulated in acetate with attached abbreviated

documentation. Approximately 10 to 15 individual layers of

separated wallpaper are anticipated.

5.) Report writing, to include chromochronology charts and

wallpaper documentation sheets.

6.) Compilation, copying and distribution of two original and four

color copies of the report. An additional original version of the

report and one color copy will be compiled for the NCRC
library.



Brief Historical Background: Clara Barton House

The following brief historical description of the Clara Barton House in Glen Echo,

Maryland, has been derived from the draft "Historic Structure Report" by Elizabeth Joe

Lampl Associates.

The "Red Cross House," known today as the Clara Barton House, was constructed in

on the grounds of Chautauqua Park at Glen Echo, Maryland, in 1891. The building

resembles two Red Cross hotels that had been constructed in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, to

house the victims of the 1889 Johnstown flood, and may have incorporated some of the

lumber from the disassembled hotels and/or other Red Cross buildings in Johnstown. The

building was the temporary residence of Clara Barton in 1891, but frmctioned primarily as a

Red Cross warehouse from 1891 to 1897. The structure was remodeled by Clara Barton in

1 897 as her country home, where she lived with her associate and companion. Dr. Julian

Hubbell, until her death on April 12, 1912, at the age of 91. Barton's home also served the

National Headquarters of the American Red Cross from 1897 to 1904, of which she was

president. Dr. Hubbell worked as Chief Field Agent for the organization.

Following Clara Barton's death in 1912, Dr. Hubbell fransferred his ownership of the

house and other property at Glen Echo in 1914 to Mabelle Rawson Hirons, who took in

boarders. Hubbell remained in residence until 1920, lived elsewhere from 1920 to 1925

during a legal battle to reclaim the house, and returned upon its recovery in 1925. Dr.

Hubbell died on November 19, 1929.

The house next passed to Dr. Hubbell's nieces, Rena and Lena Hubbell. Rena

Hubbell resided in the house from 1929 to 1942 and created several apartments that she

leased to boarders.

Mrs. Josephine Franks Noyes purchased the property in 1942. She continued the

practice of renting to boarders, and lived in the house with a sister until her death in 1958.

Three other sisters of Mrs. Noyes, collectively known as the "Franks" sisters, retained

ownership through 1963.

The Friends of Clara Barton, Inc., purchased the house in January 1964. The Friends

maintained borders, and also opened the house to the public. The Clara Barton House was
declared a National Historic Landmark in 1965. Legislation creating Clara Barton National

Historic Site was passed in 1974, and adminisfration by the National Park Service

commenced in 1975. An architectural assessment of the house was undertaken in 1975, and

measured drawings of the house were prepared by the Historic American Buildings Survey in

1976. Restoration work commenced shortly thereafter. However, it was not until 1985-86

that restoration was begun on two back rooms in the second story: Dr. Hubbell's Room
(Room 211) and Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212). This work was never completed,

however, leaving the rooms in disassembled condition. It is these two rooms that are the

focus of this interior finishes study.



METHODOLOGIES





Site Visit

A three-day site visit was made to the Clara Barton House by architectural

conservator Barbara Yocum May 14-16, 2002. The purpose of the visit was to review

documentary sources pertaining to Dr. Hubbell's Room and Clara Barton's Sitting Room,

examine the existing conditions of those two rooms, and to remove paint samples and

wallpaper samples for the finishes analysis. Assistance was provided by site curator Mary

Troy, who unearthed restoration files and provided essential equipment such as ladders and

work lights. Briefings on the project were also held with site manager Karen Pittleman and

supervisory ranger Joe Bums.

Documentation Review

A review was undertaken of the available archival sources to determine if any

documentation existed on the historic finishes of Dr. Hubbell's Room and Clara Barton's

Sitting Room. An understanding of the rooms' architectural evolution was also important in

the interpretation of the physical paint and wallpaper samples removed for this study. This

was achieved by reviewing the following secondary and primary sources of documentation.

All reports and restoration files cited below are in the library of the Clara Barton House.

Reports

"Clara Barton National Historic Structure Report, Volume I: Developmental History," by

Elizabeth Jo Lampl, 95% submission, November 2001.

"Clara Barton Historic Structures Report: Physical History and Condition Assessment,

George Washington Memorial Parkway, Maryland," by Oehrlein & Associates, Architects,

May 12, 1997.

"Historic Furnishing Plan, Clara Barton House, Clara Barton National Historic Site,

Maryland," by Sandra Weber, Katherine Menz, and Diana R. Pardue, 1983.

"Architect's Report, Clara Barton National Historic Site," circa 1975.

Restoration Files

The restoration files in the library of the Clara Barton House document the restoration work
that was undertaken in Dr. Hubbell's Room and Clara Barton's Sitting Room in 1985-86.

These contain hand-written notes, sketches, and memoranda. Although no author can be

identified, it is assumed that the restoration notes were written by exhibit specialist Jake

Barrow, who was supervising the work.

Historic Photographs

Copies of historic photographs are included in the historic structures reports and the historic

furnishings report cited above. Photographs documenting the 1975 appearance of the two

rooms are in the "Architects Report" of that same date. Albums of photographs (mostly

copies of historic views) are also in the library of the Clara Barton House.



Architectural Drawings

Architectural drawings recording existing conditions of the Clara Barton House were

prepared by the Historic American Buildings Survey in 1976. Copies of these drawings,

along with conjectural floor plans for the years 1891 and 1897, and updated existing

conditions drawings dated 1996, were provided by site curator Mary Troy.

Paint Analysis

Fifty (50) paint samples were removed in May 2002 from two rooms: Dr. Hubbell's

Room (Room 21 1) and Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212). Of these 50 samples, 25

were removed from Room 211, and 25 from Room 212. The samples were exfracted using

an X-Acto knife fitted with a No. 18 blade. Each sample was put into an individually labeled

coin envelope, and sample locations were keyed to a floor plan.

Analysis of the paint samples was carried out at the paint laboratory of the Northeast

Cultural Resources Center (NCRC) in Lowell, Massachusetts. Each paint sample was

assigned a log number. The first sample removed for this study, for example, was assigned

log number "CLBA CB POl." "CLBA" signifies Clara Barton National Historic Site; "CB" is

the park's structure designation for the Clara Barton House; the letter "P" indicates that the

sample is paint; and the number "01" denotes the first sample removed from the building.

The paint samples were mounted in petrie dishes filled with microcrystalline wax and

microscopically viewed using two binocular microscopes. The samples were first examined

with reflected tungsten light at 10 to 63 times magnification with a Nikon SMZ-2T
microscope. They were next viewed under long-wave ulfraviolet light with an Olympus BX-
40 microscope.

Certain characteristics of each paint layer were noted and recorded, such as paint

color and characteristic appearance under ulfraviolet light. Paint-layer colors viewed under

visible light were simply described, such as "yellow," "green," or "white." Each paint layer

was also observed to have a characteristic fluorescence color under ulfraviolet light, which

was particularly helpful in distinguishing multiple layers of white and cream paints. Lead

paints were identified by a spot chemical test using a solution of sodium sulfide and water, in

which a positive reaction turns a paint layer brown or black. Paints containing calcium

carbonate, such as whitewash and calcimine, were identified by their characteristic chalky

appearance and positive reaction to a spot chemical test using diluted hydrochloric acid.

Calcimine paints were further distinguished from whitewash by the application ofwarm tap

water, which dissolves calcimine but not whitewash. Finish layers were distinguished from

primer layers by the presence of dirt and/or poor adhesion between the paint layers. Dating

of the paint layers was achieved by removing paint samples from room elements of known
date of installation.

Floor plans showing the locations of each paint sample may be found in Appendix A.

Chromochronology charts recording the paint sample locations and layers recorded for each

sample are in Appendix B. Historic paint colors were color matched to the Munsell Color

notation system, swatches ofwhich are included in Appendix D.



Wallpaper Analysis

"Wallpaper" is generally defined in this report to mean a printed and/or embossed

paper that is applied to either walls or ceiling. The following distinctions are made in this

report:

Body wallpaper: applied to the body of the wall.

Border wallpaper: applied as a border to the body of the wall.

Ceiling wallpaper: applied to the ceiling (and sometimes also the upper portion

of the wall, above a picture molding).

Fifteen (15) wallpaper samples total were examined fi-om Rooms 21 1 and 212 : three

samples from Room 211, and 12 samples from Room 212. Samples consisted of either a

single layer of wall or ceiling wallpaper, or multiple layers of wallpapers. Some samples

included a muslin substrate, others did not. Of these samples, eight were removed fi-om the

rooms by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May 16, 2002. The other seven

samples had been removed during restoration activities in 1978 and 1985-1986, and were

stored in labeled folders and envelopes in the archives of Clara Barton NHS. All of the

samples were carefully packaged and mailed by Clara Barton curator Mary Troy and mailed

to the Building Conservation Branch, Northeast Cultural Resources Center, in Lowell,

Massachusetts. There they were processed and encapsulated in mylar.

Processing of the wallpaper samples involved first assigning each sample a log

number. Sample number one was assigned CLBA CB WPOl, in which "CLBA" stands for

Clara Barton National Historic Site, "CB" the Clara Barton House, and "WPOl" wallpaper

sample number one. The existing size and appearance of the sample were then recorded. If

multiple layers of papers were present, the papers were separated using a metal spatula. In

some cases the papers could be separated dry using the spatula alone; in others a small

amount of warm tap water (sprayed on the back side) was required to loosen the wallpaper

adhesive. Separated papers were dried on acid-free blotting paper. Spot chemical testing

using the Barrows Groundwood Test identified the presence of free lignin in mechanical

wood-pulp papers. Representative wall and ceiling papers were next photographically

recorded. Finally, the separated papers were individually labeled and encapsulated in mylar.

The encapsulated wall and ceiling papers will be returned to Clara Barton National Historic

Site for inclusion in the building artifact collection for the Clara Barton House.

Wallpaper patterns and colors were documented with written descriptions and

photographs, included in Appendix C of this report. Dafing of the papers was achieved based

on stylistic characteristics of the designs, border widths, and their relative placement on the

walls and ceilings.





FINISHES ANALYSIS
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DR. HUBBELL'S ROOM
(ROOM 211)

Historical Background

No documentation is available on the early appearance and use ofRoom 211, the

southwest room in the second story, for the years 1891 to 1897. The room was occupied by

Dr. Julian Hubbell from 1897 until his death in 1929, except for a short period from 1920 to

1925 when Dr. Hubbell was involved in a legal battle to reclaim the house. Diary entries

dated October and November 1 897 record the plastering of the room for Dr. Hubbell, despite

Clara Barton's earlier assertion that she would "not plaster, but cloth and paper, and paint" the

interior rooms.' Dr. Hubbell expanded his living space in September 1910 by setting up a

"room extension"^—probably Rooms 207 and 208 to the north that were later partitioned into

two separate rooms. An exterior porch was built on the south side ofRoom 21 1 by Dr.

Hubbell in 1911, accessed through a window whose double-hung sashes were modified to

function as a side-hinged casement. Only one early photograph of Room 211 is known,

dated circa 1930 (fig. 1). This shows the room's southwest comer with exposed random-

width floorboards, monochromatic dark-color walls, and light-color baseboards and ceiling.

The presence of a "bathroom" within Room 2 1 1 during the historic period is

suggested in a letter between Mrs. Hartman and Mrs. Daisy Sweitzer dated June 1975:

Dr. Hubbell's room and the Bathroom were located where the [later]

dining room and kitchen are now located. There were no

connecting doors. Instead a wood burning stove was located near

the partition. I remember it well.^

It seems unlikely, however, that a "bathroom" was actually located in Room 211, since a full

bath is known to have been in the north adjacent room (Room 209) during the historic period.

Room 211 had been remodeled as part of an apartment suite by 1961 . A partition

wall divided the space into two separate rooms, with a kitchen located on the north side, and

a dining room on the south side. Clara Barton's former sitting room (Room 212) served as

the living room, and her former bedroom (Room 213) as the apartment's bedroom. The
apartment was occupied in 1 96 1 -62 by a Mr. Poston, who later generally described the

"narrow kitchen" and "dining room." Exactly when the room was divided and the kitchen

installed is not known for certain. Rena Hubbell, who inherited the house from her uncle in

1929, is said to have created apartments in order to accommodate boarders. However,

Josephine Franks Noyes (1942-58), and later the Franks sisters (1958-64), also took in

boarders and may have been responsible for this remodeling. The kitchen-dining room
configuration was documented in a floor plan by the Historic American Buildings Survey in

1976 (fig. 2).

Letter dated May 1897 from Clara Barton to Dr. Hubbell, excerpted on page lV-2 of the 95%
draft "Historic Structure Report," by Elizabeth Jo Lamp! Associates, Nov. 2001.

Clara Barton recorded in her diary on September 22, 1910, "Dr. commences to make up his new
room extension." Quote included on p. 160 of the "Historic Furnishings Report," 1983.

Quote included on p. 161 of the "Historic Furnishings Report," 1983.
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Restoration ofRoom 21 1 by the National Park Service commenced in 1977-78 with

the removal of the kitchen sink from the north wall, and the screened porch from the south

side of the house. The later fiberboard partition wall, oak flooring, and vinyl-tile flooring

were removed in 1985-86.

Description

Room 211 is in disassembled and unrestored condition today, the work of 1985-86

having been left incomplete. Flooring consists of random-width floorboards. The south,

east, and west walls and ceiling are finished with plaster applied to sawn lath. The north wall

is paneled, with no physical evidence of earlier plaster. A later east-west partition wall is

missing today, but its ghosted outline is clearly evident on the walls and ceiling. Windows
with six-over-six sashes are located in the south and west walls; one pair of sashes in the

south window is modified to ftinction as a side-hinged casement. There are two doorways: a

single doorway with four-panel door at the east end of the north wall, connecting with Room
210, and a wide doorway in the east wall connecting with Clara Barton's Sitting Room
(Room 212). The room is trimmed with molded baseboards, architraves with bull's-eye

comer blocks at the windows, and plain boards with rounded edges at the doorways. An
exposed brick chimney, with stove-pipe opening covered by a metal pipe, is at the east wall

north of the wide doorway. A beaded-board cabinet with two doors is centered at the north

wall; ghosted evidence on the floorboards indicates that another cabinet bay formerly

extended to the west wall. Capped water pipes are located at the west end of the north wall at

the former kitchen sink (removed in 1977), and in the northeast comer niche (likely for a hot-

water reservoir that may have predated the kitchen).

The room's existing finishes reflect its previous configuration as two rooms: a kitchen

on the north side, and a dining room on the south side (a fiberboard partition was removed in

1985-86). The floorboards, formerly covered with oak floorboards on the dining room side

and vinyl tiles on the kitchen side, are painted gray. Cream paint finishes the plaster walls

and ceiling on both sides of the room; yellow-cream paint covers the baseboards, trim at the

doorways and windows, the north paneled wall (east side) and doorway, and the chimney and

adjacent wall. Green paint is preserved on the west-wall baseboard in the location of the

former partition, and on the north-side jamb and interior lintel of the east (wide) doorway that

had been enclosed when the partition was installed. Paint has been mostly stripped from the

north four-panel door and the north-wall cabinets.

A few wallpaper remnants survive in the room. These include a strip of scenic body
wallpaper on the east wall and an attached strip of abstract-design ceiling paper that had been

formerly concealed by the east-west partition wall. A tulip-design body wallpaper covers the

east wall of the northeast niche created by the chimney. Small scraps of wallpapers adhered

to unpainted muslin are on the west side of the upper north wall, above the location of a

former kitchen sink. Muslin at the north wall, covered by the cabinets, is painted the same
color as the cabinet interiors.

Paint Samples

Twenty five (25) paint samples were examined from Room 211 for the finishes

analysis. These samples were assigned log numbers CLBA CB P01-P25. See Appendix A
for an annotated floor plan showing paint-sample locations. See Appendix B, pages B-5
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through B-8 for a record of the paint layers (chromochronologies) identified for each

individual paint sample.

Wallpaper Samples

Three samples of wallpaper were removed from Room 211 for the finishes analysis.

These samples were assigned log numbers CLBA CB W01-W03. See Appendix C, pages C-

5 through C-7 and C-23 through C27, for descriptions and photographs of each sample and

the wallpaper layers contained therein.

Analysis Results

General Observations . Dr. Hubbell's Room retains a significant amount of historic

architectural material dating to 1891 and 1897. Original (1891) elements likely include the

random-width floorboards, north-wall paneling and four-panel door, and 6-over-6 window
sashes. Remodeling of the room in 1897 introduced the existing plaster with hair binder,

baseboards, the wide doorway at the east wall, trim at the doorways and windows, and the

chimney. The cabinets at the north wall also appear to be of this vintage. The finishes

analysis indicates that early finishes predating 1 897 are preserved on the door and exposed

paneling at the north wall.

1897 -Circa 1910 . Finishes identified as dating to the remodeling of the room for

Dr. Hubbell in 1897 include the following. Buff-yellow, oil-basedpaint covered the

floorboards. White lead-oil-basedpaint was applied to the double-hung window sashes, and

whitewash to the plaster walls, ceiling, and chimney. Whitewashing of the room appears to

have occurred prior to the installation of the room's woodwork trim, as evidenced by its

presence on the east plaster wall behind the baseboard and wide doorway trim at the east

wall. A yellow oil-based paint finished the baseboards, trim at the doorways and windows,

the north door, and north-wall cabinets. Muslin tacked to the north-wall paneling inside the

cabinets appears to have remained unpainted at this time.

It was not possible to determine conclusively how the exposed wall paneling at the

east end of the north wall was finished in 1897. The earliest finish observed in the paint

sample from this wall is a pink-beige calcimine that does not correspond to any of the 1897

(and later) wall finishes in the room. One possible explanation for this anomaly is that the

calcimine paint is a pre- 1897 finish that had been covered with now-missing whitewash-

finished muslin in 1897. Muslin survives elsewhere on the north wall paneling, making this a

plausible interpretation. Close examination of the paneling may reveal the physical evidence

of the former muslin tacks.

Subsequent paintings of the room between 1897 and circa 1910 renewed the white-

painted walls and ceilings with whitewash, and later with white calcimine. The floorboards

and woodwork trim appear to have retained their 1897 painted finishes until circa 1910.

Circa 1910 . A major redecoration of the room occurred at some unknown date

—

possibly in 1910, when Dr. Hubbell created a larger space for himself by expanding to a

second room. The following finishes were identified by the paint and wallpaper analysis.

Gray, oil-basedpaint was applied to the random-width floorboards. Wallpaper, an embossed

paper colored a monochromatic olive-green, covered the plaster walls (see p. C-23). All that
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remains of this wallpaper is a small strip preserved beneath a later partition wall. White

calcimine, most of which was removed along with a later application of ceiling wallpaper,

freshened the ceiling. Cream, oil-basedpaint finished the then-exposed wall paneling at the

north wall, baseboards, the trim at the doorways and windows, window sashes, and the

chimney. It may be this decorating scheme that is documented in the only known early

photograph of the room dated circa 1930 (fig. 1).

Circa 1930 . The next refmishing of the room is thought to have been carried out

sometime after the death of Dr. Hubbell in 1929, possibly by Hubbell's niece Rena Hubbell

who was in residence 1929-42. Rooms 211 and 212 were identically decorated at this time,

according to the findings of the finishes analysis, suggesting that the two rooms were then

occupied as a suite. A photograph ofRoom 212, dated 1934, is believed to document this

scheme (fig. 11). An embossed wallpaper, tinted pale green, covered the existing wallpaper.

Ceiling wallpaper, with an abstract "squiggle" design on a pink-beige ground, was applied to

the plaster ceiling (see p. C-24). White oil paint was applied to the north-wall paneling,

baseboards, trim at the doorways and windows, window sashes, cabinets, and chimney. The

floor may have retained its existing gray-painted finish.

Circa 1940 . The last redecoration of Room 21 1 prior to its division into a kitchen and

dining room has been roughly dated 1940. Light gray oil paint may have been applied to the

random-width floorboards at this time. A scenic wallpaper featuring the U.S. Capitol in

Washington, D.C., and a garden gazebo, covered the existing two layers of wallpaper (see p.

C-25). The ceiling retained its existing wallpaper associated with the earlier, circa- 1930,

papering of the room. Light-green, non-lead, paint was applied to the north-wall paneling,

baseboards, trim at the doorways and windows, window sashes, cabinets, and chimney.

Circa 1950- 1975 . The north and south portions ofRoom 2 1 1 began to be separately

finished following the installation of an east-west fiberboard partition wall. A date of "circa

1950" has been assigned to this remodeling; no documentation of this work has been found.

During the years circa 1950-1975, the walls on both sides were hung with several layers of

wallpapers, the best samples of which survive on the kitchen side (see pp. C-26 and C-27).

Sometime after circa 1950, the floorboards on the south dining-room side of the room were

covered with oak floorboards, while those on the north kitchen side were covered with vinyl

tiles.'* By 1975, most of the wallpapers had been removed and the waWs painted cream

and/or yellow. The woodwork in both rooms, and the chimney in the kitchen, were painted

with two layers ofyellow-cream, non-leadpaint.

'* A later date for the oak and vinyl flooring is based on physical evidence observed in 1985-86 and

recorded in hand-written notes in the restoration files, Clara Barton NHS.
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Figure 1. Room 211: Dr. Hubbell's Room, southwest comer, circa 1930.
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Figure 2. Floor plan of the second story, west end, of the Clara Barton House,

showing the existing configuration of Rooms 211 and 212 in 1976.
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Figure 3. Room 211 : south wall, May 15, 2002.

Figure 4. Room 211: west wall, May 15,2002.
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Figure 5. Room 211: northwest comer, May 15, 2002.

Figure 6. Room 21 1 : northeast comer, May 15, 2002.
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Figure 7.

(Left)

Room 211: north side of the

east wall, May 15,2002.

Figure 8.

(Below)

Room 211: south side of the

east wall. May 15,2002.
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CLARA BARTON'S SITTING ROOM
(ROOM 212)

Historical Background

No documentation is available on the early appearance and use ofRoom 212, the

south-middle room in the second story, for the years 1891 to 1897. The earliest known
occupant of the room was George Pullman, Chief Financial Officer for the American Red
Cross, for whom it was outfitted with new closets in 1897.^ Although Dr. Hubbell's west

adjacent room (Room 211) was plastered in 1897, there is no documentation of plastering in

George Pullman's. Other rooms in the house were described as receiving the following

treatment:

The first rooms [of] C.B.'s have been covered with the heavy

builders paper and cotton cloth stretched, pasted and tacked over

them. They are now all ready for the regular wallpaper. They look

good as they are light and cheery.

Pullman left the Red Cross in December 1897. His room, however continued to be referred

to for many years thereafter by Clara Barton as the "G.P. Room."''

From 1898 through 1900, the room appears to have been used by Red Cross

volunteers. Clara Barton claimed the room as her winter parlor in 1901, and by 1902 she was
using it as her bedroom. Mrs. Hines, Red Cross volunteer and housekeeper, next occupied

the room as a bedroom for a short time in 1903. By the end of 1903, the room had been

fiimished as a den, or sitting room, for Clara Barton. It retained this use until Clara Barton's

death in 1912.

Only one photograph ft-om the historic period, dated circa 1904, is known to exist of

Room 212 (fig. 9). This view, looking towards the southwest, illustrated an unidentified

newspaper article. The caption reads "Cosy [sic] den where Clara Barton spends much of her

time when in Washington." It shows a carpet-covered floor, dark-color walls, a light-color

ceiling, and a wide doorway in the west wall blocked with draperies and a long sofa.

A minor fire occurred in the room a few years later, as succinctly described by Clara

Barton in a diary entry dated March 14, 1910: "the pipes to the stove and drum in my west

chamber took fire."^ The incident was later recalled in more detail in a letter dated June 1975

between Mrs. Hartman and Mrs. Daisy Sweitzer:

Miss Barton asked me to help put away some winter clothing in one

of the rooms along the Gallery. Before leaving her Sitting Room,
we put several logs in the stove and left the damper in the pipe

open. Shortly, Dr. Hubbell saw the flames coming from the

^ The draft "Histonc Stmcture Report," Nov. 2001, notes "on October 27, 1897, the carpenters

made closets for Pullman's room." (p. IV-27).

Quote from the Red Cross Diary entry for May 7, 1897, included on p. lV-28 of the draft

"Historic Structure Report," Nov. 2001.

See diary quotes on pp. 144 and 145 of the "Historic Furnishings Report," 1983.
^ "Historic Furnishings Plan," 1983, p. 146.
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chimney and rushed into the house and the three of us fought and

extinguished the flame.

The west window sashes were modified to function as a side-hinged casement in

1 9 1 1 , to access the south porch constructed by Dr. Hubbell that year.

Following Clara Barton's death in 1912, the Sitting Room (Room 212) and east

adjacent Bedroom (Room 213) are believed to have been used by Mabelle Hirons, who was

in residence from about 1913 to 1925. It may have been she who finished the walls in a

panel design, as shown in photographs of the room dated circa 1930 (fig. 10). The panels had

been replaced by 1 934 by a plain wall treatment, as recorded in a photograph of that date (fig.

1 1). This new wallpaper may have been hung by Rena Hubbell, who owned and occupied

the house from 1929 to 1942. Fiberboard was later installed on the walls and ceiling of the

room, coincidentally with the partitioning of the west adjacent room (Room 211), and partial

closing of the wide doorway connecting the two rooms. Bookshelves were also installed at

this time on the south sides of the closets. Oak floorboards were later laid over the existing

random-width floorboards of the main room (not in the closets).

Selected samples of wall and ceiling materials were retrieved by the National Park

Service from Room 212, and the screen porch was removed, in 1977-78. However, it was

not until 1985 that restoration work began. All non-historic materials were removed from the

room, including the oak floorboards, fiberboard material on the walls and ceiling, and built-in

bookshelves at the north closets. The findings uncovered by the architectural investigation

were recorded in hand-written notes, which are in the library files at the Clara Barton House.

Restoration was never completed, however, leaving the room in an unfinished state.

Description

Room 212 is in disassembled and unrestored condition today, the restoration work of

1985-86 having never been completed. Flooring consists of random-width floorboards in

both the main portion of the room and in the two north-wall closets. The walls are paneled

all around, with no physical evidence of earlier plaster. The partition walls of the 1 897

closets are beaded boards. The ceiling is open to the joists, which retain small remnants of

red building paper and muslin beneath iron tacks; there is no physical evidence of earlier lath

and plaster. Ceiling muslin and ceiling wallpaper survives inside the two closets. Five

doorways open off the room, including the original (1891) hall entrance at the north wall with

two four-panel doors. The other four doorways date to the remodeling of 1897, based on the

similarities of the molded woodwork trim. These are the two closet doorways on either side

of the main entrance, the wide doorway connecting with Room 2 1 1 in the west wall, and the

wide doorway connecting with Room 213 in the east wall. Natural light is provided by three

original (1891) windows with six-over-six sashes at the south end of the room: one in the

south wall, one in the west wall, and one in the east wall. A brick chimney with plate-

covered flue is exposed in a niche at the west wall. The niche, which had previously been

concealed by fiberboard circa 1950, retains physical evidence of three missing shelves.

The existing finishes of the main room (not including the closets) are those that were

uncovered upon the removal of the oak floorboards from the floor, and fiberboard panels

from the walls and ceiling of the main room in 1985-86. Note that these materials had not

''ibid., p. 161.
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been installed in the room's two closets. The random-width floorboards in the main room are

painted yellow. The paneled walls of the main room have both paint and wallpaper finishes.

Wall paneling painted cream-white is exposed on the north side of the east wall, except for

unpainted horizontal ghosts that likely indicate missing moldings and trimwork. These

include a horizontal unpainted band 1" wide at the base of the wall, another band 1" wide at

the upper wall at the south end of the room and at the north-wall closets, and another band 4"

wide at the upper east and west walls. The earliest wallpaper that was applied over the

painted paneling is exposed on the south wall, and at the south end of the west wall. This

consists of a striped body wallpaper, an embossed-and-die-cut floral border, and an upper

wall/ceiling wallpaper, all applied to a muslin backing attached to the wall paneling with iron

tacks. Newspaper backing observed beneath the earliest striped wallpaper on the jambs of

the west chimney niche is dated "Saturday, April 2[?], 1907." Layerings of two additional

wallpapers, applied to a second layer of muslin backing attached with brass tacks, survive at

the south end of the east wall, and at the north end of the west wall. A small piece of circa-

1950 fiberboard wall paneling at the upper south wall, finished with multiple layers of

wallpaper (most recently painted cream), is all that remains of this later material. The room's

ceiling is missing, except for small scraps of red building paper and muslin preserved beneath

small tacks in the ceiling joists. Trim at the doorways and windows, the doors, the window
sashes, and the beaded-board partition walls of the north-wall closets, are painted yellow-

cream today.

The interiors of the room's two closets are finished as follows. The random-width

floorboards are painted gray. The interior paneled walls, doorway trim and doors, and

wooden shelves, are painted yellow-cream. The ceilings are covered with two layers of

ceiling wallpaper applied to muslin, which is lined with red building paper, and attached to

the ceiling joists with iron tacks. The muslin continues beyond the closet partition walls,

indicating that the muslin ceiling was installed before the closets.

Paint Samples

Twenty five (25) paint samples were examined from Room 212 for the finishes

analysis. These samples were assigned log numbers CLBA CB P26-P50. See Appendix A
for an annotated floor plan showing paint-sample locations. See Appendix B, pages B-9

through B-12 for a record of the paint layers (chromochronologies) identified for each

individual paint sample.

Wallpaper Samples

Five samples of wallpaper were removed ft-om Room 212 for the finishes analysis.

Also examined were wallpapers found in seven folders and envelopes in the archives of the

Clara Barton House, which had been removed during restoration work in 1978 and 1985-86.

The wallpaper samples were assigned log numbers CLBA CB W04-W15. See Appendix C,

pages C-8 through C-19, and C-28 through C-31, for a description of each sample and the

wallpaper layers contained therein.

Analysis Results

General Observations . Clara Barton's Sitting Room retains a significant amount of

historic architectural material dafing to 1891 and 1897. Original (1891) elements likely
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include the random-width floorboards, wall paneling, the hall doorway including trim and

pair of four-panel doors, and three windows with trim and 6-over-6 sashes. Remodeling of

the room in 1 897 introduced a muslin-covered ceiling, two beaded-board closets with four-

panel doors, and wide doorways in the east and west walls.

1897 -Circa 1907 . Finishes identified as dating to the remodeling of the room for

George Pullman in 1897 include the following. Buff-yellow, oil-basedpaint was applied to

the floorboards of both the main room and the closets. Yellow oil-basedpaint covered the

room side of the closets' beaded-board partitions, trim at the doorways and windows, and

doors. White oil-based paint protected the window sashes. The room's wall paneling and

muslin ceiling remained unpainted, as did the interior walls and ceiling of the closets. These

finishes appear to have been retained until at least circa 1 904, based on a published

photograph of that date that shows the room with dark-color walls and a light-color ceiling

(fig. 9).

Circa 1907 . The room was lightened circa 1 907 by painting the walls and ceiling

with light-color calcimine paints. Cream-color calcimine, tinted with yellow pigments, was

applied to the wall paneling. A new or enlarged niche was created at the west-wall chimney,

which was lined with newspapers finished with cream-color calcimine. A scrap of this

newspaper preserved on the lintel of the niche, dated "Saturday, April 2[?], 1907," establishes

a date of "circa 1907" for this finishes treatment. White calcimine, with no pigments,

brightened the room's ceiling. Yellow, oil-basedpaint was applied to the floorboards, while

the existing yellow-paintedfinish of 1 897 was retained on the doors, doorway trim, window
trim, and closet walls. The floorboards of the closet interiors were painted with the same

yellow, oil-basedpaint as the room, and the closets' muslin ceilings were finished with white

calcimine; the interior paneled walls and shelves appear to have remained unpainted. No
photographs or written descriptions are known that document this paint scheme.

Circa 1910 . A complete redecoration of Room 212 occurred sometime after the walls

and ceiling had been calcimined circa 1907. This may have taken place after a stove-pipe

fire in the room on March 14, 1910, which undoubtedly caused smoke damage to the room's

painted finishes. Muslin was tacked to the paneled walls with iron tacks, and wallpaper was
applied to the muslin. A striped wallpaper covered the body of the walls, and a ceiling

wallpaper, printed in a sparkle material on a cream ground, covered the upper walls and

ceiling (see p. C-28). A new picture molding separated the body wallpaper and the ceiling

wallpaper at the upper walls, and a embossed border wallpaper in a floral design was applied

just below the picture molding. Cream, oil-basedpaint finished the room's woodwork,

including the floorboards, exterior and interior sides of the closet walls, doorway trim, doors,

window trim, and sashes. This same paint also covered the exposed brickwork chimney at

the west wall. No photographs or written descriptions are known that document this first

papering of the room.

Circa 1920 . The next refinishing of Room 212 is thought to have occurred after

Clara Barton's death in 1912. This was likely undertaken by Mabelle Hirons, who is believed

to have occupied Clara Barton's Sitting Room and Bedroom (Rooms 212 and 213) from

about 1913 to 1925. The finishes analysis identified the following materials. Muslin

attached with brass tacks covered the existing striped body wallpaper and floral border below
the picture molding. The new muslin was then covered with three different wallpapers to

achieve a panel design. A black-speckled wallpaper was used for the interior of the panels, a

plain wallpaper for the exterior of the panels, and a border wallpaper with a rope pattern was
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used to define the panels (see p. C-29). The upper walls and ceiling retained the existing

ceiling wallpaper with stylized floral design. White, oil-based paint was applied to the

room's woodwork, including the floorboards, exterior paneled walls of the closets, doorway

trim, doors, window trim, and sashes. This finishes scheme is documented by several

photographs of the room dated circa 1930 (fig. 10).

Circa 1930 . A third wallpapering of Room 2 1 2 may have been carried out by Rena

Hubbell, who resided in the house fi"om 1929 to 1942. Rooms 212 and 211 were identically

decorated at this time, according to the findings of the finishes analysis, suggesting that the

two rooms were then occupied as a suite. The walls below the picture molding (in Room
212) were then covered with an embossed, green-tinted wallpaper with no border (see p. C-

29). A new ceiling paper, printed in an abstract pattern in a sparkle material on a pink-beige

ground, was applied to the upper walls and ceiling (see p. C-24). Gray, oil-basedpaint was

used on the floorboards. Yellow-cream, non-leadpaint finished the room-side of the closet

walls, the doorway trim, doors, window trim, sashes, and brickwork chim.ney. This finishes

scheme is documented by one photograph of the room dated 1934 (fig. 1 1).

Circa 1950- 1975 . Fiberboardpanels were next installed on the walls and ceiling of

Room 212, at the same time Room 211 was partitioned to create a kitchen. A date of "circa

1950" has been assigned to this renovation. Most of the room's fiberboard panels had been

removed and discarded in 1985-86; only small scraps survive above the window at the south

wall. Projecting trim was removed fi^om the walls prior to the installation of the fiberboard

wall panels circa 1950. This included the existing baseboard, picture moldmg, and ceiling

molding. The fiberboard walls were trimmed with a new baseboard and covered with

wallpaper with a yellow-sponge-paint design (see p. C-3 1). The fiberboard ceiling was
covered with ceiling wallpaper, only a small scrap ofwhich survives. The random-width

floorboards were painted with>'e//ow, oil-based paint. Yellow-cream oil-based paint was
applied to the doorway trim, doors, window trim, and sashes. The chimney niche was
concealed at this time by the fiberboard paneling.

Oak floorboards were installed at some later date over the original random-width

floorboards."' The walls were next covered circa 1960 with a wallpaper with a pin-stripe

design, and circa 1970 with another striped wallpaper and new ceiling wallpaper (see p. C-

3 1 ). This circa- 1 970 ceiling wallpaper survives today on the muslin ceilings of the two

north-wall closets (see p. C-30). By 1975, the wallpapered walls and ceiling had been

painted white, and the woodwork ihm yellow-cream. Photographs of the room taken in 1975

document the existing finishes at that time.

A later date for the oak floorboards is based on physical evidence observed in 1985-86 and

recorded in hand-written notes in the restoration files, Clara Barton NHS.
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COSY DEN WHERE CLARA BARTON SPENDS MUCH OF HER TIME WHEN IN WASHINGTON.

Figure 9. Room 212: southwest comer of Clara Barton's Sitting Room, circa 1904.
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Figure 11. Room 212: southwest comer, 1934.
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Figure 12. Room 212: north wall. May 15, 2002.

Figure 13. Room 212: northeast comer, May 15, 2002.
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Figure 14. Room 212: south end of the east wall, May 15, 2002.

Figure 15. Room 212: south wall. May 15, 2002.
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Figure 16. Room 212: southwest comer, May 15, 2002.

Figure 17. Room 212: north end of the west wall (showing the chimney niche).

May 15, 2002.
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Figure 18.

(Left)

Room 212: detail of the west

wall showing extant circa- 19 10

wallpapers. May 15, 2002.

(Riglit)

Room 212: interior view

of tlie northeast closet.

May 15, 2002.
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Introduction

A review of the many reports written about the Clara Barton House since 1975 found

that scant information is available on the historic evolution and appearance of Dr. Hubbell's

Room (Room 211) and Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212) for the years 1897 through

1912. While hand-written notes recorded the findings of a physical investigation of those

two rooms in 1985-86, these were never incorporated into a final report. It was

acknowledged in the most recent "Historic Structure Report" by Elizabeth Jo Lampl that

valuable information on the historic architectural appearance of Rooms 211 and 212 could be

derived from a physical fabric investigation of those rooms, including paint and wallpaper

analysis—the focus of this report. A limited physical examination was also undertaken for

this study, so as to better understand and interpret the room's historic finishes.

The historic materials and finishes identified for Dr. Hubbell's Room (Room 211) and

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212) for the time period 1897 to 1912 are briefly

described below and summarized in chart form on the following pages. Paint colors are color

matched to the Munsell Color Notation System, swatches of which are included in Appendix

D of this report.

Interior Finishes: 1897

It was determined from a review of the historical documentation and the physical

investigation that Rooms 211 and 212 maintain a high degree of integrity for the year 1897.

Plaster walls and ceiling dating to 1897 survive in Room 21 1, as does the woodwork trim and

most of a large storage cabinet at the north wall. Room 212 was never plastered, but was

simply finished with paneled walls, a muslin ceiling, and two large closets in 1897. The

muslin ceiling is missing today, but survives in the two north-wall closets. Although there

has been some debate as to the date of the wide doorway connecting Rooms 211 and 212, the

physical evidence clearly indicates that both this doorway, and a second wide doorway

between Rooms 212 and 213, were installed in 1897. The original plaster finish is

uninterrupted on the Room-21 1 side of the wide doorway, and the molded trim on the Room-
212 side is identical to the trim at the north-wall closets installed in 1897.

It has been generally assumed that the woodwork in Rooms 2 1 1 and 2 1 2 was

unpainted in 1897, thus resulting in a campaign of paint removal in 1985-86. Paint has been

either partially or completely stripped from the cabinets and north door in Room 211, and

from three of the four-panel doors in Room 212. The paint analysis determined, however,

that much of the woodwork in both rooms had been painted yellow in 1897, including the

walls of the north cabinets and closets, doorway trim, doors, window trim, and the

baseboards (in Room 211). The floors and window sashes in both rooms appear to have been

painted with oil-based paints containing lead: the floor a buff-yellow color, and the window
sashes a white color. Whitewash" was applied to the newly plastered walls, ceiling, and new
chimney of Room 211. This painting occurred prior to the installation of woodwork trim, as

evidenced by whitewash preserved on the plaster covered by the trim of the east doorway and

baseboard. The wall paneling, muslin ceiling, and closet interiors (except for the floor)

remained unpainted in Room 212.

Whitewash is an inexpensive finish that typically consists of lime mixed with water.
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Calcimine Paint: Circa 1907

Calcimine was applied to the walls and ceiling ofRoom 212 around 1907, although

no documented references have been found to this painting. A circa- 1904 photograph of the

room showing dark walls clearly indicates the painting occurred after that time. A date of

circa 1907 is established by calcimine-finished newspapers that were used to line a niche at

the west-wall chimney, an intact scrap of which was is dated "Saturday, April 2[?], 1907."

The calcimine used on the walls was tinted with yellow pigment to achieve a warm cream

color, while an untinted white calcimine was applied to the ceiling. The floor of Room 212

also appears to have been repainted at this time with a yellow oil-based paint containing lead.

The room's woodwork retained its yellow-painted finish. The walls and ceiling of Room 211

may also have been fi-eshened with a coat of white calcimine paint at this time.

Wallpapers: Circa 1910

The introduction of wallpapers in Rooms 211 and 212 may have occurred in 1910. It

was in March of that year that the stove pipe in Room 212 caught fire, most likely resulting

in smoke damage to the room's painted walls and ceiling. Dr. Hubbell expanded his Uving

space to a second room in September 1910, which may also have provided an occasion to

redecorate. The woodwork in both rooms was painted with a cream-color, oil-based paint

containing lead. The floors also appear to have been repainted at this time—Room 2 1 1 with

gray paint, and Room 212 with the same cream paint used on the woodwork.

The circa- 19 10 wallpaper in Room 21 1 had been preserved beneath two later

wallpapers and a partition wall installed in the room circa 1950 (see p. C-21). This wallpaper

has an embossed texture and is colored a monochromatic olive green. The wallpaper was
applied directly to the painted plaster walls, with no corresponding border or ceiling

wallpaper. It may be this dark wallpaper that is shown in the only early photograph ofRoom
211 dated circa 1930 (fig. 1). None of this wallpaper survives in the room today; the only

remnant has been removed for inclusion in the building's artifact collection.

Three wallpapers were installed in Room 212 circa 1910: a striped body wallpaper

applied to muslin-lined paneling, an embossed and die-cut border applied below a new
picture molding, and a ceiling wallpaper with abstract design applied to the upper walls

above the picture molding and to the muslin ceiling (see p. C-28). Previous studies have

conjectured a date of "1907" for this wallpaper, based on dated newspapers lining the body
wallpaper at the west chimney niche. As explained in the previous section, however, the

newspapers had been previously finished with calcimine paint. The wallpaper was examined

in 1986 by Katherine B. Menz, staff curator at the Harpers Ferry Center, who concluded "I do

not believe you could prove that it [the wallpaper] either predated or postdated Clara Barton's

death in 1912."'^ No historical descriptions or photographs are known of this wallpaper

scheme. A representative section of the muslin-backed wallpaper is preserved in situ at the

west wall ofRoom 212, south of the wide doorway (fig. 18). Smaller samples have also been

removed for inclusion in the building's artifact collection.

' Calcimine is a paint composed of chalk (whiting) bound with glue and mixed in warm water.
'^ Memorandum dated April 3, 1986, in the restoration files of Clara Barton NHS.
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DR. HUBBELL'S ROOM (ROOM 211)

Historic Finishes; 1897

FINISH MUNSELL
COLOR

ELEMENTS NOTES

Whitewash 5Y9/1 • Plaster walls

• Plaster ceiling

• Chimney
brickwork

Whitewash is the

first finish observed

on the 1897 plaster

walls and ceiling.

White, oil-based

paint containing lead

5Y9/1 Window sashes White, oil-based

paint was also used

on the window
sashes in Room 212

circa 1897.

Yellow paint 2.5Y 6/8 Woodwork:

• Baseboards

• Doorway trim

• Window trim

• Cabinet Walls

The same yellow

paint was used on the

woodwork of Room
212 in 1897.

Buff-yellow, oil-

based paint

containing lead

lOYR 7/4 Floorboards This buff-yellow

paint is also the first

finish on the

floorboards in Room
212.
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DR. HUBBELL'S ROOM (ROOM 211)

Historic Finishes: Circa 1910

FINISH MUNSELL
COLOR

ELEMENTS NOTES

Wallpaper N/A Plaster walls

See wallpaper

description and

photographic

illustration in

Appendix C, pp. C-3

andC-23. It may be

this dark wallpaper

that is shown on the

walls in the earliest-

known photograph of

Room 2 1 1 dated

circa 1930 (fig. 1).

White calcimine 5Y9/1 Plaster ceiling Calcimine was

applied over an

original whitewash

finish.

Cream, oil-based

paint containing lead

5Y 9/2 Woodwork:
• North-wall

paneling

• Baseboards

• Doorway trim

• Doors

• Window trim

• Sashes

Chimney

The woodwork in

Room 212 was also

painted about this

same time with

cream, oil-based

paint. The

baseboards had been

painted a light color

by circa 1930, based

on a photograph of

that date (fig. 1).

Gray, oil-based paint

containing lead

N7/ Floorboards This gray paint

represents the second

painting of the

floorboards in Room
211. Although it is

difficult to say

conclusively that the

gray paint dates to

circa 1910, it is a

reasonable

conjecture.
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CLARA BARTON'S SITTING ROOM (ROOM 212)

Historic Finishes: 1897

FINISH MUNSELL
COLOR

ELEMENTS NOTES

Yellow oil-based

paint

2.5Y 6/8 Woodwork:

• Closet walls

(room side)

• Doorway trim

• Doors

• Window Trim

The same yellow

paint was applied to

the woodwork trim

and cabinets in

Room 2 1 1 circa

1897. The room
appears to have

retained this finish as

late as circa 1904,

based on the earliest-

known photograph of

the room showing

dark-color walls (fig.

9).

White, oil-based

paint containing lead

5Y9/1 Window sashes The window sashes

in Room 2 1 1 were

also painted with

white, oil-based paint

circa 1897.

Buff-yellow oil paint

containing lead

lOYR 7/4 Floorboards:

• Main room

• Closets

This buff-yellow

paint was also

observed to be the

first painted finish on

the floorboards of

Room 211.

Unfinished N/A • Wall paneling

• Muslin ceilings

• Interior closet

walls & shelves

No early finishes,

such as varnish,

shellec, or wax, were

observed on the

room's wall paneling.

Yellow paint found

on the paneling

above the south

window was likely

an overpainting of

the adjacent trim.
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CLARA BARTON'S SITTING ROOM (ROOM 212)

Historic Finishes; Circa 1907

FINISH MUNSELL
COLOR

ELEMENTS NOTES

Cream-color

calcimine

5Y9/2 Paneled walls (not

including closet

walls)

Yellow pigments

added to the

calcimine used on

the walls ofRoom
212 colored the

calcimine cream. A
date of "circa 1907"

is established by

calcimine-painted

newspapers lining

the chimney niche at

the west wall.

White-color

calcimine

5Y9/1 Muslin ceiling White calcimine was

observed to overlap

the cream calcimine

used on the walls of

Room 212 circa

1907, suggesting that

the ceiling was

calcimined at the

same time as the

walls.

White, lead-based

paint containing lead

5Y9/1 Window sashes The window sashes

continued to be

painted white.

Yellow oil-based

paint

2.5Y 6/8 Woodwork:

• Closet walls

(room side)

• Doorway trim

• Doors

• Window Trim

The yellow painted

finish of the room's

closet walls,

woodwork trim, and

doors appears to

have been retained

circa 1907.

Yellow, oil-based

paint containing lead

5Y7/6 Floorboards The second painting

of the floorboards

used yellow paint.

Unfinished N/A Interior closet walls

& shelves

Only the ceiling

muslin appears to

have been painted

circa 1907.
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CLARA BARTON'S SITTING ROOM (ROOM 212)

Historic Finishes; Circa 1910

FINISH MUNSELL
COLOR

ELEMENTS NOTES

Wallpapers:

• Striped body

• Floral border

• Stylized-floral

ceiling & upper

walls

N/A Paneled walls and

muslin ceiling

See wallpaper

descriptions and

photographic

illustrations in

Appendix C, pp. C-9,

C-15, C-16, and C-

28. The body

wallpaper was

applied over muslin

and calcimine-

painted newspapers

dated 1907.

Cream, oil-based

paint containing lead

5Y9/2 Woodwork:
• Floorboards

• Closet walls

(room-side and

interior)

• Doorway trim

• Doors

• Window Trim

• Sashes

Chimney brickwork

The room's

woodwork and

exposed chimney

were painted with a

cream, oil-based

paint when wallpaper

was first installed in

Room 212.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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Restoration Date

The recent "Historic Structure Report" by Elizabeth Jo Lampl recommends the

restoration of both Dr. Hubbell's Room (Room 211) and Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room
212). No specific target restoration date is suggested for Room 211, although this would

presumably fall within the time frame of 1897, when Dr. Hubbell began to use the room, to

1912, the end date of the period of significance for the site. The "Historic Structure Report"

suggests that Clara Barton's Sitting Room be restored to the period when Miss Barton used

this room as her sitting room, circa 1904 to 1912. Because a range of years, not a specific

date, has been recommended for the restoration of these two rooms, several finishes schemes

are available as identified by this finishes analysis. Room 21 1 had whitewashed walls and

ceiling, and yellow-painted woodwork, fi"om 1897 to circa 1910; the walls were papered and

the woodwork was painted cream circa 1910-12. Room 212 had yellow-painted woodwork
and muslin ceiling circa 1897 to circa 1907; calcimine-painted walls and ceiling, and yellow-

painted woodwork, circa 1907 to circa 1910; and wallpapered walls and ceiling, and cream-

painted woodwork, circa 1910 to circa 1912.

Of the historic finishes schemes summarized above, it is recommended that the latest

(circa 1910-12) not be chosen. Although a conjectural date of "circa 1910" was assigned to

the wallpapers installed in both Rooms 2 1 1 and 2 1 2 about this time, no descriptive or

photographic documentation has yet been found to confirm this date.

Paint Colors

Historic paint colors have been matched to the Munsell Color notation system for the

time period 1897-1912 for Rooms 21 1 and 212. Munsell Color swatches are provided in

Appendix D of this report. These swatches can be used to obtain color matches to

commercial paint colors; most hardware stores are now equipped with spectrophotometers

for this purpose. If needed, additional Munsell Color swatches can be obtained fi-om the

MacBeth Company by calling 1-800-622-2384.

Whitewasli and Calcimine

Whitewash and calcimine are chalky, flat-finish paints that are still commercially

available today. If it is decided to restore Room 212 to a time before circa 1907 when the

paneled walls were unpainted, the later calcimine will need to be removed from the walls.

This can be accomplished by washing the walls with a solution ofwarm water and vinegar,

followed by washing with a non-ionic detergent and rinsing with plain water. A second

washing with the vinegar solution and non-ionic detergent may be necessary to completely

remove the calcimine. A representative section of calcimine-painted paneling should also be

preserved, as discussed in the following section on "wallpaper preservation."
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Wallpaper Preservation

A small section of the calcimine-painted paneling and circa- 19 10 wallpaper in Room
212 should be preserved. The best surviving example of both is located at the south end of

the west wall, where wallpaper covers the calcimine paint. This wallpaper could be either

left exposed, or covered with a protective material. Wallpaper samples from both Rooms 21

1

and 212 that were encapsulated as part of this finishes study should be added to the building's

artifact collection.

Closet Interiors

Some consideration should be given to preserving the existing painted finishes and

muslin ceiling in the two closets of Room 212. The muslin ceilings in the closets are all that

remain of the room's original 1897 ceiling. The painted finishes date to circa 1970.

Paint Samples

The 50 paint samples that were removed for the paint analysis of Rooms 21 1 and 212

will reside in the paint archives of the Building Conservation Branch, Northeast Cultural

Resources Center (BCB/NCRC), National Park Service, in Lowell, Massachusetts. Any
fiiture questions regarding the findings of the paint analysis should be directed to the

BCB/NCRC.
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APPENDIX A

Annotated Floor Plan
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APPENDIX B

Paint-Sample Chromochronologies
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Paint-Sample Locations

Dr. Hubbeirs Room (Room 211)

CLBACBPOl
CLBA CB P02

CLBA CB P03

CLBA CB P04

CLBA CB P05

CLBA CB P06

CLBA CB P07

CLBA CB P08

CLBA CB P09

CLBACBPIO
CLBACBPll
CLBACBP12
CLBA CB PI

3

CLBACBP14
CLBA CB PI

5

CLBA CB PI

6

CLBA CB PI

7

CLBA CB PI

8

CLBA CB P19

CLBA CB P20

CLBACBP21
CLBA CB P22

CLBA CB P23

CLBA CB P24

CLBA CB P25

Floorboards, southwest comer.

Floorboards, northeast cabinet.

East plaster wall, beneath former doorway trim.

East plaster wall, south of wide doorway.

West plaster wall at former partition location.

East wall, north of wide doorway.

East wall, remnant of fiberboard enclosure at doorway.

Plaster ceiling, inside north closet.

Plaster ceiling at north wall.

Ceiling molding at north closet.

Plaster ceiling at missing east-west partition wall.

Plaster ceiling, south side of room.

Baseboard, west wall north side.

Baseboard, west wall at missing partition wall.

Window trim, west (south-side) window.

Window sash, west (south-side) window.

Doorway trim, east wide doorway.

Doorway lintel, east wide doorway.

North door.

Door trim, north doorway.

North cabinet wall, room side.

Wall paneling, north wall east side.

Interior partition of north cabinet.

Interior north wall of north cabinet.

Chimney at east wall.

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212)

CLBA CB P26 Floorboards, southeast comer.

CLBA CB P27 Floorboards, northwest closet.

CLBA CB P28 Wall above south window.

CLBA CB P29 Wall paneling, east wall north side.

CLBA CB P30 Wall paneling at lower east wall at chimney.

CLBA CB P3

1

Window trim, east window.

CLBA CB P32 Window apron, east window.

CLBA CB P33 Window stool, east window.

CLBA CB P34 Window sashes, east window.

CLBA CB P35 Window sashes, west window.

CLBA CB P36 Doorway trim, north doorway.

CLBA CB P37 North door.

CLBA CB P38 Doorway trim (side), east wide doorway.

CLBA CB P39 Doorway trim (top), east wide doorway.
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CLBA CB P40 Northeast closet wall, room side.

CLBA CB P41 Doorway trim, northeast closet doorway, room side.

CLBA CB P42 Door at northeast closet, room side.

CLBA CB P43 Interior east wall of northeast closet.

CLBA CB P44 Interior south wall, northeast closet.

CLBA CB P45 Closet wall, northwest closet, room side.

CLBA CB P46 Interior side of door, northwest closet.

CLBA CB P47 Interior west wall of northwest closet.

CLBA CB P48 Interior north wall of northwest closet.

CLBA CB P49 Upper shelf ofnorthwest closet.

CLBA CB P50 Chimney at west wall.
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CLBA CB P05. Room 211: wliitewash on 1897 plaster wall.

CLBA CB P42. Room 212: painted finishes on room side of 1 897 door, nortlieast closet.

Arrow (added) points to original yellow paint of 1 897.
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Wallpaper Samples
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Wallpaper-Sample Locations

Dr. Hubbeirs Room (Room 211)

CLBA CB WPOl East plaster wall and ceiling, formerly covered by circa- 1950 partition

wall.

CLBA CB WP02 East plaster wall of niche, north of chimney.

CLBA CB WP03 North paneled wall (muslin-covered), west side, above former kitchen

smk.

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212>

CLBA CB WP04 West paneled wall, between chimney and wide doorway.

Right jamb of west-wall chimney niche.

Upper south wall, above window.

Upper east wall, north of window.

Ceiling, northeast closet.

CLBA CB WP05

CLBA CB WP06

CLBA CB WP07

CLBA CB WP08

CLBA CB WP09

CLBACBWPIO

CLBA CB WPl 1

CLBACB WP12

CLBA CB WPl

3

CLBACB WPl

4

CLBACB WPl

5

Small envelope in the library of the Clara Barton House labeled "#17:

sample taken from Clara's Sitting Room ceiling, 2d floor rear." No
date.

Large envelope in the library of the Clara Barton House labeled "#20:

layers of paper and material from NW comer of Sitting Room, 2d

floor, 2/10/78."

Large envelope in the library of the Clara Barton House labeled

"Ceiling materials found underneath light fixture in Sitting Room

—

2d floor—Dec. 1986."

Folder in the library of the Clara Barton House labeled "Wallpaper

#1,CB Sitting Room." No date.

Folder in the library of the Clara Barton House labeled "S.R. Border."

No date.

Folder in the library of the Clara Barton House labeled "Paper 3d

layer CB Sitting Room. No date.

Small envelope in the library of the Clara Barton House labeled "CB
Sitting Room border (ceiling)." No date.
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CLBA CB WPOl

Room

Dr. Hubbell's Room (Room 211).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WPOl was removed by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May
16, 2002, from the upper east wall and ceiling of Room 211. Body and ceiling wallpapers

had been preserved by a later east-west partition wall removed by the National Park Service

in 1985-86.

Sample Size

5" wide by 27 '/z" high.

Description

The sample consists of a sandwich of three body wallpapers and one ceiling wallpaper that is

associated with the second body wallpaper.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1910.

Embossed body wallpaper.

An embossed wood-pulp paper printed with a monochromatic olive-green color. No
border. It was likely this dark paper that was on the walls in the only known early

photograph of the room dated circa 1930.

#2. Circa 1930..

Embossed body wallpaper and ceiling wallpaper.

An embossed wood-pulp paper tinted monochromatic light green color on a plain

ground. The corresponding ceiling wallpaper is wood-pulp paper machine-printed in

a sparkle material in an abstract "squiggle" pattern on a pink-beige ground. These

same body and ceiling wallpapers were hung as the third wallpaper finish in Room
212. No border.

#3. Circa 1940.

Scenic body wallpaper.

A scenic wallpaper machine-printed with the U.S. Capitol and a garden gazebo in

shades of green, yellow, orange, brown, mustard, and white on a cream ground. The

paper type is wood pulp. The ceiling wallpaper described in layer #2 was retained

with this scenic body wallpaper. No border.
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CLBA CB WP02

Room

Dr. Hubbell's Room (Room 211), north side.

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP02 was removed by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May
16, 2002, from the east wall ofRoom 21 1, in the niche north of the chimney. Supports for

shelves on the adjacent north and south walls indicate that this area had been used for

storage, possibly when the north side ofRoom 211 was converted to a kitchen circa 1950.

The shelves are missing today.

Sample Size

14" square (irregular).

Description

The sample consists of a sandwich of three body wallpaper layers.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1950.

Marbled (black-veined) body wallpaper.

Small remnants only of this wallpaper survive, attached to the back side of wallpaper

layer #2. This is a black-veined marble design machine printed on a cream ground.

Paper type is rag. Insufficient sample remains to determine if there was a border.

#2. Circa 1960.

Tulip-design body wallpaper.

Groupings of stylized Dutch tulips are machine-printed in colors of greens, blues, red,

yellow, and cream on a beige-gray ground. Paper type is rag. No border.

#3. Circa 1970.

Tulip-design body wallpaper.

Same wallpaper as layer #2. No border.
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CLBA CB WP03

Room

Dr. Hubbell's Room (Room 211), north side.

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP03 was removed by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May
16, 2002, from the west side of the north wall above the former location of a kitchen sink in

Room 211. The sink had been installed circa 1950 in place an early cabinet; it was removed

by the National Park Service in 1985-86. The wallpaper scraps were removed from an

unpainted muslin backing attached to wood paneling.

Sample Size

Small scraps of various sizes.

Description

The sample consists of remnants of two layers ofbody wallpaper that were removed from

unpainted muslin tacked to paneling. No sample of the muslin was removed.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1950.

Marbled (black-veined) body wallpaper.

A black-veined marble design machine-printed on a cream ground. Paper type is rag.

#2. Circa 1960.

Marbled (green-veined) body wallpaper.

Another marbled pattern, machine-printed in green, orange, and yellow on a cream

ground. Paper type is rag.
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CLBA CB WP04

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP04 was removed by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May
16, 2002, from the west wall ofRoom 212, between the wide doorway and chimney niche. It

had formerly been covered by circa- 1950 fiberboard wall material, which was removed by

the National Park Service in 1985-86.

Sample Size

2' 2" wide by 6' 4" high.

Description

The sample consists of two layers of body wallpapers applied to a muslin backing that is

attached to the paneled wall with brass tacks. These represent the second and third

wallpaperings of the room. The papers were applied over the original (circa- 1907) body

wallpaper, which was left in place on the wall.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1920.

Panel-design body wallpaper on muslin.

The earliest layer is a paneled design created using three wallpapers adhered to a

muslin backing. A border paper 1 Y'\" wide defines the panels; the outer perimeter

consists of a plain white paper printed on an oatmeal-textured paper; and the panel

interior is papered with a black-speckled design printed on a plain ground. The

border paper features a rope design machine printed in gray and gold bronze on a

cream-white ground. All three papers are a wood-pulp type. The paneled wallpaper

is documented by photographs of the room dated circa 1930.

#2. Extant 1930.

Embossed body wallpaper.

The second wallpaper layer is an embossed wood-pulp paper with a pale green wash.

An identical wallpaper was also found in Room 211 (layer #2, sample CLBA CB
WPOl). There is no border. This wallpaper is documented by a photograph of

Room 212 dated 1934.
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CLBA CB WP05

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP05 was removed by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May
16, 2002, from the right (north) jamb of the chimney niche at the west wall ofRoom 212.

This niche had formerly been concealed by circa- 1950 fiberboard wall material, which was
removed by the National Park Service in 1985-86.

Sample Size

Two pieces: 5" wide by 11" high, and 5" wide by 17 'A" high.

Description

This sample consists of multiple layers of materials including painted newspaper, muslin,

wallpapers applied to the body of the wall, and ceiling wallpapers applied to the upper walls.

The wallpapers represented include the first (circa 1907) and second (extant circa 1930)

wallpaper schemes.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1907.

Painted newspaper.

The earliest layer is newspaper finished with a cream-color calcimine paint. A date

of 1907, or shortly thereafter, is based on a newspaper remnant that survives in situ at

the lintel of the chimney niche dated "April 2_, 1907."

#2. Circa 1910.

Striped body wallpaper and stylized-floral ceiling wallpaper on muslin.

Muslin held in place with iron tacks is applied over the painted newspaper (layer #1).

A white-striped wallpaper is pasted to the muslin on the body of the wall, and a

stylized floral pattern on the upper wall (also used elsewhere in the room on the

ceiling). The stylized flower heads are machine-printed in a sparkle material on a

cream-white ground. Both papers are a wood-pulp type.

#3. Circa 1920.

Panel-design body wallpaper.

This is the same wallpaper described as layer #1 in sample WP04.

#4. Circa 1930.

Embossed body wallpaper and "squiggle"-design ceiling paper.

This is the same wallpaper described as layer #2 in sample WP04. The ceiling paper

finished the upper portion of the wall in this sample. Both papers are a wood-pulp

type.
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CLBA CB WP06

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP06 was removed by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May
16, 2002, from the upper south wall ofRoom 212, above the window.

Sample Size

5" wide by 2 5/8" high.

Description

The sample consists of a portion of fiberboard wall panel with three layers of body wallpaper

and two layers of underlapping ceiling wallpaper. This is one of the only in-situ remnants of

the circa- 1950 fiberboard paneling, which had previously covered both the walls and ceiling

of the room. Most of the fiberboard was removed from the room by the National Park

Service in 1985-86.

Wallpaper Layers

#L Circa 1950.

Yellow sponge-paint wallpaper and sparkle ceiling wallpaper.

The wallpaper is a sponge-paint pattern machine-printed on a plain ground. A ceiling

wallpaper underlaps the wallpaper near the ceiling, being an abstract design machine-

printed with a sparkle material on a pink-beige ground. Both papers are a wood-pulp

type.

#2. Circa 1960.

White pinstripe body wallpaper.

The second layer of wallpaper features a thin vertical stripe machine-printed in white

on a plain paper ground. The paper type is wood pulp.

#3. Circa 1970.

Pink-stripe body wallpaper and abstract ceiling paper.

The most recent wallpaper is machine-printed with pink and white stripes on a plain

paper ground. A ceiling wallpaper underlaps the body wallpaper near the ceiling.

This is an absfract design printed in a sparkle material on a cream ground, which

survives today on the ceilings of the northeast and northwest closets. Cream-color

paint, extant in 1975, covers the wallpapers in this sample.
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CLBA CB WP07

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP07 was removed by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May
16, 2002, from the upper east wall of Room 212, north of the window. This sample had

previously been covered by fiberboard material installed circa 1950, which was removed by

the National Park Service in 1985-86.

Sample Size

8" wide by 9" high (irregular).

Description

The sample consists of one layer ofbody wallpaper and two layers of ceilmg wallpaper

applied to the upper wall, separated by the ghost of a missing picture molding 1 3/8" wide.

The picture molding was removed circa 1950 prior to the installation of fiberboard wall

paneling, which was removed by the National Park Service in 1985-86.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1910.

Striped body wallpaper and stylized-floral ceiling wallpaper on muslin.

This is the room's first wallpaper finish, described as layer #2 in sample WP06.
Included in this sample are portions of the white-striped body wallpaper, fragments of

the missing flower border, and the stylized floral ceiling wallpaper applied to the

upper wall. A picture molding, which may have been contemporary with these

papers and was removed circa 1950, covered the stylized-floral paper. Both papers

are wood-pulp type.

#2. Circa 1930.

"Squiggle " ceiling wallpaper.

A second ceiling-type wallpaper covers the stylized-floral paper. It was obviously

installed when the picture molding was in place, because the paper was butted to the

upper edge of the molding. The "squiggle" pattern is machine-printed in a sparkle

material in a pink-beige ground. The paper is a wood-pulp type.
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CLBA CB WP08

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP08 was removed by architectural conservator Barbara Yocum on May
16, 2002, from the ceiling of the northeast closet in Room 212. Fiberboard had been installed

on the ceiling of the main room, but not in the closets, circa 1950.

Sample Size

6" by 3 V,\

Description

This sample consists of a layering of red building paper, painted muslin, and two layers of

ceiling wallpapers. The paper and muslin are attached to the ceiling joists with iron tacks.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1897.

Cream-painted muslin applied over red building paper.

Cream calcimine paint is the earliest finish on the muslin ceiling, which may have

been applied when the walls of the room were calcimined circa 1907.

#2. Circa 1930.

"Squiggle" ceiling wallpaper.

This first ceiling wallpaper coincides with the third papering of the room, which

existed by 1934. It is an abstract "squiggle" pattern machine-printed in a sparkle

material on a pink-beige ground. The paper type is wood pulp.

#3. Circa 1970.

Abstract ceiling wallpaper.

The existing exposed ceiling wallpaper is an abstract design machine printed in a

sparkle material on a cream ground. This paper corresponds to the third papering of

the room (and the second papering of the fiberboard ceiling) circa 1970, a small

remnant of which was identified in sample WP06.
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CLBA CB WP09

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP09 is contained in a small envelope in the library of the Clara Barton

House labeled "#17: sample taken from Clara's Sitting Room ceiling, 2d floor rear." No date

(removed circa 1978).

Sample Size

4" square.

Description

This sample consists of the same layering of ceiling materials as WP08, suggesting that it

was also removed from one of the room's two closets. These layers include red building

paper, painted muslin, and two layers of ceiling wallpapers.

Wallpaper Layers

See CLBA CB WP08.
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CLBA CB WPIO

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WPIO is contained in a large envelope in the library of the Clara Barton

House labeled "#20: layers of paper and material from NW comer of Sitting Room, 2d floor,

2/10/78."

Sample Size

Various small fragments.

Description

This sample consists of loose fragments of muslin and two body wallpapers.

Wallpaper Lavers

#1. Circa 1920.

Wallpaper "paneling" on muslin.

A better sample of this wallpaper may be seen in WP04.

#2. Circa 1930.

Embossed body wallpaper.

A better sample of this embossed wallpaper with green wash may be seen in WP04.
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CLBACBWPll

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WPl 1 is contained in a large envelope in the library of the Clara Baron

House labeled "ceiling materials found underneath light fixture in Sitting Room - 2d floor -

Dec. 1986." Electric lights were installed in the house between 1908 and 1911.

Sample Size

Various small scraps.

Description

This sample consists of a layering of ceiling materials including red building paper, painted

muslin, and two layers of ceiling wallpapers. Iron tacks attached the building paper and

muslin to the room's ceiling joists.

Wallpaper Lavers

#1. Circa 1897.

Muslin over red building paper.

The muslin is finished with one layer of cream-color calcimine paint. The ceiling

may have been painted at the same time as the paneled walls, around 1907.

#2. Circa 1910.

Stylizedfloral-design ceiling wallpaper.

This ceiling wallpaper is lined with a layer of undated newspaper applied to the

painted muslin. The stylized floral design is machine printed in a sparkle material on

a cream-white ground. The paper type is wood pulp. No newspaper dates are

preserved in this sample.

#3. Circa 1930.

"Squiggle "-design ceiling wallpaper.

This same ceiling wallpaper is found in association with the third wallpapering of the

main room, when it was applied to the upper walls and ceiling. It features an abstract

"squiggle" design machine-printed in a sparkle material on a pink-beige ground. The
paper type is wood pulp.
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CLBA CB WP12

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP12 is contained in a folder in the library of the Clara Baron House

labeled "wallpaper #1, CB Sitting Room." No date (removed circa 1985-86).

Sample Size

Four scraps, the largest ofwhich measures 2 5/8" wide by 10 Vi" high.

Description

This sample consists of four loose scraps of the room's earliest body wallpaper.

Wallpaper Lavers

#1. Circa 1910.

Striped body wallpaper.

One layer of the room's earliest body wallpaper are preserved in this sample. The
wallpaper has been separated from its muslin backing. The paper features a machine-

printed design of vertical white stripes, with a hint of slate-blue color. The paper is a

wood-pulp type.
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CLBA CB WP13

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP13 is contained in a folder in the library of the Clara Baron House

labeled "S.R. Border." No date (removed circa 1985-86).

Sample Size

9 Vi" wide by 6 'A" high.

Description

This sample consists of a portion of the wallpaper border associated with the first papering of

the room circa 1910.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1910.

Embossed and die-cut wallpaper border.

This wallpaper border is associated with the first papering of the room sometime after

1907. It was hung with a striped body wallpaper, and a stylized floral-design ceiling

wallpaper on the upper walls and ceiling. The border is embossed with designs of

trellis-supported roses and violets, tinted pale pink and blue. A separately printed and

applied inset panel also features roses and violets in more vivid shades of pink, blue,

green and yellow on a cream ground. This inset panel was printed on a fine paper

stock using an offset-printing process, not typically used in wallpaper reproduction.

The bottom edge of the border is die-cut to give the illusion of draping flowers, and

cutouts between the inset panels give the trellis a three-dimensional effect. The

embossed border is a heavy wood-pulp paper, the inset panels a finer white paper.
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CLBA CB WP14

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP14 is contained in a folder in the library of the Clara Baron House

labeled "Paper 3d layer CB Sitting Room." No date (removed circa 1985-86).

Sample Size

Two pieces, each measuring 8" by 9".

Description

This sample consists of a sandwich of two body wallpapers, being the second and third

wallpapers hung in the room.

Wallpaper Layers

#L Circa 1920.

Panel-design body wallpaper.

See WP04 for a larger and better representative sample of this wallpaper.

#2. Circa 1930.

Embossed body wallpaper.

See WP04 for a larger and better representative sample of this wallpaper.
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CLBACBWP15

Room

Clara Barton's Sitting Room (Room 212).

Provenance

Sample CLBA CB WP15 is contained in a small envelope in the library of the Clara Baron

House labeled "CB Sitting Room border (ceiling)." No date (removed circa 1985-86).

Sample Size

4 'A" wide by 5 "high.

Description

This sample consists of a sandwich of muslin backing and two ceiling wallpapers.

Wallpaper Layers

#1. Circa 1910.

Stylized-floral pattern ceiling wallpaper on a muslin backing.

The design is of stylized flower heads machine-printed in a sparkle material on a

cream-white ground. This paper is associated with the first papering of the room, and

was hung on the upper walls and ceiling above a striped body wallpaper and flower-

trellis border. The paper is a wood-pulp type.

#2. Circa 1930.

"Squiggle"-design ceiling wallpaper.

This ceiling wallpaper is associated with the third papering of the room. It features

an abstract "squiggle" design, machine printed in a sparkle material on a pink-beige

ground. The wallpaper was hung on the upper walls and ceiling, above a body

wallpaper resembling wall panels. The paper is a wood-pulp t>pe.
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Room 211. Circa-1910 body wallpaper. (CLBA CB WPOl, layer#l).
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Room 211.

(Right)

Circa- 1930 body wallpaper.

(CLBA CB WPOl, layer #2).

Room 211.

(Left)

Circa- 1930

ceiling wallpaper.

(CLBA CB WPOl, layer #2).
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Room 211. Circa- 1940, body wallpaper. (CLBA CB WPOl, layer #3).
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Room 211. Circa-1950 body wallpaper. (CLBA CB WP03, layer #1).

Room 211. Circa-1960 body wallpaper. (CLBA CB WP03, layer #2).
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Room 211. Circa 1960-70 body wallpaper. (CLBA CB WP02, layers #2 & #3).
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Room 212.

Circa-1910 body, border,

& upper wall/ceiling

wallpapers.

(CLBA CB WP07, layer #1)

(CLEA CB WP 1 3 , layer # 1

)

(CLBA CB WP14, layer #1)
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Room 212. Circa- 1920 body wallpapers. (CLBA CB WPOl, layer #1).

Room 212. Circa-1930 body wallpaper. (CLBA CB WP04, layer #2).
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Room 212. Circa 1897-1970 ceiling materials, northeast closet.

(CLBA CB WP08, layers #1, #2, &. #3).
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Room 212. Circa-1950 (top), 1960 (middle) , & 1970 (bottom) body wallpapers.

(CLBA CB WP06, layers #1, #2, & #3).
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1: Executive Summary

At the request of the National Park Service (NPS), an analysis has been performed to identify technologically feasible,

automatic fire suppression options for the Clara Barton House. This structure is a three stor>'; wood frame building

with a basement that is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. It is used primarily as a house museum,

which includes administrative functions for the site. The efll'ort commenced with a site visit in November 2000 by Nick

Artim of Fire Safety Network. This visit identified factors that could impact how a fire could develop and grow within

the building, and historic building fabric elements that may influence where protective systems components can be

placed. This led to the identification of automatic fire suppression options for the building.

Fire suppression choices include standard and residential type automatic sprinklers, and high-pressure water mist

systems. Each technology is capable of suppressing the fire that is likely to occur within the building. Intermediate

pressure water mist systems were considered, but were ruled out due to their limited horizontal spray coverage, and the

high amount of building fabric cutting and patching elTorts that would be necessary to install them. Gaseous agent

systems employing halocarbons (i.e. FM 200) and interting agents (i.e. Inergen) were discounted since air tight

enclosures arc required to maintain gas concentrations, which can not be guaranteed.

The most advantageous automatic fire choices for the Clara Barton site are conventional sprinklers, with the use of

some residential type sprinkler heads, or high-pressure mist. Ideally, this protection should be installed throughout the

entire structure so that fire can be suppressed quickly wherever it starts. However, recognizing many of the difficulties

associated with installing contemporary systems in historic fabric, it may not be possible to fully implement total

protection at this time. Therefore, as a minimum, sprinkler or mist systems should be installed in those areas where the

highest probability of fire exists, with provisions made to extend the system as future rehabilitation work and fabric

disruptions occur.

This report includes some basic design concepts for each system option. These are intended to assist NPS personnel

with their final selection, and to provide guidance for the detailed Title II design efforts that will ultimatelv be

necessar>.

2: Building Description

The Clara Barton house is a three-story structure wood framed structure that was originally a private home, served as a

hospital during the Civil War, and is now operated as a historic museum. Its construction is typical of many mid-
Atlantic homes that were built during the early 1800"s. This includes wood structural elements and outside sheathing.

Interior partitions arc exposed wood or lath and pla.ster on wood framing. Floors are wood, while ceilings are either

plaster or painted muslin on wood framing. I'hc estimated fire resistance of this building's construction is minimal,
with a miiximum estimate of five to ten minutes" duration. Under contemporary code definitions (Uniformed Building
Code UBC 1997 Table 6.A) it is a Type 5 frame construction building.

The house generally retains features that were found when it was a private residence. Site administrative fimctions,

presenting some contemporar>' hazards, are found in non-public spaces. Under UBC it is categorized as Use Group B.
with occupancy of less than fifty persons (UBC Section 304. 1 ). Public visitors are only allowed access to the building
on tours that are supervised by NPS stalT.

The outside dimensions of this house are approximately 50 feet by 90 feet (15.2 meters by 27.4 meters), with an
approximate height of .16 feet ( 1 1 meters). The basement, first and second floors are each approximately 4.360 square
feet (405 .square meters) in area while the area for the third Hoor levels is approximately 1,240 square feet (1 15 square
meters).
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3: Fire Risk

For a fire to occur there must be readily combustible fuels and a source of ignition that is sufillciently hot to start the

burning process. Once ignition has commenced, sufficient quantities of fiieis must be present to sustain the combustion

process.

Clara Barton House has a number of potential fuels including the building itself and various fabric, plastic and paper

contents. Content fuel loading includes wood and natural fabric furnishings, clothe draperies, paper files and records,

and clothing articles. Possible ignition sources include electrical and heating equipment failures, overloaded electrical

circuits, and electrical lighting coming in contact with combustible finishes and furnishings. Overheating office

appliances (i.e. portable computers and photocopiers), and malfunctioning food and beverage equipment. Temporary

construction processes such as brazing, soldering, paint removal, refinishing techniques with organic solvents, and

combustible vapors contacting hot surfaces are possible threats to this building. Finally, the fire risk posed by an arson

attack cannot be discounted.

Based on present space allocations, the greatest fire threats are generally expected *<xkit wifRTrt the^on-public spaces of

the building. This is due to the relatively high quantity of combustibles, with man* m kindlinp-tvpe arrangements (i.e.

piled papers), and the existence of office and food/beverage preparation appliance. U'^ firi' -starts in one of these

locations it may reach flashover (full room involvement) within five minutes, at which point it will be able to spread to

adjacent spaces. The highest relative fire risk can be found in the following locations:

A. The entire basement where a fire can potentially spread vertically to involve the remainder of the building. During

recent site visits, fuel loads within the basement were relatively low. However, this large open area could be used

for storage in the future and is therefore classified as high risk.

B. All first floor staff office spaces where higher than average fuel loading (primarily paper) and electronic ofllce

appliances.

C. All first floor closets due to varying combustible storage levels tb^t ari^ high.

D. All .second floor staff office spaces and food preparation areas.

E. All second floor closets and storage rooms.

F. All third level closets and storage rooms.

Moderate fire risk can be found within the following building areas

A. All first floor exhibition spaces including period rooms. Fhc fire hazard Irom period rooms (public spaces) is less

than spaces described above. However flashover may still be achieved within ten minutes, thereby threatening

the rest of the building. Of special concern are the muslin ceilings that would accelerate fire growth.

B. The first floor reception area.

C. All second floor exhibition spaces including period rooms

D. All third floor exhibition spaces including period rooms.
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The lightest fire risk can be found in the following locations:

A. The vault spaces on all three levels. It should be noted that the second floor vault space is used for storage of

some office supplies but ignition hazards within the space are relatively minor.

B. The main open hallway. This area is not free from the fire ttucai uui does have relatively low fuel loads and

ignition hazards. If a fire does enter this space however, it may sel^'e as a vertical flue that can accelerate fire

loss.

The illustrations on the following pages show the relative fire risk that is found within the various locations of the

building. It is important to remember that even for those areas where fire risk is low. a destructive fire is still possible.

A rapid emergency response may be expected from the local fire department, with an estimated arrival time from

receipt of the alarm within five minutes. Non-the-less. the combustibility of the house's contents and lack of interior

fire resistance means that severe damage can be expected before the first fire truck arrives. If fire department delays

occur (i.e. traffic, weather, or simultaneous emergencies) the fire may reach an uncontrollable stage within fifteen

minutes, and total loss of the structure and its contents within one-hour.

In summary, the Clara Barton House and its contents represent a sizable fuel package with many possible ignition

threats. If a fire occurs, and it reaches fiill-flaming status, substantial loss can be expected.
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4: Fire Protection Objectives

The primary fire safety objective for the Clara Barton House is to prevent fire ignition in the first place, and in general

this buildingiiuilJiiig rt well maintained to minimize ignition threats. However even with the best fire prevention

etTorts. an accidental or intentionally set fire remains a strong possibility. Therefore, the following performance-based

objectives are presented to help with the selection and implementation of protective features and systems.

. I Identity the fire . The developing fire should be recognized as soon as it starts, preferably before the appearance of

visible flames while damage is still minor. This recognition may be achieved by staff when the building is

occupied, but must also include means to identify a fire during periods when the building is vacant. Upon fire

detection, an accurate alarm notification must immediately be transmitted to emergency response personnel (NPS

and the fire department), so that fire control efforts can be initiated.

.2 Limit the fire . Once a fire starts the initial flames and smoke should be confined to the room of fire origin. This

can reduce damage to the remainder of the building and content, and provide time for occupants to safely

evacuate. This can also help to maintain the building's structural integrity, reducing fire fighter risk and ultimately

decreasing the level of post-fire restoration.

3. Suppress the fire . Once flames appear, fire suppression should commence within one to two minutes to prevent

room flashover. If this is achieved, there is a high probability that damage can be confined to the area where the

fire starts. Otherwise, damage may radiate to adjacent spaces, including flame spread through concealed channels.

Each minute that fire suppression is delayed, the probability of wide scale loss is substantially increased.

Under present conditions staff members may accomplish the first objective, tire detection. During visitor hours the

building is normally occupied by one or two NPS staff members who would be able to determine a fire's location and

raise the alarm. However for vacant periods, automatic detection will be necessary to achieve early warning. The

building is presently fitted with an automatic fire alarm system consisting of smoke and thermal sensors, manual alarm

initiating stations, and internal alarm warning equipment. This system (Pyrotronics System 3) has been commonly
used for a number ofNPS sites, and typically has been reliable. However, fire detection and alarm technology has

significantly advanced since the system was installed so that even faster detection may be achieved.

It is recommended that the fire detection and alarm system be upgraded with a microprocessor based addressable

system, which is now the industry standard. This technology provides staff and responding emergency personnel with

the ability to pinpoint the exact location of the fire detection device that is in alarm. Detection equipment is now
smaller in profile and can be placed so that it is in greater compliance with building aesthetic issues. To achieve the

greatest detection capability with the least amount of aesthetic impact, air-aspiration (VESDA) technology can be

utilized. A major advantage that is offered by addressable fire detection systems is their ability to conduct self-

diagnostic tests, thcn^hv reducing overall system maintenance costs. The estimated cost to replace the present fire

alarm system is Sto.uui^flilSdiiPdepending on the specific selected detection components.

Accomplishing the second set of objectives, limiting fire growth will be difficult to achieve within this structure.

Based on information provided in National Fire Protection Association (NI'PA) #914 Historic Structures Code, the

estimated fire resistance of this building's walls range from five to ten minutes, with doors estimated at a maximum of

five minutes, fhe muslin ceilings would not offer any fire resistance. Possible fire rcsistiince improvements may
include removing muslin ceilings, installing gypsum wallboard to the underside of ceiling joists to create a solid fire

barrier, and then reinstalling the muslin to ncdx original appearances. Applying intumescent coatings or penetrating

treatments to combustible structural elements and finishes may help to retard fire growth rates. Sealing wall and

ceiling openings with non-combustible materials is recommended to prevent rapid flame spread between rooms.

Finally, adding non-combustible layers to the secondar> side of doors, and routing intumescent strip materials to door

edges can increase the resistance of doors to nominal 1 5-20 minute periods.

Given the construction of the Clara Barton House, none of these solutions can be expected to achieve the siunc level of

fire resistance that can be accomplished in a contemporary building. However they can retard the initial fire growth
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rate, confining flames and heat until the fire department arrives. These measures may also reduce the overall damaged

area to permit faster recovery. The main problem with these solutions is that they will impact the existing historic

fabric. Therefore, consultation with NPS site and regional architectural preservation experts will be necessary to

minimize this impact.

rhe third set of objectives, fire suppression, can presently be achieved only by manual fire fighting efforts, either

111 .loiise staffer the fire department. Staff fire fighting with extinguishers may be effective if suppression efforts

commence within the first one to two minutes of flaming combustion. After that point, the intensity of the fire may be

too severe and dangerous. To be successful, a stalT member must be present when flames start, and they must be

familiar with the use of extinguishers. There is a good chance for success during occupied daytime periods. Success

during non-occupied times is unlikely. The effectiveness of the fire department will be relative. Given the anticipated

fire development rate in the building, and the fire department's response time, it is quite likely that an entire room will

be severely damaged before they arrive. Upon arrival, their efforts will focus on saving the rest of the building, rather

than halting fire loss within the room of origin. In other words, the room where the fire starts will probably be

completely consumed. If the fire starts in a centrally located room. (i.e. center hallway), then ihis loss may be severe.

It must be recognized that the fire department cannot compensate for inherent fire protection weaknesses within the

building. To significantly reduce the potential fire loss scenario, it is beneficial to install automatic fire suppression.

Chapter 5 describes suppression options for the building.

5: Fire Suppression Options

Based on construction features, the fire hazards contained within and likely fire growth scenarios, and its value, the

following fire suppression options are available for the Clara Barton House:

.1 Do nothing . Under this choice, conditions will essenUally remain as they presently exist. If a fire occurs,

damage control and suppression will be dependent upon the building's fire resistance and automatic warning

system, combined with an effective staff or fire department response. The main advantage of this option is that it

represents the lowest cost solution, and has the least amount of fabric impact. The obvious disadvantage is that a

fire outbreak can result in significant or total loss of the structure and its contents.

.2 Install standard fire sprinklers . This option would involve installation of a sprinkler system throughout the entire

building. Since the buildinr; is heated, me system would be a wet pipe arrangement with limited area dry pipe

zones for those locations v ; ere freezing; is a possibility. By utilizing a wet pipe concept, the system becomes
relatively simple to install ana ... nuam. and CPVC plastic piping can be used to reduce installation costs and

efforts. The system would be designed under National Fire Protection Association ("NFPA) #13. Sprinkler

Standard for a light hazard application. Sprinklers would be quick response, low profile units to minimize

aesthetic impact. Concealed sprinklers may be used for ceiling mounted heads. Water for the system would be

sunnlied by a new 4 inch (100 mm) underground pipe that is connected to the public water system on Oxford

Street. This pipe would enter the west side of the basement where it would then radiate throughout the building.

The advantage of this option is that lire sprinklers represent the "standiird" in automatic fire suppression, and

have been used extensively for over 100 years with a .solid success record. The technology is relatively simple

which allows their use in a wide variety of hazard applications, including the probable situations that are found at

Clara Barton, presenting a very high probability that the fire suppression objectives will be accomplished. There

arc numerous product manufacturers who offer a wide array of sprinkler styles and finishes, and there are many
qualified contractors to install the equipment. This results in a number of design options to minimize aesthetic

and historic fabric impact. Finally, by using the public water service thcie is an inherent high system reliability

with water available for the entire fire duration.

The primary disadvantage is Ihc size of components (i.e. pipe) that will be needed to transport water to the

protected area and its associated fabric impact. This is especially a concern since NFPA 13 systems require a

design that can supply all of the sprinklers for a minimum 900-1 500 fl^ area. Subsequentiv sprinkler piping can

be relatively large 1 .5-4.0 inch (38-100 mm) diameter that requires greater efibrt to conceal. Also, while there
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are many qualified sprinkler contractors, there are some that offer less-than-optimal capabilities. It will therefore

be important to pre-qualify contractors before the tendering process to ensure the proper quality.

Option 3. Install a residential sprinkler system. This option is similar to option #2 with the exception that it

would be designed under the criteria ofNFPA #13R, Sprinkler Systemsfor Residential Occupancies up to and

including Four Stories in Height. The 1 3R criteria allows the design to supply the four most hydraulically

remote sprinklers as opposed to the 900-1500 ft- demand area (typically 12-15 simultaneous ftowing sprinklers)

mandated under NFPA 13. This allowance can often reduce sprinkler pipe dimensions, which in turn can

diminish aesthetic and historic fabric concerns. Residential style sprinkler heads would be used which reduces

the water discharge rate per sprinkler, and subsequent residual water saturation. Given that the actual hazards

found in the building are residential, and the risk that is lower than the typical contemporary residential scenarios

that the standards are designed for, the 13R concept becomes viable. As with option #2 the system would be wet

pipe with some limited area dry-pipe or antifreeze zones. Water for the system may be provided by either a new

3.0 inch (75 mm) underground water service fi"om the street, or with limited duration (10-15 minute) self-

contained water tanks that are pressurized by nitrogen.

It should be noted that systems designed under NFPA 13R criteria are frequently used in business use

occupancies when the hazards are similar to those encountered in residential occupancies. While the Clara

Barton home is classified as a business use, the actual hazard posed is technically a residential type risk.

Advantages of this option include the high reliability of sprinklers, the ability to use lower flow sprinklers,

decreased pipe sizes, a large number of product manufacturers and components, and several qualified installation

contractors. There will be some cost savings associated with the smaller material dimensions. The self-

contained water/nitrogen system eliminates the need to run a new underground service to the street.

The primary disadvantage of this option is that there is a slight chance it may be overpowered by a fire if it

occurs in two or more simultaneous locations within the building (i.e. moving arson situation). However, given

the fast response of residential sprinklers, and their interconnection with the building alann, this would be

viewed as a low probability event. As with option 2, there will also be a need to pre-qualify contractors before

the tendering process to ensure the proper quality.

Residential sprinkler technology represents a viable protection option for the Clara Barton house.

Option 4: Install high-pressure water mist . High-pressure water mist has emerged has a viable option for

protecting heritage properties. The technology is relatively new within the United States, but manulacturers have

extensive experience in Europe and Australia where it hiis been developed. Water mist is a high efficiency

suppression technology in which approximately 99% of the water droplets are discharged as fine mist

sprays. This results in a discharge of 0.5-2 gallons (1.9-7.6 liters) per minute per nozzle, compiu^ed to 15-20

gallons (56.8 - 75.7 liters) per minute for standard sprinklers. There is a very lower water supply demand, small

required pipe diameters (typically 1 2mm- 18mm / 0.5-0.75 inch), and very low content saturalion. I'he smaller

diameter tubing can often result in lower amounts of cutting and patching of building fabric. Where the tubing

needs to be run exposed, it is generally less conspicuous. All tubing is high-pressure stainless steel, which has a

life expectancy of over 100 years, comparable to CPVC plastic sprinkler pipe, and well over the 50-60 year life

expectancy of steel sprinkler pipe. For the CUu-a Barton house the sy.stem would be wet-pipe with limited area

dry-pipe or antifreeze protected zones, similar to the sprinkler options.

Water for the system may be supplied from the public water service, a dedicated sialic pressure supply tank, or

stand-alone pressurized cylinders. This water is then boosted to the approximately 1,000 psi. (70 bar) system

operating pressure by either a dedicated water storage cylinder arrangement with its own pressurizing gas. a

nitrogen driven pump, or an electric drive pump. The first option will provide a nominal ten (10) minute agent

supply, and may be extended by adding additional cylinders. Ihe pump choices can supply water for thirty

minutes, or more.
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Advantages of the high-pressure mist technology include high reliability, water application rates are

approximately 5-20% of sprinklers, and low water saturation rates. These systems are only installed by highly

trained specialist contractors, which typically ensures quality workmanship.

The small diameter tubing can often been installed with less building fabric impact, with typical tube sizes in the

12mm- 18mm (0.5-0.75 inch) range. If the cylinder system or gas driven pumps are used, the system will

function independently of the public electrical service. With self-contained tanks and cylinders, the system can

function independently of the public water service.

The main disadvantage is that for this application, the system will be more expensive than standard sprinklers.

There are only two manufacturers presently selling products (Fogtec Inc. and Marioff Inc.) limiting product

options. Fortunately both products are very high quality and can be expected to provide many years of

satisfactory service. There are also fewer contractor options when compared to sprinklers.

High-pressure mist represents a viable protection option for the Clara Barton house.

.5 Option 5, Install intermediate pressure water mist This option involves installing intermediate pressure mist

technology, which essentially is a is a hybrid sprinkler/water mist nozzle in which approximately 75-80% of the

water droplets are fine mist sprays, with the remaining 20-25% of the drops discharged as large momentum
sprinkler type sprays. This results in a discharge of 2-4 gallons (7.6-15.2 liters) per minute per nozzle, compared

to 15-20 gallons (56.8 - 75.7 liters) per minute for standard sprinklers. Subsequently there is a lower water supply

demand, smaller required pipe diameters, and lower levels of content saturation. The system would be wet-pipe

with limited area dry-pipe zones, similar to sprinklers. It would be supplied by a new 2.5 inch (65 mm) service

from the public main. Pressure is then boosted to the nominal 102 psi. (7 bar) operating range by a dedicated

pump.

Advantages of intermediate pressure mist technology is that it is relatively simple and has water application rates

are approximately 20-25% of sprinklers. Several contractors are available to install this equipment, providing

competitive cost advantages. Piping sizes are generally lower than those required for comparable sprinklers.

Disadvantages of the system includes the issue that there is presently only one manufacturer. Grinnell. The system

is more expensive than comparable sprinklers since it must include a pressurizing pump. There are also reliability

concerns if the electrical service to the site is lost. Additionally, the coverage area per nozzle is approximately

100 ft^ (9.3 m^). There is little room to vary this spacing, which results in a generally higher number of nozzles

than necessary for sprinklers, fherefore, while piping is smaller, the required amount of pipe will be

approximately 50% greater. Finally, there is not a sidewall mounted nozzle option and therefore all nozzles will

need to be ceiling mounted.

In brief, intermediate mist technology may be ver\ useful in locations where a high number of nozzles is

acceptable such as a library book stack. However, this does not represent a viable option for the Clara Barton

house, especially due to various aesthetic issues and the anticipated difficulties installing the number of pipes and

nozzles that will be needed.

There are various fire suppression gases that are available for specialized applications such as telecommunications and

computer centers. However, these arc not considered practical options for the Clara Barton house due to several

reasons. First, they require an airtight enclosure lo properly function. Otherwise, the gas will spread beyond the

protection envelope, and the fire can re-ignite. Second, a ver>' high quantity of gas will be neccssar>' to achieve fire

control, which requires extensive floor space. Pipe sizes are generally in the 2.5-4.0 inch (65mm-I00nim) range, and

there is little room for design fiexibility. A dedicated fire detection system will be necessar>. thereb\ adding cost and

installation complexity. Finally, these systems can be expensive to ser%'ice, especially following a discharge. Once
again, these are not recommended for the Clara Barton facility.

In summary of the available suppression choices Option 1 is not recommended. Ihe potential for an uncontrolled fire

to reach full fiaming (Hashovcr) conditions prior to the arrival of the fire department is too high, and could rcadil\ lead
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to ftill building loss. Properly designed fire sprinkler systems (Options 2 and 3) can provide the means to control a

developing lire, keeping it check until help arrives. In actuality, the fire will probably be fully extinguished before the

first fire truck rolls out of its station. These choices offer a wide range of design ficxibility and components so that

aesthetic and historic fabric impact issues can be reduced. Intermediate pressure water mist (Option 5 is not

recommended due to the large number of nozzles that will be necessary, and the lack of design options. High-pressure

water mist represents an appropriate option for the site with the benefit of effective fire suppression with low water

How. Like the sprinkler options it is capable of controlling the fire while help responds, and will also olTer a high

probability of fire suppression prior to fire department response. Gaseous agent fire suppression systems are not

appropriate for full building applications and therefore are not recommended. The recommend finalists therefore come

down to a standard sprinkler system, a residential type sprinkler system, or a high pressure water mist system. Each is

capable of controlling the anticipated fire scenarios in the building.

Chapter 6 presents some of the design issues that will need to be incorporated for the selected system.

6: Suppression System Design Issues

For any of the automatic suppression options, the ideal system provides coverage for all combustible areas of the

building, and for the Clara Barton House this is the ultimate recommendation. However, achieving full protection may
be difficult to initially achieve, especially due to historic fabric issues. Therefore as a minimum, the ultimate selected

protection system should be initially installed within the highest risk spaces, with provisions made to extend the system

to remaining areas as fiiture rehabilitation occurs.

.1 Standard Fire Sprinkler Option

For this fire sprinkler fire option, the system would consist of the following components:

A. The design will be in accordance within light hazard criteria as defined by National Fire Protection Association

(NFPA) Standard #13, Sprinkler Systems. The design would incorporate flexible '^'^ 'gn aspects where ne sary

to of-rjplv with Xhf Preservation Standards. The system would be wet-pipe witho nry-nine ^one for the third

floor r'^om that is ioo.ated over the center hallwav. Limited area dry-pipe zones may be utilized for other areas

that are potentially subject to freezing conditions.

B. Piping would generally be run in secondary sj^ces where it is out of sight of normal public visitors. Where piping

needs to be run in primary spaces (i.e. Clapa Barton's bedroom) it would be placed on the side that is least visible

to visitors. All exposed piping is to be painted to match existing finishes. Multiple piping risers will be used to

deliver water to all sprinklers with minimum visual impact.

C. The design will make extensive utilization of horizontal sidewall sprinklers to avoid mounting piping to the

ceiling, and the aesthetic difficulties associated with this i.ssue. Ceiling mounted sprinklers will be used in

secondary spaces such as the basement and storage closets. Sprinklers will be low profile, quick response units

such as the Reliable Fl series or the Viking Micromatic line. For several spaces, particularly the period rooms

and main hallway, there is an option to utilize quick response concealed sprinklers, finishes will be selected to

match existing wall finishes. Final sprinkler placement locations will be established during the Title II design

effort. Careful fire engineering judgement should be used to ensure that all sprinklers are placed where they will

be efTective, responsive, and within the intent of sprinkler standards.

D. Pipe materials for this project arc expected to be steel for the dr>' .system and either steel or CPVC plastic for the

wet /one. Ihis will be dctennined during the litle II phase. Ivstimatcd pipe diainctcrs will range from one inch

(25 mm) for single head branch lines up to two and one-half inches (64 mm) for mains. Exact pipe sizes will be

determined through hydraulic analysis af\cr pipe locations have been finalized.
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E. Water service would be provided by a new six inch ( 1 50 mm) water service that is connected to the public main

on Oxford Street at the driveway entrance to the site.

.2 Residential Fire Sprinkler Option

For this fire sprinkler fire option, the system would consist of the following components:

A. The design will be in accordance within light hazard criteria as defined by National Fire Protection Association

(NFPA) Standard # 1 3R, Residential Sprinkler Systems. The design would incorporate flexible design aspects

where necessary to comply with the Preservation Standards. The system would be wet-pipe with a dry-pipe zone

for the third floor room that is located over the center hallway. Limited area dry-pipe zones may be utilized for

other areas that are potentially subject to Ireezing conditions.

B. As with the standard sprinkler option, piping would generally be run in secondary spaces where it is out of sight of

normal public visitors. Where piping needs to be run in primary spaces (i.e. Clara Barton's bedroom) it would be

placed on the side that is least visible to visitors. All exposed piping is to be painted to match existing finishes.

Multiple piping risers will be used to deliver water to all sprinklers with minimum visual impact.

C. The design will make extensive utilization of horizontal sidewall sprinklers to avoid mounting piping to the

ceiling, and the aesthetic difficulties associated with this issue. Ceiling mounted sprinklers will be used in

secondary spaces such as the basement and storage closets. Sprinklers will be residential style low profile, quick

response units such as the Reliable Fl-RES series or the Viking Micromatic Residential line. For several spaces,

particularly the period rooms and main hallway, there is an option to utilize quick response concealed residential

sprinklers. Finishes will be selected to match existing wall finishes. Final sprinkler placement locations will be

established during the Title II design effort. Careful fire engineering judgement should be used to ensure that all

sprinklers are placed where they will be effective, responsive, and within the intent of sprinkler standards.

D. Pipe materials for this project are expected to be steel for the dry system and either steel or CPVC plastic for the

wet zone. This will be determined during the Title II phase. Estimated pipe diameters will range fi-om one inch

(25 mm) for single head branch lines up to two and one-half inches (64 mm) for mains. Exact pipe sizes will be

determined through hydraulic analysis after pipe locations have been finalized.

E. Water service would be provided by a new four inch (100 mm) water service that is connected to the public main

on Oxford Street at the driveway entrance to the site. As an option, a self-contained water tank system that is

pressurized by a compressed nitrogen cylinder bank may be used. The advantage of tanks is that they avoid site

disruptions and excavation. The disadvantage is thai they otTer a limited fire fighting duration (typically 10-15

minutes). Adding tanks can extend this however. The nitrogen pressure boost method is preferred over electric

pumps since it is not dependent upon reliable public electrical service. If the power grid goes down, the nitrogen

tank arrangement will still work.

.3 High Pressure Water Mist Suppression Option

For this option the following design and installation guidance should be followed.

A. The design will be based on light hazard criteria as defined by National Fire Protection Association (NFPA).

Standard #750-2000. Water Mist Systems. The design would be wet pipe with a limited area dr\-pipc or

antifreeze zone for the third level room that is located above the main hallway. As an option, this third floor

space could be supplied by the wet zone with the tubing run close to the wall and painted to match existing

finishes.
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B. As with the sprinkler option, mist tubing would generally be run in secondary spaces where it is out of sight of

normal public visitors. Where tube needs to be run in primary spaces (i.e. Clara Bartons bedroom) it would be

placed on the side that is least visible to visitors. Ail exposed piping is to be painted to match existing Jlnishes.

Multiple piping risers will be used to deliver water to all sprinklers with minimum visual impact.

C. The system will utilize pendent cluster type nozzles or horizontal sidewall units. To optimize system

pertbmiiuice. ceiling mounted nozzles are generally preferred. Final sprinkler placement locations will be

established during the Title II design effort. Careful fire engineering judgement should be used to ensure that all

sprinklers are placed where they will be effective, responsive, and within the intent of mist standards.

D. Pipe materials will be high-pressure stainless steel with compression type fittings. Pipe diameters will range from

12 mm - 25 mm (0.5 to 1 .0 inch). The Title II design must be carefully detailed illustrating exact pipe run

locations and sizes as well as sprinkler models, finishes, and placement

E. Water for the system will be provided by either a dedicated tank of approximate 500 gallons with pressure

provided by a nitrogen gas driven pump, or by stand alone water and nitrogen cylinders The pump is preferred

due to the longer duration that is offered by the arrangement. This tank will be located in the basement.

F. At present there are two high-pressure water mist system manufacturers for this type system. One is Fogtec with

offices based in the Los Angeles, California area, and the other is Marioff based in Baltimore. Maryland. Other

manufacturers are expected to enter the market in the future.

The following drawings illustrate general design concepts and options for the sprinkler and water mist systems.
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New 6 inch ( 150 mm) ductile iron supply

pipe from public water main on Oxford Street

Final location lo be determined during Title

New 4 mch ( 100 mm) underground to ft-ee

standing fire department pumping inlet. Final

location to be determined during Title II.

Riser # I - wet pipe

^55

Basement level piping lo be run exposed.
Riser#4- wet pipe

Sprinkler componem locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title 11 efforts.

All sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

All component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Interior's

Preservation Standards,

Key

# Upright or pendent sprinkler, low profile quick response

O Pendent concealed sprinkler, quick response

^ Horizontal sidewall sprinkler, low profile quick response^ Note: EC designates extended coverage model

Q Sprinkler riser pipe

FiR£ SPRINKLER DESIGN CONCEPT

BASEMENT PLAN o



Riser # I - wet pipe

ed water tanks with nitrogen pressuring system
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Notes:
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Riser H I - wel pipe

New 4 inch (100 mm) underground lo free

standing fire department pumping inlet- Final

location to be delennined during Title II.

Main wet-pipe alarm valve and trim

Riser it 5 - dr^,' pipe

"Self contained water tanks with nitrogen pressuring system

Basement level piping lo be run exposed.
Riser tt 4 - wet pipe

1 Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts.

2, Ail sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes,

3, All component placement lo be compliant with Secretarj' of the Interior's

Preservation Standards.

Key

# Upright or pendent sprinkler, low profile quick response

O Pendent concealed sprinkler, quick response

^ Horizontal sidewall sprinkler, low profile quick response^ Note: EC designates extended coverage model

Sprinkler riser pipe

FIRE SPRINKLER DESIGN OPTIONS

BASEMENT PLAN

^^ J



Key

# Upright or pendent sprinkler, low profile quick response

O Pendent concealed sprinkler, quick response

^ Horizontal sidewall sprinkler, low profile quick response^ Note: EC designates extended coverage model
Sprinkler riser pipe
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Riser # I - wet pipe

Piping to be run exposed, tight to wall
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# Upright or pendent sprinkler, low profile quick response

Q Pendent concealed sprinkler, quick response

^ Horizontal sidewall sprinkler, low profile quick response

Note: EC designates extended coverage model

Sprinkler riser pipe

Riser # 5 - dry pipe

Riser # I - wet pipe .

Piping to be run exposed, tight to wall
'

s "" :o

2

p. ON a

u
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<

"

Riser # 4 - wet pipe

1
Sprinkler component locations ate approximate for concept illustration
only. Final locations to be tield determined during Title II elTons.

2 All sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Interior's
Preservation Standards, '

"""enois

L

FIRE SPRINKLER DESIGN CONCEPT

FIRST FLOOR PLAN



Piping to be run exposed, tight to wall

F ping to be run exposed, tight to wall

Run piping ( 1 inch diameter) above

Notes:

^ DESIGN OPTIONS

Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illusti

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts' " P l A l\i

2. All sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finisn

3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Ir^ i<^
^

Preservation Standards. f 19



ser # 2 - wet pipe

Riser ft 1 - wel pipe

—U ^ KITCHEN

4

|i */^lf/'^t

f'iping to be mn exposed, tight to wall -

^fe^ ' #2^

^^

Run piping ( 1 incli diamcler) above muslin ceiling. Riser # 4 - wet pipe

Piping to be run exposed, tigiit to wall

o ox a

M'

1. Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts,

2. All sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes,

3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Interior's

Preservation Standards.

Key

• Upright or pendent sprinkler, low profile quick response
O Pendent concealed sprinkler, quick response

^ Horizontal sidewall sprinkler, low profile quick response
Note: RC designates extended coverage model

Q) Sprinkler riser pipe

FIRE SPRINKLER DESIGN OPTIONS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN



;er # 2 - wet pipe

Riser # 1 - wet pipe

ROOr OVERHANG "S '

Piping to be run exposed, tight to wall

Concealed sprinicled

to be supplied by drj

third level floor joist

Notes:

Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illustrat

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts.

DESIGN CONCEPT
All sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes _ _.

)0R PLAN
3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretary' of the Intc
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X i

- Piping to be run exposed, tight to wall

Concealed sprinklers for second floor ceiling

to be supplied bv dry-pipe piping located in

third level floor joist space.

Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts

All sprinkler flnishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes,

All component placement to be compliant with Sccretar>' of the Inicrior's

Preservation Standards.

Key

• Upright or pendent sprinkler, low profile quick response

O Pendent concealed sprinkler, quick response

. Horizontal sidewall sprinkler, low profile quick response
^ Note: EC designates extended coverage model
© Sprinkler riser pipe

FIR£ SPRINKLER DESIGN CONCEPT

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

iMiM:



Concealed sprinklers for second floor o
to be supplied by dry-pipe piping locate

third level floor joist space.

Riser ff 1 - wet pipe
Riser # 2 - wet pipe

roop overhang

otes:

Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts.

All sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

ESIGN OPTIONS

All component placement to be compliant with Secrctar> of the Interiof

Preservation Standards.
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Concealed sprinklers for second floor ceilinj

to be supplied by dry-pipe piping located in

third level floor joist space.

Riser ii 1 - wet pipe Riser # 2 - wet pipe

ROOr OVERHANG

o ^

X I

Run piping (I inch diameter) above niuslin ceiling.

Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts.

All sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric fmishes.

' All component placement to be compliant with Secretar>' of the Interior's

Preservation Standards.

Key

• Upright or pendent sprinkler, low profile quick response

O Pendent concealed sprinkler, quick response

^ Horizontal sidewall sprinkler, low profile quick response~
Note: EC designates extended coverage model
Sprinkler riser pipe

FIRE SPRINKLER DESIGN OPTIONS

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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TIN CLAD
TLRRET CAP
(INACCESSIBLE)

TIN CLAD
TURRET CAP
(IN ACCESS.BLE)

Run piping (1 inch diameter) J. ,

lira

Notes:

1

.

Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illustrai

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efTorts. "-SIGN CONCEPT
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Riser # 5 - dr>' pipe
Riser # 2 - wet pipe

Riser U I wet pipe

Run piping (1 inch diameler) above muslin ceiling. One inch (25 mm) piping for third

level sidewall sprinklers to be run

exposed light to wal[.

I- Sprinkler component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title 11 efforts.

All sprinkler finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

AH component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Interior's

Preservation Standards,

Key

• Upright or pendent sprinkler, low profile quick response

O Pendent concealed sprinkler, quick response

^ Horizontal sidewall sprinkler, low profile quick response

Note: EC designates extended coverage model

@ Sprinkler riser pipe

FIRE SPRINKXER DESIGN CONCEPT

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
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Self contained water-mist tanks with nitrogen

pressuring system or gas pressure pumping system

Notes:

1

.

Mist component locations are approximate for cpESIGN CONCEP
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Riser « 1 - wet pipe -

Dry-pipe valve and trim
Main wei-pipe alann valve and trim

- Ri<ipr#4-f1rvr

Self contained water-mist tanks with nitrogen

pressuring system or gas pressure pumping system

I. Mist component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts.

All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

3. AH component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Interior's

Preservation Standards.

Key

• Pendent high pressure water mist nozzle

^ Horizontal sidewall high pressure water mist nozzle

@ Water mist riser tube

WATER MIST SPRINKLER DESIGN CONCEPT

BASEMENT PLAN o



Riser # I - wet pipe

Notes:

Mist tube to be run exposec

trtt 2 - wet pipe
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. I. Mist component locations are approximate for concept illustration
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Riser ** 2 - wet pipe

Mist lube III be run exposed light to wall Riser # 4 - di> pipe

s run exposed, tight to wall

o

a 0" a

Riser # 3 - wel pipe

1 Mist component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title 11 efforts.

2 All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

-V All component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Interior's

Preservation Standards,

Key

O Pendent high pressure water mist nozzle

Horizontal sidewati high pressure water mist nozzle

© Water misi riser tube

WATER MIST SPRINKLER DESIGN CONCEPT
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Run mist tubing above muslin ceiling.

Riser # 1 - wet pipe

BED ROOM
2r-S'x ;S.3'

Run mist liibing above muslin ceiling.
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LER DESIGN OPTIONS
1 Mist component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title 11 efforts. ^R PLAN

2. All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretar}' of the intei

Preservation Standards.
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Run mist tubing above muslin ceiling. Riser # 4 - dry pipe Riser U 2 - wet pipe

Riser # I - wet pipe

Run mist tubing above muslin ceiling

Riser i* 3 - wet pipe

Mist coTTiponenl locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title 11 efforts,

2. All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

3- All component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Interior's

Preservation Standards

Key

• Pendent high pressure water mist nozzle
Horizontal sidewjil high pressure water mist nozzle
Water mist riser tube

WATER MIST SPRrWKLER DESIGN OPTIONS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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Riser # 1 - wet pipe ^iser # 2 - wet pipe

Run mist tubing above muslin ceiling

ROOr OVERHANG

Mist tube to be run exposed, tight to wa

Notes:

1. Mist component locations arc approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efforts.

2. All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

IK DESIGN CONCEPT

30R PLAN

3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretar\ of the Intcric

Preservation Standards.
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Riser # I - wel pipe

Misi tube to be run exposed. light to wall-

Riser # 4 - dPt' pipe

un mist tubing above muslin ceiling

Mist tube to be run exposed, tight to wall

f e/iLCONT flSOVE

Mist tubing for second level

ceiling nozzles to be run

within third level floor joist space.

Mist component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only Final locations to be field determined during Title il efforts.

All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

All component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Inierior's

Preservation Standards,

Key

# Pendent high pressure water mist nozzle

^ Horizontal sidewall high pressure water mist nozzle

© Water mist riser tube
WATER MIST SPRINKLER DESIGN CONCEPT

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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—Riser # 2 - wet pipe

Riser # 1 - wet pipe

ROOF OVERHANG

Notes:

Mist tube to be run exposed

1. Mist component locations are approximate for concept illustratior

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II efTorts,^. p^ r)pc|/-i»j OPTIDN*;

2. All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes. !0 R PLAN
3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretary' of the In

Preservation Standards. —
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Riser # 4 - dry pipe

Mist tubing for second level

ceiling nozzles to be run

within third level floor joist space.

-Riser # 2 - wel pipe

ROOr OVERH/INC

Run mist tubing above muslin ceiiing.-

Mist tubing for second level

ceiling nozzles to be run

within third level floor joist space.

Misi tube to be run exposed

I Mist component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field detennined during Title II efTorts.

All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes.

3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretat)' of the Interior's

Preservation Standards,

Key

• Pendent high pressure water mist nozzle

Horizontal sidewall high pressure water mist nozzle

© Water mist riser tube

WATER MIST SPRINKLER DESIGN OPTIONS

SECOND FLOOR PLAN



—TIN CLAD
\J TURRET CAP

(INACCESS.BLE)

ibing For second level

nozzles to be run

third level floor joist space.

Notes:

I. Mist component locations are approximate for concept iliustrat

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title II effotf^ DESIGN CONCEPT

All mist finishes to be coordinated with existing fabric finishes]

3. All component placement to be compliant with Secrelar)' of the

Preservation Standards.
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Riser # I - wet pipe Dry-pipe niisl tubing to be

run exposed along outside wall

Riser # 2 - wel pipe

'j;Lc;'?.
iCCESSiBLEJ

Misl tubing for second level

ceiling nozzles to be run

Rrjn mi« mk k i ,-
wilhtn third level floor joisi space.Kun mist tubing above muslin ceiling.

1. Misl component locations are approximate for concept illustration

only. Final locations to be field determined during Title [I efforts.

All misl finishes to be coordinaled with existing fabric finishes.

3. All component placement to be compliant with Secretary of the Interior's

Preservation Slandards.

Key

• Pendent high pressure water misl nozzle

^ Horizontal sidewall high pressure water mist nozzle

Water mist riser tube

WATER MIST SPRINKLER DESIGN CONCEPT

THIRD FLOOR PLAM -
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7. Fire Suppression System Cost Estimates

The following Title 1 cost estimates are provided for each of the system options that have been presented.

.1 Standard fire sprinklers

Sprinklers, piping, supports, installation labor

Basement - 40 sprinklers at $250.00 $10,000

First floor - 28 sprinklers @ $400.00, 22 @ $250 $16,700

Second floor- 16 sprinklers @ $400.00, 30 @ $250 $13,900

Third floor - 1 1 sprinklers @ $500.00, 12 @ $250 $8,500

Control valves - main alarm valve, associated trim, installed $5,200

Dry-pipe valve, compressor and trim, installed $6,400

Fire alarm system interconnection - flow and supervisory switches, electrical labor ... $2,500

Underground service - 6.0 inch ductile iron pipe, 200 feet at $65.00/ft installed $13,000

6.0 inch tap and valve set fees $3,000

Sub-total $79,200

Contractor's General Conditions (8%) $6,400

Contractor's O&P (6%) $4,800

Contingency (5%) $4,000

Engineering $9,500

Total Estimate $103,900

Estimated maintenance expenditure on this system $1,600

.2 Residential fire sprinklers

Sprinklers, piping, supports, installation labor

Basement - 40 sprinklers at $250.00 $10,000

First floor - 28 sprinklers @ $400.00, 22 @ $250 $16,700

Second floor- 16 sprinklers @ $400.00, 30 (5) $250 $13,900

Third floor- II sprinklers To} $500.00, 12 @ $250 $8,500

Control valves - main alarm valve, associated trim, installed $2,600

Dry-pipe valve, compressor and trim, installed $4,400

Fire alarm system interconnection - flow and supervisory switches, electrical labor .... $2,500

Underground service - 4.0 inch ductile iron pipe, 200 feet at $55.00/rt installed $1 1,000

4.0 inch tap and valve set fees $2,500

Sub-total $72,100

Contractor's General Conditions (8%) $5,800

Contractor's O&P (6%) $4,300

NPS Clara Barton NHS Fire Suppression Title I 29



Contingency (5%) $3,600

Engineering $9.500

Total Estimate $95,300

Note: If self contained ten minute duration water tank is used in lieu of connection to public water main reduce

cost estimate by $2,500.

Estimated maintenance expenditure on this system $1,600

.3 High pressure water mist

Mist sprinklers, piping, supports, installation labor

Basement - 44 mist nozzles @ $500 each $22,000

First floor - 32 nozzles (2) $650.00, 32 @ $500 each $36,800

Second floor - 17 nozzles @ $650.00, 39 @ $500 each $30,500

Third floor- 13 nozzles @ $650.00, 12 @ $500 each $14,850

Control valves, fire alarm interface, electrical installation $7,500

Nitrogen Gas Driven pump, controller, N02 cylinders $42,000

Water tank, 2000 liter polyethylene for 30 minute duration $3,500

Sub-total $157,150

Contractor's General Conditions (8%) $12,600

Contractor's O&P (6%) $9,400

Contingency (5%) $7,900

Engineering $1 1.500

Total Estimate $198,550

Note: For a 10 minute duration self contained water and nitrogen cylinders in lieu of the pump/tank assembly

decrease the estimate by 8.500.

Estimated maintenance expenditure on this system $1,600
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Below are the significant findings of the February 1993 through January 1994 environmental

monitoring program for the Clara Barton Home, Glen Echo, Maryland. Temperature and relative

humidity levels were recorded using computerized data logging equipment. Eight temperature and

eight relative humidity sensors were installed in selected areas throughout the building. Data fi"om

these sensors was recorded , analyzed, graphed, and presented in monthly reports throughout the

year. Twelve months of data was compiled and statistic analysis was performed to support the

conclusions of this report. '

i-

The existing heating system consists of a hot water boiler located in a separate building and piped

underground to the house. The hot water supplies air handlers located at various locations

throughout the house. The main air handling unit is inside of a pot-belly stove located on the first

floor. This air handler lacks adequate air distribution and it's capacity is too small for this

application. Interior comfort levels cannot be maintained when the outdoor temperature falls

below 35 F. Temperature levels fell as low as 40 F in some ofthe zones during the month of

January 1994. (The coldest month on record for this area in over 10 years) Temperature and

humidity fluctuations were unacceptable for the entire monitoring period.

Some air conditioning is provided by a chilled water system but is only used in the offices on the

first floor.

There are no humidifiers. Much of the basement floor is dirt with a partial vapor barrier installed

but it is ineffective because it is not complete. Moisture levels throughout the building drop

seriously low in the winter months and then follow the outdoor conditions in the spring, summer

and fall.

This building lacks proper weatherization and is full of leaks and cracks causing excessive

infiltration of outside air. There is no insulation.

The current environmental conditions of the building interior are unacceptable for the

preservation of the structure and it's furnishings. Providing a stable environment is the

single most important factor in the long-term preservation of historic materials.

In order to stabilize the environment the building needs to be weatherized. The windows require

storm panels and caulking. The cracks need to be sealed to reduce infiltration. A new HVAC
system has to be installed that will include humidifiers to be controlled by a temperature

compensating humidistat to avoid condensation in the wall cavities.(See enclosed technical

narrative)

Detailed information outlining observations and recommended modifications as well as an

estimated budget are provided in the body of this report. Temperature and humidity graphs for

monitored period are attached.
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mXRODUCTION

In 1993, MBA was contracted to survey Clara Barton Home and its existing environmental

systems. Following the survey, a computerized monitoring system was installed to record

temperature and humidity levels for a period one year. This information was collected and

analyzed to provide the basis for recommended modifications to create a stable interior

environment for the preservation ofthe building and it's contents.

The recommendations in this report provide a direct approach to solving the current

environmental problems without major changes to the building.

The existing mechanical equipment installed in the Clara Barton Home does not have the ability to

maintain acceptable levels oftemperature and humidity regardless of outdoor conditions.

The reason that acceptable levels are not being maintained currently is die to the lack of sufficient

heating equipment and the fact that there are no humidifiers and limited air conditioning.

The most critical problem observed was the lack of humidification during the venter months. This

causes unacceptable low levels of humidity which is causing visible drying and cracking of the

fijmishings and of the structure.

In consuhation with the National Park Service, a schedule ofthe work to be done and its duration

will be developed. Museum operations should not be disrupted since a majority of the work will

be confined to the basement.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
PRESERVATION OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Creating a stable environment is the single most important factor for the long-term preservation of

historic materials.

Temperature, relative humidity, and air quality affect the preservation of historicTbuildings and

collection materials. Rapid fluctuations in temperature and relative humidity can cause irreversible

damage by expansion and contraction of organic materials and an increased rate of deterioration.

Environmental conditions should be maintained to balance the needs of collection and building

preservation along with the comfort of the staff and visitors. Temperatures should range between

68 and 74 degrees Fahrenheit, and Relative Humidity (RH) levels should range between 30 and 55

percent, depending on seasonal variations. Fluctuation in temperature and RH should not exceed

5 degrees or 5 percent over any 24 hour period.

The temperature and humidity should continue to be monitored so that problems can be identified

when they occur and quickly resolved. Preventive maintenance should be performed at regular

intervals.

Historic buildings require particular sensitivity to their historic fabric and construction, as well as

their furnishings and collection materials. The installation ofnew equipment or modifications to

existing systems should not alter the appearance of the interior or exterior of the building.
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result ofMBA's survey, year-long monitoring program, and analysis, we offer the following

observations and recommendations:

BUILDING ENVELOPE

1. Excessive amounts of outside air infiltrates the building due to leaks around windows, doors,

and other penetrations. The windows do not have storm panels.

In order to locate air leaks, de-pressurize each room using a fan door and manometer. Once the

leaks have been located, seal all infiltration points as discovered through this process Procedures

will include such things as caulking around windows and doors.

Storm panels should be installed on the inside of the windows using magnetic strips to hold them

in place. These panels should have ultra-violet filters to limit harmfiil light emissions.

2. The floor ofthe basement is mostly dirt. There is a partial vapor barrier currently installed.

Install a proper vapor barrier on the entire basement floor?
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HVAC EQUIPMENT

1

.

The existing HVAC system is undersized and cannot provide a stable interior environment.

Replace the existing HVAC system. Air handlers can be mounted in the basement and ducted

through existing closets to provide sufficient heating and air conditioning.

2. There are no humidifiers.

Install evaporative humidifiers and include temperature compensating humidity controllers to

prevent condensation fi^om forming on the windows or in the wall cavities.

3. The boiler room is dirty, and not being maintained neatly. Steel surfaces are rusting, nothing is

labeled, it is poorly lighted, and does not outline any instructions for maintenance or

trouble-shooting.

This room should be treated as a machine room. It should be cleaned and painted, (including all

the equipment). Better lighting should be installed, all equipment should be properly labeled, and

instructions for maintenance zmd trouble-shooting should be posted.
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ESTIMATED COSTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

SEAL LEAKS AND INSTALL STORM PANELS '.

$15,500.00

INSTALL A VAPOR BARRIER IN BASEMENT $ 3,000.00

REPLACE HVAC SYSTEM $39,000.00

REFURBISH MECHANICAL ROOM $ 500.00

INSTALL HUMIDIFIERS $1,500.00

INSTALL TC HUMIDISTATS $ 1,200.00

PROVIDE YEARLY MONITORING $ 3600.00

TOTAL COST OF IMPROVEMENTS $ 64,300.00
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Temperature Compensated Humidity Control

Technical Narrative

The following technical narrative explains humidity control in buildings built prior to 1950
It points out problems associated with humidity control and the serious consequences that

can result if not addressed. One of the most important considerations in the design,

implementation and control ofa mechanical system for historic buildings is to ensure that

no adverse effects will occur in the historic fabric ofthat building. A relatively new but

proven technology is explained that solves this problem.

Condensation in the wall cavities can cause irreversible damage to a building. In the book

RiiilHing Failures. W.H. Ransom states "that if the temperature ofany surface is below the dew-

point temperature ofthe air immediately adjacent, it will suffer surface condensation. Visible

condensation is seen frequently on windows, external walls and on cold pipes and cold water

cisterns. This gives a warning sign that moisture levels are high. As vapor pressure is usually

higher inside a building than outside, water vapor will move through a permeable structure

towards the outside. In its passage, it may be cooled to the dew-point, causing condensation at

some point within the construction materials, in the spaces between them or at cold bridges,

which are localized cool surfaces interrupting areas ofbetter thermal insulation, for example,

lintels. Interstitial condensation, that is , condensation within thickness of a material or structure

can be potentially harmful."

Since 1950, vapor barriers and mechanical humidification equipment have been developed that

mdntmn constant interior temperature and humidity through most outdoor climatic changes

without causing damage to the building. Structures built prior to 1950 generally do not have a

vapor barrier. A vapor barrier is a material that resists moisture transfer due to vapor pressure and

is installed in a building during construction for that specific purpose. The following table shows

the vapor resistance of different materials.

Vapor

Table 1

resistance of materials

Material Vapor resistance, approx.

[(MNs)/g]

Aluminum foil

Polyethylene: 6 mil

Gloss paint

Roofing felts

Stone: 100 mm
Expanded polystyrene

Bitumen impregnated

;50 mm
paper

Several thousand

250-350

7-40

4.5-100

14-45

4-30

11
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Ifa constant 45% relative humidity (RH) level is maintained in a building without a vapor barrier,

condensation can form on the windows and in the wall cavities whenever the outdoor temperature

drops below 36 degrees F., (assuming the indoor temperature is maintained at 70 F.) Sustained

condensation on the inside ofthe windows is an indication that condensation is forming in the

walls, (the canary in the mine shaft). The glass dew-point, or the point where condensation will

form on the inside of a Avindow, is determined by the difference between outdoor temperature and

indoor temperature and humidity. (See Table 2)

Table2

CONDENSATION ON WINDOWS

Inside Temp 70 Degrees F Outside Temperature at which condensation

will probably occur

INSIDE RH SINGLE PANE DOUBLE PANE
50% 43 F 18F

45% 38 F IIF
40% 34 F 2F
35% * 28 F -8F

30% 22 F -20 F

25% 15F -30 F

20% 8F
15% OF
10% -11 F

The following chart shows the outdoor daily low temperatures for a typical January, February,

and March in Philadelphia. With a fixed humidity set-point of45%, condensation would be

forming on the windows and walls approximately 40% of the time.
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Humidity Control

Fixed Set-Point
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H- Outdoor Low Temp -^Actual RH% set-pt

— Glass Dew-pt

Since it can be difficult to install a vapor barrier in a historic building without some disruption of

the historic fabric, the only effective and proven way to avoid causing condensation on the

windows and in the walls is to change the interior humidity levels as the outdoor temperatures

changes. This control technology is known as Temperature Compensating Humidity Control

(TCH).

The National Park Museum Handbook states that rapid fluctuations of relative humidity may

cause deterioration and that Diurnal (24 hour) fluctuations cause the most serious deterioration.

This causes a dilemma in trying to balance the preservation requirements of artifacts while

avoiding deterioration ofthe building.

A second factor to consider, is the comfort of visitors. The Museum Handbook states that the

ideal environment for artifacts, where human comfort is not a factor, is just above freezing.

In providing a system for Clara Barton, a specific strategy will be developed for humidity control

that meets the requirements of the artifacts and visitors as well as protecting the building from

deterioration. The automatic control system proposed will reset the Relative Humidity set point as

the outdoor air temperature changes.(See Table 3)
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Table 3

Outdoor

Temp

45 and

above

40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19

Humidity

Set Point

45%

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%

The target set-point is determined by the outdoor daily low temperature and is changed by 5%
increments at a time, (see table). Actual set-point changes are limited to 1% per day in the

direction ofthe target set-point until the target set-point is achieved. By limiting the actual change

to 1% per day, no rapid fluctuations will occur and no condensation will form on the windows or

in the walls. For example, ifthe RH set-point was reduced from 45% to 40% , it would take 5

days for the building to reach the new set point.

The following chart shows the same weather as the previous one but with the addition ofthe

control strategy. The glass dew-point changes with the ulterior relative humidity levels. No
condensation occurs, therefore no damage is occurring due to moisture on the windows or in the

walls.

60

50

40

30

20

10

Humidity Control

Temperature Compensated

^^^is^:v^ih^
^*/K^^M\i*Kl/T

1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81
Oay*

Outdoor Low Temp
Actual RH% set-pt

Reset RH% set-pt

Glass Dew-pt
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MONITORED DATA GRAPHS (ONE YEAR)

Year-long monitoring graphs were not printed in the original report. Cover of

documented contained a handwritten note that stated, "Text of Report Only - Data

Available upon request from NPS-NCR."
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FIRE PROTECTION AND SECURITY EVALUATION
CLARA BARTON HOUSE - FINAL REPORT August 30, 1993

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The National Park Service (NFS) requested Rolf Jensen &. Associates to conduct a Fire

Protection Survey and Evaluation of the Clara Barton House in Glen Echo, Maryland, to

assess fire safety and related security issues at the historic site. The survey and

recommendations, conducted by Schiff & Associates is included in Appendix A.

DESCRIPTION

The Clara Barton National Historic site is located in the Clara Barton Parkway District of the

George Washington Memorial Parkway. The house is a three story, 35 room wooden

structure with a full basement. A separate furnace building is provided which contains the

boiler used to heat the house. The furnace building is not historic in nature and does not

affect safety or security to the Clara Barton House. Protection of the furnace building would

not be cost effective.

The Clara Barton House is operated by the National Park Service as a Historic House

Museum that is open to the public from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm seven days a week. Site staff

are normally on the premises from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm. The Clara Barton House contains a

museum collection of approximately 4,000 objects and several thousand dollars worth of

U.S. Government property. A residential apartment is located in the basement. The

apartment is currently unoccupied.

APPLICABLE CODES AND STANDARDS

The applicable codes, standards and recommended practices for the Clara Barton House are

as follows:

1. NFPA 913, Recommended Practice for the Protection of Historic Structures and Sites,

1992 Edition.

2. NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 1991 Edition.

3. BOCA National Fire Prevention Code, 1990 Edition.

In addition, the following NFS documents were considered:

1. NPS Museum Handbook, Part I, Chapter 9.

2. NPS Special Directive 80-1, rev. 1990.
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3. Cultural Resources Management Guidelines, NPS-28, Chapter 3, pp. 28-29.

PROJECT APPROACH

Rolf Jensen & Associates recognizes that this analysis must provide the Client with

information which will allow decisions to be made regarding the level of safety provided

currently and long term.

Therefore, the report notes existing deficiencies as related to the codes, as well as how the

existing level of safety relates to local and nationally recognized standards for fire and life

safety.

The recommendations for each deficiency is categorized into three levels of priority as

follows:

• Priority One - This category of recommendation is considered essential to

prevent or reduce severe exposure to life, property or continuation of

operation. Implementation of Priority One recommendations should be

expedited.

• Priority Two - This category of recommendation is considered essential to

comply with the requirements of the codes referenced in the scope. Although

they affect the life safety plan of the building, they do not have immediate and

essential impact on life safety, property protection or continuation of

operation. These items will need to be resolved; however, some options may

be available as described in our report and time to implement possible options

can be investigated.

• Priority Three - This category of recommendation is considered desirable

based on sound engineering practice and compliance with the latest code

requirements. These items should be considered for long range master

planning.

Our evaluation was based on:

1. A site visit conducted as a visitor to the site without identifying ourselves to the staff

2. A walk-through conducted with the site staff - November 5, 1992.
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3. An interview meeting with the following persons:

Creg Rowland

Audrey Calhoun

Frank Cucurullo

Ron Blain

Joan Pryor

John Gamer
Andy Smith

John Giganti

Trudy Kelley

Joe Bums
Robert Libby

Vincent Fitzpatrick

William Mckool

GWMP
GWMP
GWMP
GWMP
GWMP - CLBA
NPS (Security)

U.S. Park Service Chief Ranger

Glen Echo F.D.

OCMS
Curator - CLBA
Rolf Jensen &, Associates, Inc.

Rolf Jensen &, Associates, Inc.

Schiff Associates

4. A final review meeting with the following persons:

Creg Howland

Frank Cucurullo

Joan Pryor

Trudy Kelly

A.F. Reuter

Robert Libby

GWMP
GWMP
WWMP - CLBA
OCMS - NCR
GWMP - Safety

Rolf Jensen & Associates, Inc.

It is not our practice to recommend specific manufacturers of equipment, unless warranted by

unique needs. However, we have included in Appendix B examples of manufacturers'

equipment which should meet the recommendations provided in this report.
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SURVEY SUMMARY

CONSTRUCTION

The Clara Barton House consists of all wood construction, and according to NFPA 220,

Standard on Types of Building Construction, 1985 Edition, the house is classified as Type V
(000) construction. The Clara Barton House is constructed using balloon framing. In

balloon frame buildings, all vertical structural elements of the exterior bearing walls and

partitions consist of single studs which extend the full height of the frame, from the top of

the sole plate to the roof plate; all floor joists are fastened by nails to the studs. The roof is

stainless steel on wood joists.

Existing walls consist of muslin over newspaper insulation. As the National Park Service

renovates the house, the newspaper insulation is removed and the muslin is backed by fiber

board. The Clara Barton House has six chimneys, four of which are capped. The existing

wiring consists of knob-and-tube wiring which is presumed de-energized by the Curator Joe

Bums. Live wiring consists of flexible metal clad cable. There is a large number of circuits

at the main electrical panel in the basement. These circuits should be evaluated by an

electrical engineer for potential overloading and compliance with NFPA 70, The National

Electric -Code.

SUPPRESSION

An automatic suppression system is not provided within Clara Barton House. The house is,

however, provided with 19 ABC Type portable fire extinguishers distributed throughout the

house. The extinguishers were serviced in August, 1992. The nearest fire hydrant is

approximately 50 yards from the house.

Response to a fire incident at the site is provided by the Glen Echo Volunteer Fire

Department. Access for fire fighting at the site is available on the west side only. This

limits the fire suppression capabilities. Therefore, fire suppression capabilities must be

provided within the structure. There seems to be some confusion as to if the fire department

will enter the house during a fire. During our meeting with the fire department, they stated

they would treat this call as any other and would enter depending upon condition at amval.

However, the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) states that an agreement with the fire

department exists such that no fire fighters will enter the house except to save a life.

An official agreement should be established with the local fire department and the Park

Service. If there are constraints such as an official order not to enter the house, this should

be clearly stated.
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Given the uncertainty of manual suppression and the combustible construction, automatic

suppression should be considered. However, due to the span between bearing walls, the age

of the material and the nature of the historic fabric, it may be impractical to provide

automatic sprinklers to all areas of the house. A practical effort could be made to sprinkler

those areas that are not open to public viewing, such as the basement, apartment, office and

meeting rooms. These areas are most susceptible to fire due to use and human interaction.

These rooms are all on exterior walls of the house and could be sprinklered by using vertical

pipe runs with horizontal sidewall sprinklers. Exposed copper or steel pipe could be used, or

CPCV pipe could be used if encapsulated with drywall soffits. Effective placement of

sprinklers would inhibit spread of fire to areas with historic artifacts. Additionally, intenor

portions of the house should be evaluated by a structural engineer for capabilities to support

sprinklers. If structurally capable, all portions of the house should be sprinklered either by

horizontal sidewall or pendant sprinklers. All sprinklers installed should be quick-response

type.

EGRESS

The Clara Barton House is classified as an Assembly occupancy. Egress from the house

consists of unenclosed wooden stairs from all levels. Egress from the third floor is by means

of two, 24-inch stairs with approximately 5 'A feet of headroom which discharge to the

second floor corridor. Two stairs are provided from the second level, a 42-inch stair is

located in public space and another stair is provided in the administrative area. The 42-inch

stairs discharge to the first floor main hallway. The stair in the administrative area

discharges to the first floor kitchen space.

Egress from the first floor is by means of the main entrance at the north side of the building.

Two additional unenclosed stairs, accessible through the kitchen and an east office area

provide access to exits from the basement.

Two exits from the unfinished areas of the basement plus an additional exit from the

basement residential unit are provided which discharge directly to the outside.

The house does not have illuminated exit signage. The only obvious exit to those unfamiliar

with the house is the main entrance on the ground level. Doors from the house are equipped

with latching devices and are not equipped with panic hardware (Panic hardware is not

required by NFPA 101 unless occupancy exceeds 100 persons). These exit doors do not

swing in the direction of egress (Doors do not need to swing in the direction of exit travel

unless serving 50 or more persons). Battery powered emergency lighting is provided

throughout the house.
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FIRE DETECTTON AND ALARM

In 1978, a Pyrotronics fire detection system was installed with smoke or heat detectors in

every enclosed space. The sensitivity on the detectors have been adjusted to respond to

minimal amounts of smoke. The fire detection system has 78 smoke detectors, 22 rate-of-

rise heat detectors and 5 manual pullstations. Bells are provided to notify occupants of a

fire. The fire alarm system transmits alarms to U.S. Park Police Central Dispatch Facility

through the ADEMCO alarm system. Upon receipt of a fire alarm, the dispatcher notifies

the local fire department using normal telephone lines. The fire detection system is tested

monthly by the Curator and inspected annually by an outside contractor. Good
documentation of fire alarm testing has been kept on site. Although the system worked

properly when tested and appears to be in good working order, the system is fifteen years old

and can realistically only be expected to be in service for five years or less.

STAFF TRAINING AND PROCEDURES

The following Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), relating to fire and life safety, were

made available and reviewed for this study:

• Duty Hour Incident Responses

• Intrusion and Fire Alarm Testing Procedures

• Crowd Control Procedures

• Reporting Procedures

Procedures are implemented to provide for response by staff to a fire incident at the site.

The procedures address evacuation, identifying the location of the alarm and summoning the

fire department.

The unfinished basement area was being used for the storage of combustible materials and a

workshop at the time of our site visit. Procedures are not in place to address the storage and

the operations of the workshop, including use and storage of flammable or combustible

liquids. This practice should be discontinued unless procedures are established for such

operations.

Overall, the SOP's are complete and accurate. The following items should also be addressed

within the existing SOP's or in additional SOP's:

• Limiting total occupants to 100 or less persons

• Procedures for evacuation of handicapped persons

• Training of staff in use of portable fire extinguishers

• Method to assure total evacuation was achieved
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• Establish procedures for fire brigade to monitor fire pending fire service

arrival

• Plan to begin salvage operation
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RECOMMENDATIONS

PRIORITY I

1. Do not use basement Apartment for living quarters or use basement area for

workshop unless automatic sprinklers are provided - (Engineering Judgement).

2. SOP should state "Building should not be occupied by more than 100 persons at any

time" (NFPA 101-5.2.1.4.1, 9-2.3). Address other SOP's as stated in Staff Training

and Procedures (pg. 6 of this report)(NFPA 913-3-3).

3. Provide approved metal containers for the storage of all combustible rubbish, oily

rags or waste material kept within the house (BOCA F-304.1). This should be for

current use requirements. Permanent storage should be off-site.

PRIORITY n

1. All exits and the direction of access to exits must be clearly marked where it is not

immediately obvious or apparent to the occupants the direction to an exit. Provide

approved internally illuminated exit signs throughout each building. All signs must be

readily visible from any direction (NFPA 101 - 9-2.10). Self contained exit signs may
be used to eliminate need for wiring.

2. Remove all knob-and-tube wiring throughout the house (BOCA F-314.1).

3. Contract an electrical engineer to verify electrical service is not overloaded (NFPA 70

- The National Electric Code).

4. Install an automatic sprinkler system as detailed under Suppression Section (Page 5).

(NFPA 913-5.4.2.1).

5. During renovation, provide fire-retardant partitions to restrict the spread of fire from

areas being renovated (NFPA 913-7.1).

6. Patch holes in floor where radiators were removed (NFPA 913 6-1).

PRIORITY m
1. Although the existing fire detection and alarm system is in good operating condition,

and well maintained, long range plans should include replacement of the system.

11
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Parts for the existing system are becoming increasingly more difficult to obtain.

Eventually, the only option will available will be replacement with newer equipment.

2. Establish written agreement with fire department regarding response. Identify any

constraints such as an order not to enter except under life safety circumstances.

CONCLUSIONS

To meet the intent of the applicable codes to the facility, the above recommendations should

be implemented.

Prepared by:

Vincent T. Fitzpatrick Date

Reviewed by:

Robert Libby, P.E. ^ Date
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Recommendations are divided into the following three priority categories.

Priority Cateoory 1 - Essential

Items in this category are considered critical to the security of the facility and its

contents.

Priority Category 2 - Recommended

These items are not critical, but do have an direct effect on security. Also included in

this category are procedural changes which, since there is no cost outlay, may be
enacted immediately.

Priority Category 3 - Good Practice

These can be considered long range items which would enhance the security

provided to both the facility, visitors, and employees, but based on crime history can

not be considered critical.

15
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SCHIFF (Sl associates, INC.

New York 212/477-6685 1017 Main Street

Boston 617/482-2102 Bastrop, Texas 78602

Fax 512/321-1746

Phone 512/321-4421

THE CLARA BARTON HOUSE
SECURITY SURVEY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AUGUST 16, 1993

OVERVIEW

During operating hours, security at Clara Barton House is provided through a

combination of electronic and human controls. The visitation at Clara Barton

House is limited enough that all tour groups, ranging from one to a maximum
of fifteen people, are escorted. Should staffing, which can fluctuate between

one and four interpreters, be at Its minimum, visitors in excess of fifteen are

locked out on the porch or sequestered in the gift shop.

The electronic protection is through two separate alarm transmitter panels;

one operating the 24 hour zones, the other's zones are shunted during

business hours. The maximum number of zones, which provide the ability to

pin-point and control alarms, is eight per panel. The zones are connected to

either wireless infrared motion detectors, dual technology (passive

infrared/microwave) motion detectors, magnetic door position switches, or a

combination of both detectors and switches.

The perimeter of the facility is secured through plexiglass covered basement
windows, inoperable and locked first floor windows, and locked perimeter

doors. Two photo sensor activated flood lights illuminate the northern and
western sides of the structure. There are no glass break sensors used in the

house at this time.

Incidents at the house are almost non-existent. Employees stated only one
burglary comes to memory and that occurred in 1983. The same year, an

artifact was taken from the parlor by a disgruntled visitor. False alarms occur

at a rate of approximately one every ten days. Police verify all alarms either

by telephone or through a dispatched officer. The procedures are well

written in dealing with alarms as well as undesirable visitors.

In reality there are no physical barriers segregating the display rooms from

the public access space. The ribbon used to block entry can only be
considered as a psychological line of control. Entry into the rooms is really

controlled by the attentiveness of the interpreter and the deterrence of the

motion detectors.

17



Although there has been no history of problems at Clara Barton House, we
consider the following recommendations to be proactive considering the

intrinsic value of the collection. This protection should extend to the storage

of the artifacts as well. Highly valuable items should be stored in an alarmed,

fire resistant safe, if possible. The safe should be placed in a designated,

alarmed storage room.

II. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Findino No. 1:

Although the procedures dictate a monthly alarm test, no record of a test was
recorded since July.

Recommendation:

The monthly alarm test should be recorded at both the site and at the central

monitoring station. Should a test not be performed by the site by the 25th of

the month, the central monitoring station should prompt the site. In addition,

although the procedures require only one zone be tested monthly, the

unsupervised second floor wireless motion detectors and panic button should

be tested every month.

Priority = 1

Finding No. 2:

The designated entry on the cellar level is unalarmed which would allow

undetected access to the alarm keypads and the telephone wires. Although

there is a motion sensor covering the general area of the telephone lines, the

coverage is questionable. Since the external door is not contacted and the

wires are exposed, a perpetrator could feasibly cut the phone lines before the

penetration is detected and transmitted to the central station. Voice grade

lines used in digital dialer transmission can not be supen/ised unless

continuous contact is maintained between the panel and the central station.

Since the alarm telephone lines are verified only once every twenty-four

hours, it would be feasible to cut the lines, leaving the entire facility

unprotected.

18



Recommendations: -""

The outer door should be monitored and like most alarm systems, violation of

the door would start a timer. The security system would allow 30 seconds to

have the proper code entered or an intrusion alarm would be transmitted. In

addition, the exposed telephone lines should be secured in conduit and a

junction box.

Priority = 1

Finding No. 3:

Both alarm panels as well as the fire system share the same telephone line.

The line could easily be tied up with routine change of state data while an

actual alarm must wait until the alarm line is free. It also provides no backup

to the primary line.

Recommendation:

Separate telephone lines should be installed to allow independent

transmission of both the security and fire system alarms.

Priority = 1

Finding No. 4:

In a effort to re-create the period, many artifacts are in reach of the viewing

portal. If they are in reach, the physical restrictions of the motion detectors

(described above) could allow access to go undetected.

Recommendation:

Even though authenticity may suffer slightly, artifacts should be moved out of

reach. If this is not possible, the artifacts should be arranged so that the

least valuable are the most vulnerable. To rely on electronic security only, for

the protection of the artifacts, additional devices would be required. This may
include additional motion sensors, pressure pads, or even the monitoring of

individual objects. Artguard, Inc. manufacturers a number of devices

specifically designed for object protection. If the barriers described in Finding

No. 10 are instituted, this becomes less critical.

Priority = 1

Finding No. 5:

An audit of all artifacts is ongoing, but only 50% of the items have been
photographed.
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Recommendation:

Both the written and photographic record should be 1 00% up to date and
ongoing as new objects enter the collection. A central record of all artifacts

should be maintained with a duplicate off-site. The records should indicate

the present status and location of the artifact (ie., display, storage etc.). Any
artifact in transit should be accompanied by a transit slip. The transit slip

should include a description of the object including all identifying marks.

Once received, a copy of the transit slip should be returned to the sender to

acknowledge the successful transition.

Priority = 1

Finding No. 6:

In an effort to soften the impact of installing security devices in a historical

structure, many of the devices were not placed in their optimal operating

position. In most cases, the detectors are behind doors and in the case of

Clara's bedroom, behind a chimney. The problem results from the coverage

provided by the dual technology detectors. The units were installed due to

their resistance to false alarm. This move did prove to be effective in lowering

the false alarm rate. However, the passive infrared contingent of the alarm is

non-penetrating. Since it takes the activation both technologies to cause the

unit to alarm, many of the rooms could be entered undetected by staying low

and behind the blockage provided by the door. In a test, I managed to reach

the dining table without being detected.

Recommendation:

AH detector locations should be re-evaluated. The C&K Model IV used in

most locations is an effective unit. However, walk tests should be performed

to fine tune the detector's location until the ideal coverage is achieved. The

present equipment may be adequate if mounted in more advantageous

locations. Some consideration should be given to experimenting with the

Pulnix Model DMP-620 which could be installed directly above the door. The
unit's protection pattern could be adjusted to allow a clear zone directly

around the door, but provide a hemisphere of protection beyond normal

visitor's reach. Consideration should also be given to a two phase alarm.

Momentary violation of a protected zone, (1 second or less) would

immediately sound a local warning only. A continued violation (greater than 1

second) would be transmitted to the alarm panel and the central station. This

would reduce central station nuisance alarms.

Priority = 2
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Finding No. 7: >

The procedures for the historical site are adequately written, however

additional procedures may be required.

Recommendations:

Sections should be added in dealing with bomb threats and use of the lower

level apartment. References to specific individuals (eg.: John Garner) should

be replaced by references to title. Consideration should also be given to

establishing a code word when the police are reverifying an alarm by

telephone. Lack of the code word would indicate a duress situation.

Optimally, procedures should include the following. Slight adjustments to

standard procedures should be included if the procedure is affected by the

number of employees available to perform the tasks.

Opening

Closing

Alarm Response (Operating and Non-Operating Hours)

Bomb Threat

Burglary (Discovery Thereof)

Suspicious Activity

. Theft

Fire Alarms/Emergency Procedures

Duress/Unruly Visitors

Alarm Testing

Security System Service

Apartment Usage

Special Events

Tour Procedures

Key Control
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tt should be noted most of these procedures do exist. They would be much
more effective if specific duties were assigned to specific individuals. These
individuals should be addressed by title rather then proper name. A
contingency person should also be assigned if staff levels fluctuate.

Priority = 2

Finding No. 8:

The present alarm system provides limited zoning making pinpointing of an

alarm very difficult. The third level has no alarms.

Recommendation:

Alarm annunciation should be increased to allow each room to become a

separate zone. The wireless panic alarm should also be zoned separately.

This upgrade was reported as being scheduled for the near future. The
expanded panels would allow the installation of intrusion alarms on the third

level. Ideally, all devices should be hardwired. If this is not feasible, the

unsupervised wireless units should be replaced by supervised units such as

the ITI Caretaker System. The wireless receiver should be moved from the

cellar to a central location on the first or second floor to ensure adequate

coverage.

Priority = 2

Finding No. 9:

The central core of the house is without motion detectors. Following a

successful entry, this would allow undetected movement.

Recommendations:

The central core and especially the various stairways should be monitored.

The core detectors could be wired to the same zone as the door contacts on

the cellar level designated entry door described above. In this fashion, a

limited pincode could be given to authorized persons which would deactivate

the central core and entry zone only. The remainder of the rooms would be

secured.

Priority = 2

Finding No. 10:

The ribbon barrier draped across the viewing portal provides no physical

restriction.
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Recommendation:

Four feet high, metal or wooden semicircular locked barriers should be
installed to provide a physical restriction from entering the room.

Priority = 2

Finding No. 11:

In inclement weather, excess visitors are often sequestered in the gift shop
while the interpreter is on tour. There are no physical barriers ensuring

visitors to stay in the gift shop.

Recommendation:

The doors should be reworked to allow visitors access to the gift shop and
exterior, but the remainder of the house would be secure. This would mean
either creating a separate corridor to the gift shop and having everyone enter

the house through the shop (See exhibit). Alternately, the door to the display

room from the entry vestibule as well as the doors to the vestibule could be
secured until needed. Optionally, a closed circuit television (CCTV) camera
could be installed in the shop to monitor and record activity.

Traffic Pattern Priority = 2

CCTV Camera Priority = 3

Finding No. 12:

Service and maintenance of the alarm system is the sole responsibility of one
person spread over 150 sites. There are no arrangements for emergency
service if the Physical Security Coordinator is not available.

Recommendation:

To ensure optimal performance, all systems should be maintained regularly.

An agreement should be reached to have an alarm service company on
retainer should an emergency arise, or an additional service person should

be hired.

Priority = 2

Finding No. 13:

The doors separating the cellar apartment and the remainder of the house
are unalarmed.
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Recommendation:

If the apartment is to be used by outsiders, as was stated, the door contacts

should be installed to ensure all apartment access is from the exterior.

Priority = 2 or 3; depending on whether the apartment is actually to be
used.

Findina No. 14:

Only two sides of the exterior of the house are lighted. The sides exposed to

the wooded area and highway are dark.

Recommendations:

Flood lighting should be added to the eastern and southern exposures to

deter crime and vandalism.

Priority = 3

Finding No. 15:

Although the cellar windows are protected by a backing of plexiglass, the first

floors windows are vulnerable. Some are operable with only the original

hardware as security.

Recommendations:

Acoustic glass break sensors such as the Sentrol Shatterbox or the BGE
Pinnacle should be added to all rooms where the threat of breaking and

entering exists.

Priority = 3
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FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANELS

Fire Control Instruments, Inc.

269 Grove Street

Newton, Massachusetts 02166-2295

(617) 965-2010

Model: FCID-A Analog

Fire Alarm System

Cerberus/Pyrotronics

405 East Gude Drive

Suite #11

Rockville, Maryland 20850

Model: MXL
IXL (for smaller facilities)

Edwards System Technology

7172 Columbia Gateway Drive

Suite A
Columbia, Maryland 21046

Model: Edwards System Technology IRC-3
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING

1. Gilbert Emergency Lighting (Producers of "Hubble" products)

5611 Knieger Drive

Jonesboro, Arizona 72401

(800) 643-0400

Model: GX5

2. Ellenco, Inc.

4419 41st Street

Brentwood, Maryland 20722

(301) 927-4370

Model: Alpha or Bravo Series Emergency light

3. Advanced Lighting Co., Inc.

856-1 Johnson Avenue

Ronkonkoma, New York 11779

(516) 467-4877

Model: Power Plus AL-2000 PF
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FLAMMABLE LIQUID CABINET

1. Eagle Manufacturing Company
Wellsburg, West Virginia 26070

(304) 737-3171

Safety Cabinet Model 1947

2. Justrite Manufacturing Company
2454 Dempster Street

Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

(708) 298-9250

Model 25450

3. Lab Safety Supply

401 S. Wright Road

P.O. Box 1368

Janesville, Wisconsin 53546

(800) 356-0783

1283-2 Self Closing
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FERE EXTINGUISHERS

1. Amerex Fire Extinguishers

distributed through

Mellits Fire Equipment

13307 Idlewild Drive

Bowie, Maryland 20715

(301) 262-5677

5 lb. dry chem (ABC) Model #500

2. Badger Powhattan (Figgie Fire Equipment)

P.O. Box 7146

Charlottesville, Virginia 22906

(800) 446-3857

5 lb. ABC #5MB6H

3. General Fire Extinguisher Corp.

1685 Shermer Road

Northbrook, Illinois 60062

(708) 272-7500

5 lb. ABC
#36250 TCP-5LH
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THRU PENETRATION SEALANTS

1. Insta-Foam Products, Inc.

1500 Cedarwcxxl Drive

Joliet, Illinois 60435

Insta-seal and Insta 3X

2. Hilti, Inc.

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74147

(800) 879-8000

CF 124

3. Convenience Products

866 Koran Drive

Finton, Missouri 63026-2495

(314) 349-5333

Touch-n-seal

H.P. Instant Sealant (044699920)
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SELF LUMINOUS EXIT SIGNS

L Seton Name Plate Company
P.O. Box 1331

New Haven, Connecticut 06505

(800) 243-6624

Model: 768GM

2. Signs of Safety

P.O. Box 170127

Irving, Texas 75017-0127

(214) 438-6849

Part #2201

3. SRB Technologies, Inc.

2580 Landmark Drive

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27103

(919) 659-2610 (will ship and dispose)

Model: BETA LUX 171

or LUMINEXIT BlOO (rec. BETALUX 171)
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Clara Barton NHS
Fire Protection and Security Evaluation, 8/93

Recommendations and/or comments presented in the Fire Protection
and Security Evaluation.

FIRE

.1 . Establish an official agreement with the local fire
department, specifying the constraints placed on the
department in dealing with fire emergencies at the site.

2. Install an automatic suppression system. Structural
engineers should be consulted to evaluate load levels. A
10-238 will need to be initiated.

.3. Install illuminated exit signage.

.4. Begin upgrade of fire detection system. Present system
has equipment which is no longer readily available for
replacement. A 10-238 will need to be initiated.

_5 . Remove all combustible material from basement of site.

.6. Establish SOP's to accomplish the following:
-Limit the number of people in the house to 100 or less.
-Establish procedures to evacuate the handicapped.
-Train all staff in the use of fire extinguishers, with

regularly scheduled refreshers.
-Establish a method to assure that total evacuation is

achieved in the event of emergency.
-Establish procedures to monitor fire until arrival of

fire service.
-Establish an emergency operations plan and a salvage

plan.

.7. Provide metal containers for combustible storage.

_8 . Remove knob and tubing wiring. This procedure would
destroy historic fabric.

.9. Consult an electrical engineer regarding electrical
service overload.

.10. During renovation work, install fire retardant
partitions

.

_11 . Patch holes where radiator piping has been removed. Work
order has already been done to complete this, list made
of all holes, their locations and materials involved, ie:
wood, plaster, etc.
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SECURITY

.1. Keep strict records of equipment tests. (False alarms
are tests in one sense) . Set up specific dates for
testing all components, including wireless and personal
alarms

.

2. Have basement laundry room alarmed by using timer which
begins when door contact is broken. (This would limit
residents of the apartment to doing laundry only during
site hours, or allow residents free run of the site after
hours, neither a viable option.)

.3. Secure phone lines in conduit and junction boxes.

.4. Install dedicated lines for fire and security system.

.5. Move artifacts out of reach of doorways. (Some items have
already been moved and other less valuable items have
been substituted.)

.6. Photograph all objects. Follow accepted NPS practices of
cataloging and record keeping, including tracking during
transit

.

_7 . Re-evaluate location of detector heads and use of
different detector equipment.

.8. Update SOP's by adding additional situations, remove
names of persons, identify by title only. Assign
specific tasks to individuals.

.9. Upgrade alarm system. Add alarms to 3rd floor. (Alarm
panels have been upgraded with new zones added. NCR's
physical security specialist is resistant to alarms on
the 3rd floor. An alarm was added to the door at top of
basement stairs.)

.10. Install 4 ft. high metal or wooden barriers at doorways
to exhibit rooms. (This step is unnecessary given the
type of interpretive programming we provide) .

.11. Realign front entrance way so that visitors have free
access to bookstore, or sequester visitors in bookstore
while tours are going on. (This does not happen unless
a staff member is present in the bookstore. What about
security of bookstore stock? Parks and History does not
take kindly to loss of revenue through shoplifting.)

.12. Contract with an alarm service company to handle
emergencies on a retainer basis.
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13. Secure interior apartment door with an alarm. The alarm
in the main basement covers the interior door after
hours. The door is not secured during the day. The last
tenant blocked that door from the apartment interior.

.14. Add exterior flood lighting to the east and south sides
of the site.

.15. Install acoustic glass-break sensors on first floor
windows. Some are secured only with original hardware,
some not secured at all.
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End of Fire Protection and Security Evaluation
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have jointly reviewed "The Structural Investigation of the Clara Barton House"
submitted by Sheladia Associates. We are pleased to accept this document,
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SYNOPSIS

The report herein presents the findings during the field

investigations on the Clara Barton House, Glen Echo, Maryland. The

narrative report is in the front followed by detailed photographs,

drawings, calculations and other material in Appendix I through III. As

required by the contract, various options also are presented for

structurally rehabilitating the house. Work is needed for surroundings

(as landscaping) as well as for the interior of the structure. Estimates

of loads as they exist and brief calculations for upgrading the structure

to the BOCA (1980) requirements also are presented.
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1.0 EXISTING STRUCTURE

1-1 Introduction

The Clara Barton house sits on a small hill or bluff located

near Glen Echo Park, Maryland, a few miles north of Washington, D.C.

To the south the house overlooks the George Washington Memorial

Parkway and, a little further, the Potomac River. To the north it

overlooks a large gravelled parking lot which is the result of a 30'

deep excavation of what used to be the lawn in front of the house.

The ground plan of the building is rectangular, measuring

about 89 by 49 feet and oriented longitudinally from northeast in the

front to southwest in the back. The sides of the building are

referred to as north, south, east, and west as shown in Figure 1.1.

Along the east and west walls exists a brick sidewalk or apron

extending from the north stone towers to the south. These brick

aprons are now covered by ivy and other vegetation. Ivy and other

climbing vines extend on parts of walls and also behind downspouts,

causing damage to timber siding and mortar in the joints.

First built in 1891, the house consists of a balloon wood

frame, three-story high structure resembling a Roman "Basilica" with

a central "nave" and two lateral bays. The balloon frame is

supported on east and west stone masonry walls (about 2' wide) [1]*

*Numbers in brackets represent photographs presented in Appendix A
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at the periphery, while the central "nave" originally was supported

by timber posts only [2]. Some CMU supports [3] were added recently.

Most of the timber (hamlock and others) for the original frame

structure of 1891 came from a dismantled Red Cross building in

Pennsylvania.

The original construction site was slightly graded and sloped

naturally southward with a drop of 6' in about 84 feet, the original

length of the house, thus giving a crawl space of three feet in the

front and a 10-foot cellar in the rear.

In 1897 the house went through extensive remodeling which

included: a change from a stone facade to a timber one with two

lateral towers; addition of a simple veranda with central steps;

addition of five or six brick chimneys, partitions, ceiling, closets

in the central bay, kitchen and other living quarters; excavation of

basement earthern floor to a uniform depth of over 6 feet; addition

of basement windows and other changes like a cellar kitchen, servant

bedroom and carriage room in the southern end of the central bay.

In the remaining sections of this chapter, various components

of the structure are described as they exist presently.

1.2 Foundation and Basement Walls

The foundation and basement walls are built with "random

Rubble" type stone masonry [1,4]. They vary in depth from two to

-3-
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four feet relative to the outside grade, and often are completely

exposed [5] if not above the level of the excavated basement floor.

Joints between stones vary from 1/2 to 3 or more inches and lack

mortar in many places.

The south side of the building has no stone masonry footing

except at the corners. The north side has a continuous stonewall.

The west and east sides have a discontinuous foundation and stone-

wall, with gaps or intervals ranging from 3 to 8 feet [1] (also see

Drawing No. 1, Basement Plan, Appendix I). The central bay is sup-

ported by intermediate timber posts and CMU pilasters with their

footings generally exposed.

1.3 Exterior Structure

The east side of the house seems to be more humid and in

general shows more deterioration and decay due to humidity and

exposure to water for long periods than other sides. Gaps between

the brick chimney and the stone masonry tower [6], and openings

between basement window frames and stonewalls [7] could be observed.

Wood sidings are cracked and some boards are loose. The lower part

of the corner strips on the southern corner are rotten [8]. Gaps

between stonewall sections in the basement are bridged with a wood

board partition attached below the window frame. This partition is

in direct contact with the soil and as a result the wood is rotting

[9].
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Many of the windows are out of alignment with respect to

siding in the building [10]. Some have broken frame and pane, and

the stone filling under them is loose and without mortar. ^

The portico on the south side was a later addition (in 1911)

and is supported on three timber solid posts and a diagonal strut

with concrete slab cast (some of which is cracked) under them.

Although the general condition is good, some posts [11] are visibly

slanted and need correction. The sidings of the south wall are

sloping down toward the central bay (nave), (about 1" in every 5

feet) [11a], while the sidings of the central bay are horizontal (see

Figure 1). An examination of the geometry of the windows in relation

to the siding indicates that the settling of posts CI and El support-

ing the central part of the south wall, occurred at the time of (or

soon after) the construction.

Originally a stone facade, the front of the building presently

exhibits a facade with frame structure and a concrete floor veranda

in front and flanked by two stone towers [12,13].

The frame structure facade is generally in fair condition,

though around and below the main entrance there are signs of water

coming down along (and inside) the wall from the terrace above

(covering the veranda). The clapboard siding, replaced recently, is

slightly different from the original siding still found on the east

and west walls but is in good condition with no signs of termites.

Some gaps are visible between the siding and the stone walls of the

-5-
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towers, especially at the east side corner. Some window sills are

soft. Timber doric columns, originally installed around 1919 and

replaced later, are in good condition and so is the ceiling of the

veranda. Stone walls below the veranda, under the columns, are

cracked in places along the joint with the wall of the tower [14,

15]. The east concrete steps of the veranda are in fair condition,

while the west concrete steps (see Drawing No. 2, Appendix I)

exhibits spalling of some concrete risers and cracks on the

supporting walls [16].

The two downspouts of the veranda [17] drain directly to the

grade along the walls and cause problems for drainage.

1.4 Interior Structure

The interior of the building has three levels and several

rooms are being used presently. Also, some of the rooms are blocked

for historic preservation of artifacts and furniture and this fact is

considered later in this report in recommendations for structural

work.

Some additions, like the kitchen and toilet, are being made at

the basement level to convert part of it as an apartment (see

Drawing No. 1). Proper considerations are taken into account for not

damaging the present structure. Some comments on tnis aspect are

made later on.

6-
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The first floor has several rooms used as offices, meeting

rooms and other facilities. The vestibule floor, constructed of

timber at this level, had problems with deterioration and was treated

by injecting epoxy to strengthen it. Some restoration work in the

historic Red Cross offices has been underway on the south side of the

building (see Drawing No. 2).

On the second floor, there are two apartments, both are

occupied by persons in connection with the Red Cross work. One of

them is a lady, who lives in the apartment on the north side, while

the director for Clara Barton House occupies the other (see Drawing

No. 3).

The third floor has three rooms which have exhibits for public

viewing and are blocked out from additional live loads. These rooms

overlook the roofs on east and west sides (see Drawing No. 4).

1 . 5 Roof

The roof is the Basilica type with a typical section shown in

Figure 1.2. Part of the roof is covered by a Gable type at each end,

while its central portion is an elevated hip roof [18]. The east and

west side bays are covered by a shed roof [19, 20]. Rafters in these

bays are sagging. The roof sheathing is made of 1" boards and

covered by sheet metal roof (replaced in 1966). The central bay is

covered with stainless steel sheets [18].
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The small roof of the portico on the south side is covered

with asphalt shingles without roofing felt underlay. Now the

shingles have deteriorated and some pieces are missing [21] as a

result rainwater is in direct contact with the wood sheathing.

The roof drain intake for the downspout [22, 23] is often

covered with leaves [19, 23] which force the water to spill over the

eaves of the roof and enter the soffit and walls below.

9-
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2.0 EVALUATION OF STRUCTURE

2-1 Introduction

The previous chapter essentially presented the Clara Barton

House in its existing condition and the general observations made

during the field inspections. This chapter presents the "structural"

engineering knowledge of this house in detail to identify the prob-

blems and probable solutions, so that these may be used for the next

phases of the project. Detailed inspection was conducted from the

foundation level to the roof and is presented in various subsections.

For the sake of convenience, various rooms, supports and walls are

numbered as presented in the Drawings 1-4 in Appendix I.

2-2 General Condition of Structure

Although from the outside at the first outset, it does not

appear that the structural condition of the house is bad, detailed

survey and inspection revealed that three things must be done to

improve it, so that the house can be preserved as an historical land-

mark and a tribute to Clara Barton. The three things are:

a. General clean up of vegetation and landscaping.

b. Exterior structure restoration.
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c. Interior structural strengthening -- additions and

replacement.

The general clean-up does not need a great emphasis but

becomes important since it adds to the existing problems and makes

the condition dangerous. Structural strengthening and replacement

need thorough structural evaluation and calculations based on the

engineering knowledge and judgment on the properties of materials

with which the structure has been constructed. The detailed calcula-

tions for load estimates are presented in Appendix III and only

pertinent points are presented in this chapter.

2.3 General Clean-up and Landscaping

The brick sidewalk along the east and west walls, which

extends from the north stone towers southward, is covered by ivy and

other vegetation which, apart from damaging them, render them use-

less. The immediate surroundings seem to have more vegetation

(bushes, conifers, deciduous trees, bamboo at the present time than

the one during the first decades of this century. Of some concern is

the vegetation growing along the west side, which is within 4 feet of

the west wall, and, in our opinion, poses a potential danger of

damage to the foundations [24, 25]. In particular, two trees should

be removed: a conifer with a 16" trunk and located near the

11-
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A 9* wall at the stone tower; and a deciduous tree with 12" trunk

near wall A 7. Both of them are taller than the building and are

within four feet of the walls. Four other trees are even closer to

the west wall and also should be removed. Ivy and other climbing

vines were found on some parts of the walls and behind downspouts;

these too should be removed and not allowed to climb because of their

damage to the mortar in joints and timber siding. Ivy and other

vegetation cover the stone wall at the south end [26] also. The

original wood siding has become soft and cracked and needs replace-

ment.

The original construction site was slightly graded and sloped

naturally southward with a drop of 6 feet in about 84', the original

length of the house, thus giving at the front (north side) a crawl

space of three feet and at the back (south side) a 10-foot high cel-

lar. Such site with slope generally provides an excellent drainage

for rainwater. However, the ground adjacent to the building badly

needs regrading to insure roper drainage away from the stone walls.

The same applies to brick aprons alonside the east and west walls.

The removal of vegetation, mentioned earlier, should also keep the

downspouts and vertical drains clear to prevent their clogging, thus

causing problem of overflowing of gutters alongside the walls.

*See Drawings in Appendix I.
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2.4 Exterior Structure

Several woodframes of windows have become soft due to weather-

ing action and siding of the windows at grade level is decayed [9].

These need replacement. In general, wherever the woodwork is in

direct contact with the ground, proper care should be taken to

prevent any damage and decay. In general, the stonewall needs

repointing, and the weather boards which are decayed need to be

replaced.

The frame of the east side exterior balloon frame wall was

found to be rotted and decayed in some places where checking was

possible (e.g., Clara Barton Bedroom on the second floor). This

suggests an in depth inspection of the second floor exterior east

wall by either removing the inside face or outside sideboards in

order to check the ribbon and other members. In addition, traces of

water seepage along the east and west walls on the third floor and a

few wet patches on the first and second floor ceilings indicating

possible decay of the balloon frame. This should be confirmed by

further investigation.

2.5 Interior Structure

It is important that a thorough understanding is developed for

the entire interior structure for proper strengthening of it. Proper
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consideration must be given to not only the actual loads on the

floors but also to what loadings may be applied to some of the areas.

In this section detailed structural conditions are presented, while

the following two narrate the estimates on loads on the structure and

also the capacities of floors and supports. Drawings and photographs

enclosed in Appendix I should be referred to along with these sec-

tions. To simplify the report, the centerlines of the longitudinal

beams or girders are assigned a "letter" and the supports a "number"

(see Drawing No. 1)

.

In the utility room, some planks are decayed at the grade

level. The ceiling joists show 3/4" to 2" holes. Water from the

radiator pipe going through the ceiling (not far from the chimney)

has leaked, and, consequently, the subfloor around it in the upper

level is decayed. The nearby joist also has been affected badly by

the water. A brick chimney on the east wall needs repointing since

the mortar joints are spalling and disintegrating. The joists

sitting on a single header on the chimney wall have only 2-inch

bearing support.

Footings and supporting posts for the whole house are clearly

visible in the basement since most of the basement floor has been

excavated to provide a height of about 6.5 feet from the excavated

floor to the lower part of the joists. Supporting posts in the

basement fall into two categories: timber posts and concrete masonry

pilasters. Many of the timber posts are decayed and need to be
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replaced. These should be provided a better foundation since in most

cases they rest on very small and indequate footings, e.g., timber

posts C2, C3 and C4 are decayed and rotten and need to be replaced.

A stud wall up to the utility room corner and a CMU column at the

north partition is recommended [30, 31, 33a].

Flooring at the basement level is generally of two types:

one, the earlier type which is a floor consisting of 1/2" plywood

over a subfloor of tongue and groove boards on 2" vertical x 8" hori-

zontal joists at about 2'6"cc. The joists are supported toward the

ends by 2" x 8" girders [34]. At the center, under the joists, there

are 2' high posts [35] (see Fig. 2.1). The other type of floor con-

sists of original pine boards on 2" x 8" pressure treated subfloor

and 4" concrete slab. Floor generally does not need any work; how-

ever, its support system (subfloor) for the entire floor needs

strengthening. Details of this work are given in the next chapter.

The timber solid posts of a portico (added in 1911) projecting

7 feet are in good condition having been replaced when the concrete

slab was cast under them. The east post [11], however, is slanted

and should be either replaced because it is too short or straightened

to vertical position. On the east side of the portico there is a 2"

x 4" diagonal strut [11, 36] which may be removed since it is struc-

turally redundant (with the post).

The concrete slab under the portico has two transversal

cracks. One at 3' 2" west of door 12, and the other r6" east of door

-15-
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12. A gap is visible between wood frame around windows 15 and stone

wall [37]. Proper caulking should be done to avoid leakage.

The west wall consists of stone masonry sections A6, A7, A8

and A9, with some footing exposed [38, 39] since they are about 30"

below the outside grade level. The footing of the CMU columns and

posts [40] are just sitting on top of the earth floor and need to be

modified to proper size (see Drawing No. 1).

Most of the first floor has exposed joists, typically 2" x 8"

@ 2'-0" o/c which are sagging and sometimes an intermediate support

[27] has been placed at mid span (line B) ; however, these joists are

inadequate and a new joist in between them should be provided. Some

joists are split while others are cracked near the north wall [28].

This action has caused the loss of section at support. Some joists

have lost a considerable section due to two water pipes going through

them vertically [49]. All CMU columns and timber posts supporting

this floor do not have adequate footing, and, since they are spaced

at irregular intervals [30, 31], new ones should be designed and

repl aced.

The vault is paved with bricks without mortar and water has

been leaking through the floor probably after heavy rains. The door

of the vault, D9, made of two boards [32], has decayed at the bottom

and needs to be fixed to make it close properly. The frame and

boards under windows, in general, are rotten [33] and need to be

replaced with concrete below external grade level and new treated

boards above grade, e.g., W5, W6, W7 and W8.
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First, second and third floors were inspected for structural

condition somewhat differently due to the planned nature of rooms.

The details are presented in "Rehabilitation Survey and Sketches" in

Appendix II. They indicate similar observations on the structural

condition of these floors as are presented so far in this chapter.

2.6 Summary of Structural Condition

As has been discussed in detail, the general condition of the

entire Clara Barton House is deplorable and a good amount of work

should be undertaken (a) for general grading and cleaning up of the

outside of the building; (b) externally, walls should be provided

with adequate footings and windows properly finished to prevent

further damage; and (c) internally, most of the supports (posts)

should be replaced with a properly designed column (CMU pilasters)

and footings, the sub-floor system also should be redone by providing

steel beams at regular intervals and wooden joists to enable the

structure to come up with the up-to-date loading standards.

2.7 Estimate of Loads:

In the absence of the original design calculations for the

structure, loads on floors were estimated by an alternate approach.

These estimated loads merely represent what the structure can bear
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safely and to what degree it need be strengthened. An average value

for allowable stress in the subfloor beams was assumed and load

values (as uniformly distributed load in lbs. per sq. ft.) were

obtained for the entire floor. Detailed calculations are presented

and summarized in Table 1 in Appendix III. It can be clearly noticed

that the entire floor needs strengthening by additional wooden

joists. On the average, the maximum live load that the orei^ent floor

can withstand safely is of the order of 14 Ibs/sq. ft., compared to

the present (1980) standard of BOCA (see Appendix III) which requires

60 Ibs/sq.ft. for public buildings. Thus additional subfloor members

are proposed in a later section to estimate the costs. The second

floor balcony in the central portion was found safe for a live load

of 60 Ibs/sq. ft., and, therefore, no strengthening of that part is

required.
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3.0 MEASURES TO INCREASE CAPACITIES

3.1 General

In an old but historic structure, such as Clara Barton House,

the main idea is to preserve it but also to rehabilitate it to the

present standards of safety, so that it may be enjoyed by the public

as a part of history. A number of remedial solutions are possible.

This chapter essentially deals with them, and the estimates for the

various alternative schemes presented in the Section 4.0. These

measures include:

a. Block out areas from excessive loads

b. Repair certain areas

c. Specify the loads in special areas

d. Replace supporting members

e. Establish priorities

Since certain areas are occupied by the items of historic

interests, such as furniture, files and other artifacts, they should

be blocked out from the general public access. This not only pre-

vents the damage that may be done to these items, but also such areas

may not be designed for heavy loads as standards specify but lighter

loads for occasional use.

Some areas of floors (or subfloors) may be such that they can

be repaired locally and fixed for the use without involving a great

20-
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deal of cost. This can be done once a particular member is judged to

be strong by incorporating some strengthening device.

If certain space in the house is known to be marked for the

use as a congregation, meeting, office or residential quarters

permanently, then it should be considered specifying different loads

in different locations. Also the maximum number of persons using

certain rooms can be specified so that the actual average live load

may be considered rather than the standard specified by code.

When none of the above is possible, the obvious solution will

be to replace some of the members. Obviously, it is a more diffi-

cult, expensive and time consuming process, since the integrity of

the structure must be maintained during the reconstruction process

with minimum inconvenience to the occupants of the structure.

Finally, no matter which path is followed for increasing the

capacity of the structure to bring it up to the present day standard,

the priorities should be drawn so that the entire work can be done in

stages without damaging the structure or sacrificing the safety of

the occupants.

Based on the discussion in earlier chapters, it becomes clear

that most of the above measures will be used in Clara Barton House.

The various options to accomplish them are presented in the next

chapter

.
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3.2 Prioritization of Repairs

Priority for various items of work to be performed is drawn

from their impotance from the point of vieww of structural safety and

also from addition deterioration. In the former aspect, the

structure should remain functional and show more distress until

repairs are performed as recommended in the next chapter, while the

1 attter indicates that suitable precaution must be taken to prevent

further deterioration. Generally speaking, the prevention of leaks,

proper grading of the surroudings, trimming of trees or removal of

some of them, fall in the category to prevent further damage to the

structure. Such items of work should be undertaken immediately

followed by structural repairs. The structural repairs and additions

of members (to strengthen the structure) should be followed if the

structure has to be opened to the public.

-22-
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4.0 ESTIMATES FOR VARIOUS COST OPTIONS

Based on the inspection that Sheladia Associates, Inc. (SAI)

personnel performed and based on the discussion of the various defi-

ciencies that exist in the structure, the following estimates are

presented, as required in the contract:

a. Option I (Preliminary Repairs)

b. Option II (Preliminary Additions)

c. Option III (Final Design Services)

d. Option IV (Construction Consultation Services)

e. Construction Repairs (based on priorities)

These are discussed at some length in the following, so that

the proper budgeting for work may be made.

Option I and II (Preliminary Repairs and Additions): Both

Options I and II consist of a common item of "Landscaping and General

Upkeeping". Structural repair item chang es as per the contract

document. Design requirements specif ied are considered herein. Both

these options are estimated to dollar val ues shown in Table 4.1 and

4.2. Option I is certainly recommended because it will renovate the

CI ara Barton House fully rather than part ial ly in Option II

.

Option III (Final Design Services) : Final Design Services

will be provided by SAI personnel to the bes t of their efficiency.

They are experienced and can prepare the req Liired documents. SAI

will provide the followi ng services:

-23-
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A. Prepare construction drawings and specifications based on

the approved preliminary design.

1. Drawings shall be done on National Capital Region (NCR)

paper (24" x 36") furnished by the government.

2. Specifications shall be done in the format described in

the National Park Service booklet entitled "A/E

Specifications Preparation Guidelines".

B. Prepare a revised cost estimate based on the final

construction drawings and specifications. Specification boiler plate

shall be prepared by NCR.

C. Submit design computations and related data, construction

drawings, specifications, and estimate to NCR for review at

50% and 100% completion.

0. Make revisions and resubmission if required.

E. Furnish the original and two copies of the following:

1. Design Drawings

2. Construction Specifications

3. Construction Cost Estimate

It is estimated that based on previous experience, these services

will cost $18,000.00.
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Option IV (Services during Construction & Post Construction

Phase): As specified in the contract, SAI will provide the following

services during the construction and post construction period.

A. Review shop and/or working drawings and indicate approval

or rejection based on the Contract Drawings.

B. Provide technical support to the NCR Project Inspector in

the performance of his duties. The services will be limited to

visiting the site during critical phases of construction and at other

times but not to exceed an average of once a week.

C. Assist in resolving any unforeseen or unexpected design

and/or construction problems which may arise during the construction

period or within a period of one year from the date of acceptance of

the rehabilitation project.

The fee for services described in Option IV will be as

follows:

1. For services in Items A and B our fee will be $3,000

hich includes an average of 1/2 day site visit per week.

2. The services in Item C will be provided only upon written

request from the Owner. The fee will be based on an average salary

of $30/hour, and the total amount for each task will be negotiated at

the time of the request.
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TABLE 4.1

OPTION ]_
Approximate Cost

i. Landscaping and General Upkeep

a. Grading L.S. $ 2,500.00
b. Removal of trees L.S. 600.00
c. Caulking of windows L.S. 700.00
d. Checking of termites L.S. 100.00
e. Cleaning of drain pipes L.S. 100.00
f

.

Upkeep of siding/weatherboards L.S. 150.00

g- Miscellaneous (including painting' L.S. 1,200.00

Total i $ 5,350.00

ii. Structural Work for First Floor Only

a. Providing new footings to supports; and

end walls: 34 $100/each 3,400.00
b. Providing proper CMU supports in

place of decayed timber posts: i

32 $75/each 2,400.00
c. Providing steel beams to support I

joints: 60 ft. (3 $10/ft. 600.00
d. Providing subfloor wooden joists:

5400 ft. (9 $1.50/ft. 8,100.00
e. Providing proper support to walls

and windows below grade:
(a) concrete (3 ' nigh x 1' wide) L.S. 1,500.00
(b) siding (82'-0" long) L.S. 400.00
(c) underpinning for walls

(60'-0" long) L.S. 3,000.00
f

.

Pointing of stonewalls L.S. 2,000.00

9- Removal and replacement of exterior
balloon frame and walls:

(2400 sft. (9 $15/sq.ft. 36.000.00
h. Floors:

(2nd) 8,100 (3rd) 3,500 11,600.00
9- Mi seel laneous L.S. 1,000.00

Total ii $70,000.00

Total i + ii (10% contingency added) $82,885.00
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L.S. 600.00
L.S. 700.00
L.S. 100.00
L.S. 100.00
L.S. 150.00
L.S. 1,200.00

1 i $ 5,350.00

TABLE 4.2

OPTION II Approximate Cost

i. Landscaping and General Upkeep

a. Grading L.S. $ 2,500.00
b. Removal of trees
c. Caulking of windows
d. Checking of termites
e. Cleaning of drain pipes
f. Upkeep of siding/weatherboards
g. Miscellaneous (including painting)

Total

ii. Structural Work for First Floor Only

a. Providing new footings to supports and

end walls: 34 (3 $100/each 3,400.00
b. Providing proper CMU supports in

place of decayed timber posts:

32 @ $75/each
c. Providing steel beams to support

joists: 60 ft. $10/ft.

d. Providing subfloor wooden joists:

5400 ft. (3 $1.50/ft.
e. Providing proper support to walls

and windows below grade:
(a) concrete (3 ' high x 1' wide)
(b) siding (82'-0" long)

(c) underpinning for walls
(60'-0" long)

f. Pointing of stonewalls
g. Miscellaneous

Total i + ii (10% contingency added)

2,400.00

600.00

8,100.00

L.S. 1,500.00
L.S. 400.00

L.S. 3,000.00
L.S. 2,000.00
L.S. 1,000.00

Total ii $22,400.00

) $30,525.00
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APPENDIX II

Rehabilitation Survey of Floor I, II, and





i ri^or

Rehabilitation Survey

Project # Cfi>H

Date C/i ^ jn ^ _
By f // - ;?/?/>

I Identification of Structure

1- Name Koo hi I

2, Location I fLOQ g

3, Ovmer

4, Type

5 Use ggd Cross O-ff I'ce r eri>i>sft/ly I>i>>;oa ?

6. Construction "^^lI/ooh Fr»»oe

O O b«K

7. Size H^ fi'-Q/^" Floor 4o T^'S^ ^ 8. Cost

Se«. Dw#. fifti Fl»*f P^o.

9. Date Built |R97 - ^.v:-( U.t^ tg'^t 10. Altered ;gS>7 - I^JO's

II Room Survey (T)

11. Walls Ot^f'- I?>>Ailooyi S^u<t/f*t*;fc nf 3' ».ci<. R;bt>ow t>ro>:f»i ai^ Sg^^^ J^ uj rjU-f (^7S)

12. Partitions fjor/l r 2.(("Uo^r^: ^^^A^A^^ i-±lAjf^

13. Ceiling Jo?sU(p |-?''ec. (txT^l

1^- Floor T £ <S hprdk^god llpgr g Su^^Ltaji.4lj

15- Doors Or,t,^r,a^ (^^o*.r^t] b

16. Windows Xu>o i)[^i»ui > Pnc i«»il* u :mW»o >^g>J Ugo »« ;»u.y/* <-*<//

.



Rehabilitation Survey

Project #

Date

By

^ooru Z v 5>'/-Afr lam^/M/ f- p^04r/

I Identification of Structure

1. Name

2. Location

3. Ovmer

4. Type

5- Use kUcLem

6. Construction 2 x <^ FrAu.t.

1. Size

9. Date Built

8. Cost

10. Altered

II Room Survey

11. Walls Z\ ^f" CJes/ 1^*-//.^: Tr ^. l»*.r^5,

12. Partitions /^otLrttC j»*.r-k^i>tt

13. Ceiling Toisf-s t,i /'?''cc. ^Ar^j fUif-er *^y/ >,»/^/<y ^/f-'*'

14. Floor Yz" Fh^""^ uni^ A'/eS •o^^r o/-// /

*

^//^^ g/-

^fktt y/ >»/ f^i

Y-
SslPn^ /" /: s' /oi^*.f-J Sf*.irs

15. Doors ^^^ioii <rKCC/»/ &xf€r>^^/ l>z &rokft^

16. Windows <>oi^
~r



Rehabilitation Survey

Project # a&M

Date ^//9j8o

By a/l-i^MP

I Identification of Structure

1. Name T^QO^ 3 f C/oSC^ I

2. Location _Z" F^LOo^

3. Owner

4. Type ^^

5. Use jS^'/JtroOM

6. Construction

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built /B9/ 10. Altered /ff7 - /fj<

II Room Survey

11. Walls Ut.if £ £-*;/ = j^u./t g pfs. s^tr

12. Partitions /" LoA.rA *^^ ^^i'^^^U

13. Ceiling I>rj^^Z(. p >fe<i.J»».'^ n^'t^Z

1^- Floor vy^i,f ^/ci .^ c^.r^.M^ ^/c,^r

15- Doors si^^^U k.^rJi.

16. Windows ^^ _^



17. Electrical Outlets

18. Sanitary Fixtures lea/^"'f t rui -^q.^ f>'^*i {1"^^J /r^m mi»t^

19. HVAC Fixtures/Outlets Trticti o^ tj*.Ur /g*A/>/ -^r**^ raef/m ^^

pipes 4k/9f*^ c^'*^'^"1 t-'*-^^*-

Stair s /r> up^*^ ^Uor .• cu^cu"^ S^r,
'

***ef ljcm.^ /^ / '^ omfj

^rucA.r^f</ef>/i) ^//^ />/^/ ^ ^'V ^^^ (79)

20

_£

21. Fire Safety

22. Deficiencies



Rehabilitation Survey

Project # cT/g/V

Date_£/^££__

By £M - /?ip

I Identification of Structure

1

.

Name '^DOtt4 4- ^ C/oSC /s Z g

2. Location J' ^/ae r

3. Ovmer

4. Type

5. Use /^^e-t/'nO Koot*^

6. Construction

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built /^?/ 10. Altered Jj ^7 ~ /9l<=>

II Room Survey

11. Walls Sru</s- ^*^>^ /y/Aj-/^/- o//^ J-4>'VyO>^/r<g g><t />» / r X^go^ r c^'^r / ^«. //c

12. Partitions Sm*.^, tnL.:>»U^ />i^ri>s*.r^

13. Ceiling p/^j/^r >« UU: i?l

14. Floor or.jiKt^ / £ C i»t.rMt «x /' rj^j^//^*/-

15. Doors ^ >>

16. Windows ^J^



Rehabilitation Survey

Project # <r/^/r^

/.« /D^'^g 6/7?/ l^

By /r/V - .^RF

I Identification of Structure

1. Name /S O O ^ S~ <f C/j>seT^ ^

2. Location IT Floo r

3. Owner

4. Type
,

6. Construction /c/etm

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built / <f 9 / 10. Altered /^ ? 7 - /f3 S

II Room Survey

11. Walls Root^ .- S^*>/s '^^ p/<j/er t» /<//.?

12. Partitions

13. Ceiling P90M cD^

14. Floor ^e^r^m^ ^ AJ^rMdJts/ ^'i/^.

15. Doors o>:

16. Wind ovs U? - cj-m-cA. ic^*-'een /rAmc ^ p/4t.s/er - UA-^e/-

^

MC&S



Rehabilitation Survey

Project # <:SM

Date ^ / /9 / JS^

I Identification of Structure

1. Name ]/Qu/'f ^ A l/<2. S ¥ ih t4/

e

2. Location ^ j^/^^ r"

3. Ovmer

4. Type

5. Use /au// «• I>e/*^j// o/ ya/uMl /e ///s /»rfC Jocum et*^

6. Construction

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built /^f/ 10. Altered /^f7

II Room Survey

11- Walls l/aul-hr hrick J'acI^^'^ o / t-^z>»p L>a//

12. Partitions

13. Ceiling /au/^:t I^rick Douk/e. h ^rrcl /Ai«.//g^ fg///>.f

1^- Floor /g^// - ^,'r^yj ^, /es z»m Cm -^^r^'fe.

15. Doors ok.

16. Windows i/^^//.- crjick ^yer Sm.a// ^j.^^t-t^



Rehabilitation Survey

Project » C/g>/

Date C // 9/(^0 _

By ^M - ^f^J=^

I Identification of Structure

1. Name /P^,^ ^ /^ // /2 . /3

2. Location ^ ^/O O K
3. Owner

4 . Type

5. Use i - Hq./I ^ 1/ /Z.fiz o/<f;cei fio u%e yjou)

6. Construction S^l/:>an fr*^>^e.

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built /^f/ 10. Altered / S9 7 - /f!s> . /f7i-r\

II Room Survey

11- Walls i4ydi s Tt^. i o *. r ^s

12. Partitions S^m^/c i>9^r^s >'» ^/as^/s

13. Ceiling //, /z./:? -- o/eis^er

^ ^ Cio-f-k £ ^A^er

14. Floor or/^/MA/ Te ^. /'^ f.

15. Doors f^)(^

16. Windows /J/<^ r Utk-ftr 4r«i ce j aroupie/ cJ>mjt*u -fr^.p̂ e ^cei/ihf.



Rehabilitation Survey

Project ^ C fl ^

By_£/V- /fyfg

I Identification of Structure

1 • Name Room 9 (u^Jer r^s-^orcf/onj See. 'F,rs/F/oor F/a *»

2. Location / F^/oo r

3. Owner

4. Type

5- Use Urs^or/c F'eW ^r o s, O/^. c ^ s

6. Construction /</?<••

7. Size /^.r ^lo>^" •# J^fTh 8. Cost

9. Date Built /g^l 10. Altered /8J7

II Room Survey

11. Walls Uopy , U*i/ t f i^ e-»^tr€df Ln-fl ^/»,mk^ejme f: 3/e^'Ft<^.

12. Partitions 5»«-^X -. z ^ ^ c^»<^gV e^'H. c/o-^l «f ux/^^^^«er.

13. Ce i 1 i ng £^xP»sf^ J'^/j/s ^ ^t a. / ^f <£> /?" c^ /mktff f/»// cti'/i-j /• i*

tor ///f /^»^<- tx-h -Jof's^s •rtr/*.* ,
3' •/» 4*

14, Floor 77^ C^, U^fJu^^jt p» / " j<. ^ //» » /-

15. Doors e>^g Z^»fffsc/»»r /^/9 H^ //<//^

16. Windows Uti-^ iJ:^/<^cj /^ «rv^>»g^ neeJs r<rp^,r:^ s > '^^ -o^ 'e t/r^



Rehabilitation Survey

Project #

Date

By

I Identification of Structure

1. Name ^QOttj /O Sec. F'rs^ F'/̂ or Fla*i

2. Location

3. Owner

4. Type

5- ^se ///s/or,'t /<^e C^ Crosi 0/Ace

S

6. Construction B^f/oon ^4<«.g /y/V^

7. Size S€^yUm^ 8. Cost_

9. Date Built /<f9/ 10. Altered /^ ? 7

II Room Survey

11- Walls 3^//o^0 s/*</t */ i' t»* AX.

12. Partitions A/prHT ^^i>.ri^s it i,;*,/ i,^^ tU/i^j-

C/»-hl V /^yr/- ^^r ^ft*^AAj-^i..

13. Ceiling 5"»»^ /'o/'f/t £ii//e4^ t>^ ^^ A^or/i s.'t/t. - ^/7*

14. F 1 oo r / r C jl>»4irJi r c/ec<*jedt o« ^aj/ s,Jc »^ r-ft>t0. m^^

15. Doors Qi^e Pfm.oi/'e/

16. Windows 5" L)im/»»^S . Sot*"^^ O // /f i><// J?*/4r<.S7u*r€.



Rehabilitation Survey

Project *CSj¥

P^^^ C//^/tf^

I Identification of Structure

1. Name R'a^m^s/^ £ J
5"

2. Location J' ^/oa r"

3

.

CVn e r

4. Type

5. Use r^^rf&r

6. Construction /</^^

7. Size

9. Date Built // f/

By ^/y ^ /Pyr/*

8. Cost

10. Altered //^7

II Room Survey

11. Walls sA/j A^^ p/dis/cr t>m /aH^.

12. Partitions ^^w// = A>*i>*r oPt C/'Cf^ f/^^s^ /4-J

13. Ceiling pl^jf-tr e u>h.P pt^fter ^ li^r U^fer m* r k x v^ p/t.j4*r t ua^l/p-^tr JAf/,

14. Floor Of^ •f-rt.tcs *> ( /</•«».«'/• g^ TTgCj £^tir^i [^^]

15. Doors Q,j(f

16. Windows p/<r



2~hab
•"

l i tat ion Surv

L

Date /^/^o/ ^o

By ^A-- >?fr

I Identification of Structure

A Name F^tp^r/^ /^ . /g

2. Location ^F/oor-

3. Owner

4

.

Type

5. Construction

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built /g'jl 10. Altered /^f7 -

II Room Survey

11. Wall s /.- j-A/x e pUs^cr /Jf.
- /,Ler L^t^rAs

12. Partitions /z A/»rK . / Ler L9».rt( i /^ jC'lt^^ L:>* r^^

-Z ^^ C^^/^F^^*r f ^e.^cf>l4^^ ^m £^i^ Ct^(/ ' ^V* / •^t rl^l^ *^ )

13. Ceiling /• pU:Ur /^ : /;Ur£,i>4^rsL f ualiffc.^i.r ^e^f-^i f^
"
?)

1^- Floor a// T t G. k»^j^(jL

77o.afr ar^ -kr^i-ki r>^ /J

15. Doors

16. Windows 7er^;U ^^c^s ,r^ Q-m//^^ r^ E^,<' ^*^// ^/^^^.^ /tj

.
, J . — . — - ! I.J— * w -*...-. -' ' ' - ' ^ ^ r — - -J -^— *—



Rehabilitation Survey

Project ^ Cf^N

Date C/z^/^^

fiy_^/L^ y^iPA

I Identification of Structure

1. Name 7\OC>ryi 2. j' 3>

2. Location JM p/c:>or'

3. Owner

4

.

Type

5. Use Z - j/^r^^*. J"-- B^JJlrg^u.

6. Construction

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built //ff/ 10. Altered /g97- /^'{S>

II Room Survey

11. Walls sU^r ^ /.lerl^^rWx

3r''c^ Ciit^ne^ Meet/ j-eba,M-/,m^

12. Partitions Z-: ^u/>^ pe^^-(td

13. Ceiling P/4iJ-/er »^ U4ls

14. Floor Z' ^/ny/ ///«•

7 r A/gx

1 5 . Door s py^

16. Windows ^^



Rehabilitation Survey

Project *_C_SJhL

Date f̂^o/l^_

By en -Pfip

1 Identification of Structure

1- Name Pqq >^, ^ ^^ £~^ C

2. Location ^^ P^loo r

3. Owner

4. Type
4 ^A tTHCA/r /V Mi£

1
6. Construction

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built //?/ 10. Altered / gjl - /f •^j> 4^

II Room Survey

11- Walls j>A^ g £veLii4-^_i.2fc£^^^

12. Partitions g/pjW.- T^G A^^^

O/A/ pL*r Lo a-rJi

13. Ceiling 6^ pUsUr cf^'^ttl s,^ £m. s ^ t^aff , z cj^^/cr S^'nt

14. Floor ^.s i/ikty/ // /e i

(, T Qfi'sU. r/- ^

15. Doors /»>^^^ 2>oArs j>t

16. Windows fif



Rehabilitation Survey

Project 4 ORH
Date^^/2^^_

By ^/7 > /?>e/>

1 Identification of Structure

2. Location ^Z ^/c>c^/'

3. Owner

A . Type

6. Construction JV^«.

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built //^Z 10. Altered /ff7- /fj^- /fco

II Room Survey

12. Partitions i^ , Tf H^ . i^^r^r ie^uctn /^ ^- 9

13. Ceiling f , tfUs^^r fcr*^cMT •t^r ,i,'m .mf JLr^tLj f^<t-J

lA. Floor or''f,'^»^t TrC L^4 sMm. ky /m / /•/V ^og««»

15. Doors

16. Windov > f> S4k/cm>*-i u.-^f^'t^s'/r*"* afec*HA^ - J/ // A^/^ /• »//<?«. ^Oj



Rehabilitation Surve-'

I Identification of Structure

1. Name Poc>m //^ /g.

2. Location ^ ^/^tP>

^

3. Owner

A, Type

5. Use 'S>^^l^^OtMS

6. Construction

Project ^ CS^

Da t e 6/te>/S'c>

By ^/f^ y?/f /*

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built //P9/ 10. Altered /P^7 ^ /JZ^-/f^o

II Room Survey

11. Walls jA/j a*^ ^LtfLocr^x ~i^*.//p<t*r ce^u. /m.^ pj^ m.-* Jetm^s

12. Partitions ^ g az-^j .- <r/x>jf A.

13. Ceiling /z . // r ^^//>y ^z- ^jt^/Zy c^^^J->t » iJ * A-r p ro i /t t^ s

14. Floor or/f,\.U. J' r ^. kcM^r^s ^i» Kit^/erf/p^t

15. Doors

16. Vindovs



/^i p/oor

Rehali li tat ion Survey

S^a c/o^, " /ki'rff f/c>e>r rU

m

Project i^ C /^

H

Da te ^/2o/^c>

By <r/Y - /f/P/>

1 Identification of Structure

1. Name J\oo»*^ I • .Tg^-/^ S eu> i'n tt Rs^oi^ ^ / 4t**4f/m.^

2. Location ]jL ^/oo r

3. Owner

A. Type

5. Use Set^iri? K^Qf^
'f-

6. Construction ^<.//oo*f Fta*^^

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built /<ff/ 10. Altered /JPf7 - /fJ^'^O

II Room Survey

11. Walls s-f^^S f Te^ , Af^^r^s

£Ai4 u*.// r» /<u^/^.w S-^f ^»^/ ^OA r^J u*»4^fr CJ*M/»t^ / c/e. CA-jeJ •/

12. Partitions

13. Ceiling rlus/i^ CU^k [OAVtr- ^A/mj uisiUj.)

Ots ^ closed ' u^hr i-M.r^i *'^''Y
'^''^^ ^ r^//y . U€s-fut.^»f Um/. -^p 3-1^ : L>M./tr (/rf- ^*!^'''

14. Floor
3:>f4 (dtcc-^)? £; t</krA^'y

U'^ / ' rf : JofJ^J' f''

15. Doors

16. Windows ojf
. ^*-j (- i.Vc * f U''J:>»^6_^£lskX -g^-*^-*/''^ y^^'



Rehabilitation Surve^

Date ^/ZQ^fo

By Srf- /^f^r*

I Identification of Structure

1. Name ^j^^ni Z - /?s>om 3 - A^orM IdmX/mf ^ f^g/c^y^y

2. Location l^ floor

3. Owner

4. Type

5. Use 2 g /^g^ r^^>^ 3 ^ S///^M^ /d»^»-^

6. Construction /^/V»r> fv-A^ii^

7. Size 8. Cost

9. Date Built 1^^/ 10. Altered /S*J7 - /fl=>'^

II Room Survey

11. Walls jAVj- y 7"f C 1^e>A^<r

12. Partitions 77^ gif- fSs^r/r

13. Ceiling c/o /^

14. Floor ^^ TV f?. jy^r^x x/»^/ Mf io-t< em^s .(^CK>^i<c Ijk^j

-^^T.r C. L»Ar^s

15. Door8__2^

16. Windovs c?>fc

J^^/r^^y ..^A-_/l$?J



APPENDIX III

Details of Estimate of Loads
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1897 Front Facade, Porch, and Balcony Restoration Drawings
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Interior Elevation Drawings
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Window Reproduction and Documentation Drawings
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CSE
CLARA BARTON ( 182 1 - 19 i:i), FOUNlt
OFFERED, BY EDWARD AND EDWIN Bj

CONSTRUCTION OF ANY STRUCTURE
I

THE RED CROSS IN THE ADVERTISIN
A WAREHOUSE FOR SUPPLIES RECEI*'

PERMANENT HOME IN 1897, THE ST
UNTIL HER RESIGNATION IN 1904.

THE ORIGINAL RED CROSS HOUSE W
AMATEUR ARCHITECT, DR. JULIAN B.

FEATURED A FORTY-EIGHT FOOT WI

NARROW WINDOWS. THE SECOND SI
WITHIN AN ARCHED WALL.

;

1
: ^. CO

!.; *^[;
*' 'j

;
z.

5^

3:03

IN FEBRUARY 1897, MISS BARTON N

HOUSE. MUCH OF THE STONE FA^i
AND PANE GLASS WINDOWS -INCLUDI!
FLOOR- WERE INSTALLED. THE CELL
(USING THE DISMANTLED STONE FAC
EXTERIOR WAS PAINTED A WARM YE
COMPLETED, IT WAS A TWO-AND-A-
GRANITE TOWERS AND A FALSE GAB'
WOODEN BEAD BOARD, SIMPLE VERT
VARIETY OF MOLDING STYLES. FLO
ARE EITHER COTTON MUSLIN-BOTH

AT THE TIME OF MISS BARTON'S D^-

HOUSE PASSED TO DR. HUBBELL. |
HOUSE PASSED THROUGH SEVERAL (i

RELATIVELY INTACT DESPITE BEING f

RENTAL APARTMENTS. IN 1965 THE'

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK, DUE
EFFORTS OF THE FRIENDS OF CLARi'
TO MAINTAIN THE HOUSE AS A MEM-
ON OCTOBER 26, 1974, CLARA BART>
WAS ADDED TO THE NATIONAL PARK
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE HAS ADMIN
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE AS A UNIT
WASHINGTON MEMORIAL PARKWAY.

DOCUMENTATION OF THE CLARA BAR
UNDERTAKEN BY THE HISTORIC AME
HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING R
LANDSCAPES SURVEY (HABS/HAER/Ij-
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE (NPS), U.S^
INTERIOR, E. BLAINE CLIVER, CHIEFi
SPONSORED BY THE GEORGE WASHir
((;WMP), NPS, AUDREY CALHOUN. SU
CHIEF OF HABS, AND BY RICH POST]
ARCIHIECT MARK SCHARA. THE PRO
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE. GLEN ECU
FALWELL. AND ARCHITECTS ANDREW

'

AND ANNA ISABEL VASQUEZ (UNIVEI^
CLARA BARTON NATIONAL HISTORIC

o

o

<

o



CLARA BARTON HOUSE
CL\K\ BARTON (lU-Jl-igi:;|, FOUNnisU OF I'lIK AMERICAN RED THOSS, CAME TO CLEN ECHO. MARYLAND. WHEN SHE WAS
OFFERED. HY EDWARD AND EUWIN HALT/FEY. THE DUAL C.IETS OF A HALF-ACRE PIECE OF PROPERTY AND THE
CONSI'liliCTlON OF ANY STRICTURE OF HER CHOICE. IN EXCHANGE FOR PERMISSION TO USE HER NAME AND THE NAME OF
IIIF RED CROSS IN THE ADVERTISING FOR THE GLEN ECHO CHAUTAUQUA. INITIALLY. THE .STRUCTURE WAS USED ONLY .AS

A WAREHOUSE FOR SUPPLIES RECEIVED HY THE AMERICAN RED CROSS, BUT AFTER MISS HARTON MADE GLEN ECHO HER
PERMANENT HOME IN IH!)7. THE STRUCTURE TOOK ON THE ADDITIONAL ROLE OF AMERICAN RED CROSS HEADQUARTERS
UNTIL HER RESIGNATION IN lOOd. THE HOUSE REMAINED HER HOME UNTIL HER DEATH IN 1912.

THE ORIGINAL RED C:ROSS HOUSE WAS DESIGNED BY MISS BARTON'S CHIEF FIELD AGENT AND AN
AM.ATEUR ARCHITECT. DR. .lULIAN B. IIUBBELL. BUILT FROM PINE IN IHHl. THE STRUCTURE
FEATURED A FORTY-EIGHT FOOT WIDE POTOMAC (iRANITE FACADE WITH A CENTRAL DOOR FUNKED IIV

NARROW WINDOWS. THE SECOND STORY ALSO HAD NARROW WINDOWS AND A RED BRICK CROSS SET
WITHIN AN ARCHED WALL.

IN FEBRUARY 1097. MISS BARTON MOVED TO GLEN ECHO AND BEGAN REMODELING THE
HOUSE. MUCH OF THE STONE FACADE W,\S REMOVED. A WOODEN ONE BUILT IN ITS PLACE.
AND PANE GLASS WINDOWS-INCLUDING THE RED CROSS WINDOWS ON THE THIRD
FLOOR-WERE INSTALLED. THE CELLAR WAS EXCAVATED TO A MORE SUBSTANTIAL SIZE

(USING THE DISMANTLED STONE F'A(,ADE AS MATERIAL FOR THE FOUNDATION WALLS), THE
EXTERIOR WAS PAINTED A WARM YELLOW, AND A PORCH WAS ADDED TO THE FRONT.
1 (IMI'I KIED. IT WAS A TWO-AND-A-HALF STORY FRAME .STRUCTURE WITH TWIN TIN-CAPPED
(,I:\\1IF TOWERS AND A FALSE GABLE IN THE FRONT. INTERIOR PARTITIONS ARE BUILT OF
IWKillL.N BEAD BOARD, SIMPLE VERTICAL PUNKS, AND DOARD-AND-B.ATIEN WALLS, WITH A
WKlUn OF MOLDING STYLES. FLOORS ARE RANDOM WIDTH PINE BOARDS. AND CEILINGS
\RE EITHER COTTON MUSLIN-DOTH PAINTED AND UNPAINTED-OK PLASTER.

Vr THE TIME OF MISS BARTON'S DEATH. OWNERSHIP OF THE
HOUSE P\S^EI) TO DR. IIUHIIEI.I.. AFTER HIS DEATH. THE
HOUSE l'\SSED THROUGH SEVERAL OWNERS . BUT REMAINED
RFI\IIMI\ INTVIT DESPITE DEINC; CONVERTED TO SMALL
r:IM \l \l'M:rvll MS, IN 19G5 THE HOUSE W.AS DESIGNATED A
Willi. M lllMnlh LANDMARK. DU'E IN LARGE PART TO THE
Mlnuis (ii- Mil j lilENDS OF CLARA HARTON. INC. WHO SOUGHT
TO MAINTAIN THE HOUSE AS A MEMORIAL TO MISS BARTON.
ON OCTOBER 2(i. 1971. CLARA BARTON NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
WAS ADDED TO THE N.ATIONAL PARK SERVICE. SINCE 1975, THE
N,\TIONAL PARK SERVICE HAS ADMINISTERED THE CLARA BARTON
N.VIIONM. HISTORIC SITE AS A UNIT OF THE GEORGE
WASillNGI'ON MEMORIAL PARKWAY.

DOCUMENTATION OF THE CLARA BARTON HOUSE WAS
UNDERTAKEN HY THE HISTORIC AMERICAN BUILDINGS SURVEY/
HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD/ HISTORIC AMERICAN
I
Wlisi \|'ES SURVEY (HABS/HAER/IIALSl DIVISION OF THE
NMInWL PARK SERVICE (NPS|, U.S. DEP,\RTMENT OF THE
IMIUIOR, E. BI.MNE Cl.IVER. CHIEF. THE PRO.IECT WAS
sl'ONsdKED HY THE GEORGE WASHINGTON Ml' MORI \1. PARKW.AY
ICHMUI. NPS. AUDREY CALHOUN. SUPEIMN ll-.NDFM

, PROJECT PLANNINC; W,\S COORDINATED BY PAUL DOLINSKY
I IIIFF OF IIABS, AND BY RICH FOSTER, liWMP ( IIIEF OF MAINTENANCE, THE PROJECT SUPERVISOR WAS HABS
AIKIIIIECT MARK SCHARA. THE PROJECT WAS COMPLETED DURING THE SUMMER OF 200:1 AT CLARA BARTON
NMIONAL HISTORIC SITE, GLEN ECHO. MARYUNI). HY HABS ARCHITECT AND FIELD SUPERVISOR KATHRYN A.

FAL»ELL. AND ARCHITECTS ANDREW D. GORSKI (UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA), DWAYNE POOVEY (NORTH CAROLINA),
AND ANNA ISABEL VASQUEZ (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA), ASSISTANCE WAS PROVIDED BY THE STAFF OF
CURA BARTON N.ATIONAL HISTORIC SITE AND GLEN ECHO PARK, ESPECIALLY MARY TROY, MUSEUM CURATOR,
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THE CLARA BARTON HOUSE. DATING FROM 1892-3. IS

A WOOD FRAME, THREE STORY STRUCTURE BUILT ORIGINALLY

AS A WAREHOUSE AND HEADQUARTERS FOR THE AMERICAN

RED CROSS THE HOUSE IS PARTIALLY CONSTRUCTED

FROM LUMBER SENT FIRST TO WASHINGTON VIA THE

BaO RAILROAD FROM DISMANTLED RED CROSS EMER-

GENCY RELIEF BUILDINGS IN JOHNSTOWN. PENNSYLVANIA

CONVERTED INTO APARTMENTS IN THE I930'S. THE HOUSE

WITH MANY OF MISS BARTON'S ORIGINAL FURNISHINGS HAS

SUSTAINED VARIOUS RENOVATIONS WITH NO PERMANANT

DAMAGE TO ITS UNIQUE CHARACTER LOCATED SEVEN

MILES FROM WASHINGTON. DC ON A BLUFF OVERLOOKING

THE POTOMAC RIVER. THE HOUSE WILL BE MAINTAINED AS

A NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
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THIS PROJECT WAS UNDERTAKEN BY NATIONAL CAPITAL

PARKS. N.PS, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF DR f«UL GOELDNER.

HISTORIC ARCHITECT AND THE SUPERVISION OF BEVERLY
JANE SANCHEZ, ARCHITECT STUDENT ASSISTANT ARCH-

ITECTS WERE MICHAEL D SNYDER (RHODE ISLAND

SCHOOL OF DESIGN) AND DAVID D BALLARD (UNIVERSITY

OF CINCINNATI)
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